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Abstract 

This dissertation examines the influence of intelligence assessment on British 

strategy and operations in the Second World War, during 1940 - 194 1. Britain was at its most 

Werable during this period and the ability to forecast enemy intentions would be invaluable 

to British strategic decision-makers. British intelligence assessment was reorganised several 

times in this period. However, the secondary literature has failed to ask whether these 

reforms actually helped decision-makers formulate Britain's strategy for survival. The history 

of British wanime intelligence is generally approving of the Joint Intelligence Cornrniftee 

and its associated organs dedicated to assessment, firs the Axis Planning Staff and then the 

Joint Intelligence Staff. Conversely, their predecessor, the Future Operadons (Enemy) Staff, 

is associated with the twin failures of British a m  in Greece and Libya in 1941. Analysis 

of the accuracy of the forecasts of these bodies in 1940-41 suggest that the very conditions 

which motivated the British to attempt to forecast enemv strategy also crippled the accuracv 

of their forecasts. WhiIe evolutionary changes of British intelligence assessment would be 

important for future needs, the impact of saategic fomasting on British strategy in 1941 was 

marginal. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

Part I: Historiography 

Throughout the history of conflict, opponents have sought to anticipate enemy action. 

Until the 20h century, intelligence gathering relied on human agents (ENMINT) and the 

volume of information gathered was relatively low. Moreover, individuals could make 

reasonably accurate assessments without need for elaborate bufeaucratic processes. Analysis. 

research and assessment could be effectively accomplished by the same person, and the need 

to separate intelligence gatherers and decision-makers was thus minimal. However, modem 

machine communications allowed greater voiumzs of information to be transmitted - and 

intercepted - at grearer speed. No individual could hope to discern all of the meaning fiom 

this mass of information; thus, bureaucratic organisations evolved systems for transforming 

information into useable intelligence. 

The system centring on the British Joint Intelligence Committee (JIG) was the first 

bureaucratic orpisation dedicated to managing and assessing inter-service intelligence. Its 

role has been more praised than studied As noted by RaIph B e ~ e t L  a veteran of the British 

intelligence effort and respected scholar, historians have yet to answer important questions 

about these bodies and their role in British strategy: 

Was the JIC as much of a help to the Chiefs of  Staff as it ought to have been? 
.--.Would some different arrangement have cieared the way for speedier 
decision-making? l 

This dissertation seeks to address these issues by focussing on the JIC's initial 

Ralph Bemet& 'World War II Intelligence: The Last Ten Years' Work Reviewed" kom 
Intelligence Investigations: How UItra Changed Histom. (London: Cass, 19961, p- 60. 



7 - 
attempts to assess enemy capabilities and intentions in the Second World War. In the fust 

half of 1941, the Chiefs of Staff (CoS) formed and reformed several bodies for strategic 

assessment. F i t  was the Future Operadons (Enemy) Staff (FOES), who masqueraded as the 

German General Staff and reported directly to the CoS. After the failure of the FOES 

experiment, assessment was reorganised into the Axis Planning Staff (APS). They 

subsequently became known as the Joint Intelligence Staff (IIS) and were absorbed by the 

.JIC - this arrangement would last until the end of the war. The impact of the shifts in 

structure and methodology on the accuracy and the results of British assessment have yet to 

be examined. 

Concurrent to the organisational upheavals in British inteiligence assessment, Hitler 

enjoyed his period of greatest strategic fkeedom. From the fail of France in June, 1940 to the 

invasion of the Soviet Union in June, 1941, Gennany faced no active opposition on the 

continent and had the capability to strike in any direction. The British feared that Hitler 

wouid choose to concentrate his superior forces against the Mediterranean. which was their 

second most important war-fighting position, after the United Kingdom itself.' In theory, 

under these circurnstaaces intelligence could act as an important force muitiplier: accurate 

assessment of enemy intentions would help British decision-makers to deploy their limited 

forces against teal threats, while preventing diversions to false alarms. This paper seeks to 

determine whether British intelligence did in fact act as a force multiplier on the strategic 

plane; whether the assessments of FOES and APS were accurate and what influence they had 

Michael Howard, The Mediterranean S t r a ~ w  in the Second World War, (New Yodc 
Praeger, 1968), p. 9. 



on British strategy in the Mediterranean in the spring of 1941, if any. 

Assessment is a necessary part of the process which transforms data into useful 

intelligence. While the organization of the mechanisms of assessment may vary according 

to experience and priorities, the goal is functionally the same. Conceptually, the various parts 

of intelligence form a continuum f b r n  the source of information to the decision of the leader 

- assessment is the final stage in production before consumption. E.E. Thomas defines 

assessment as: 

... accepting ... evaluated and analysed intelligence from wherever ... it is 
produced and developing the synthesis required in a form useable by top 
decision-takers. 

In theory, assessment should be a communal and an open process in order to preserve 

intellectual honesty in an objective search for the truth. When any one set of interests, 

whether an individual or a department, controls the assessment process. then intelligence is 

at the mercy of the subjective whims and biases. The motive to seek a monopoly on 

information is power. Advisors trying to influence decision-making use intelligence to 

improve the value of their advice. They may wish to retain exclusive control over sources of 

secret intelligence to maintain this advantage.' Conversely, a leader can demand to see "raw" 

intelligence direct from the source in order to retain exclusive control of the decision-making 

process, as Churchill did in 1940. 

Meanwhile, modern communications and intelligence gathering systems led to a 

' EE. Thomas, 'The Evolution of the JIC System up to and during World War II" from C. 
Andrew and J. Noakes, d s  Intelligence and International Relations, (Exeter Exeter 
University, 1987), p. 220. 
' senerally, John R Ferris, "'Indulged In All Too Little'?: Vansittart. IntelIigence and 

Appeasement." Di~lornacv and Statecraft, 6, 1 (1995), pp. 122-175. 



multiplication of sources and the exponential growth in the volume of data. The sheer mass 

of data to be processed soon exceeded the capabilities of individuals, thus requiring 

bureaucratic intelligence organisations. These organisations evolved differentiated functions 

in the intelligence hierarchy. At the bepinning of the process are the specialists who gather 

and interpret information. At the end are the consumers who take intelligence into account 

in their decision-making process. And in the middle are the assessors who must collate 

relevant individual facts from multiple sources into a meaningful whole. 

In the theory of the intelligence cycle, the "middle management" of the information 

hierarchy obey orders born those above (leaders/consumen) and direct those below 

(gatherers/producen). Assessing bodies must account for the biases and character of 

superiors when presenting intelligence. For intelligence to be effective, consumers must trust 

the people and organisation that provide the product Presentation can affect the influence 

of intelligence as much as its accuracy. 

Assessment has received little attention from histories of intelligence. in part because 

its iduence on events is not easy to undernand Far more appealing are Machiavellian 

stratagems and covert acts of derring-do. Certainly, the first works on intelligence during the 

Second Wodd War were "sensationalistic, inaccurate and in£L~ential."~ Highly speculative 

and ultimately unscholarly tales of Allied deception operations have subsequently amacted 

much academic cri t ic isn~~ Despite the best efforts of the official historians of British 

' John Ferris, "Ralph Bennett and the Study of Ultra," Intelligence - and National Securitv, 
6 , 2  (1991), p- 473. 

Anthony Cave Brown, Bodvrmard of Lies, (New York: Harper & Row, L973, pp. 32-34. 
Frederick W- Wmterbotham, The Ultra Secret J.C, Masterman, The Double-Cross Svstem 

(continued-.-) 



intelligence, the "Coventry myth" - that Churchill knowingly sacrificed the city to the 

LuftwafTe to protect Ultra - continues to persist in military foiklom7 The "hints of amoral 

stratagems" about Churchill and intelligence have a certain romantic appeal which continues 

to capture the popular imaginatiod 

More modest and accurate are the personal histories of the veterans of the AUied 

signals intelligence (SIGINT) community. The memoirs and biographies of those who 

participated in the Allied campaign against enemy communications have been invaluable in 

recording when SIGINT was effective and when it was not.g However, due to 

compartmentalised security, few experienced more than the intercepts they labouiously 

worked ro decipher and translate. Thus, they do not directly connibute to our consideration 

of British strategic assessment. 

The material relating to the experience of the veterans of assessment is even more 

Limited. The biography of Stewart Menzies, head of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS), for 

example. barely mentions the JIG. However. biographers and memoirs have preserved the 

invaluable experiences of a few key members of the JIC and the JLS. Based on the personal 

papers and nxollections of their subjects, these books add personality to the dehiratiom of 

(...continued) 
in the War of 1939-1945, (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press. 1972), and EX. AMontagu, a 
Man Who Never Was (Peter Davies: 1975). 
F E  H.iey, EX. Thomas, CEG. Ransom, and RC. Knight, British Intelligence in the 

Second World War Its Influence on Stratem and ODerations, (London: Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office, 1979), 1:3 17-18? 528-548. 

%mwalbid, p. 821. 
Gordon Wechman. The Hut Six Stow The Breakinn of the Enisma Codes, (New Y o k  

McGraw, 1982). FH. Hinsiey and Alan Stdpp, eds, Codebreakers: The inside Storv of 
Bletchlev Park, (Odord: Oxford University M s .  1993); David Kahn, T h I ' h  
(New York: MacMillan, 1967). 



an otherwise faceless committee in a war overmn by committees. 

The unpublished ARM files of Admiral John Godfrey, Director of Naval Intelligence 

(DNT) from 1939-42, have spawned at least two books, Donald Mchchlan depends heavily 

on these files for Room 39: Navd Intellieence in Action. 1939-45, one of the most read 

books on naval intelligence.1° The late Patrick Beesly based his biography of Godfrey on the 

ADM files and his unpublished memoirdL Both relate naval views uncritically, producing 

partisan perspective - for example, a marked tendency to blame the War Office for the 

problems in British assessment. Beesly and McLachlan correctly credit Godfrey with a key 

role in the development of important bodies in the British intelligence organisation; however, 

they overestimate his infIuence on the evolution of the assessment system. They document 

the transition from FOES to APS without appreciahg that this change in structure also 

constituted a rejection of methodologies advocated by Godfrey. 

Patrick Howarth's Intelligence Chief Extraordinaw is a vital secondary source of JIG 

deliberations. As widely respected as Godfkey and far better liked was William Cavendish- 

Bentinck, the Foreign Office representative and chairman of the JIC for the duration of the 

war. Noted for his diplomatic handling of committee meetings, Cavendish-Bendnck also laid 

much of the blame for the dysfunction of Bridsh assessment at the feet of the Amy.L2 

Cavendish-Bentinck's biography is one of the best surveys of JIC work Howarth, 

himself a veteran of the SOE, cleverly integrates the K ' s  reports into Cavendish-Bentinck's 

lo Donald McLachIan, Room 39: Navd Inteliigence in Action, 1939-45, (London: 
Weidenfeid & NicoLson, 1968). 
'' Patrick Beesly, Very S m i d  Admiral, (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1980). 
" Panick How- Intelligence Chief Extraordinarv: The Life of the Ninth Duke of 

Portland, (London: Bodley Head, 1986). 



story, despite the fact that they were still officially classified when the book was published 

in 1986. Some of the JIC repons were reproduced in the records of the Chiefs of Staff, which 

were not classified. Unfortunately, How& does little more than List the X ' s  major 

conclusions. without critically analysing their influence on Allied strategic decisions. 

Furthermore, this as well as all the other JIC biographies are not properly foomoted. which 

grievously impairs their academic value, though Howanh does distinguish between 

quotations from Cavendish-Bentinck's personal recollections and wntten sources. 

The War Office has been surprisingly lax in defending its record of wanime 

intelligence. Much maligncd by his colleagues, Major-General Francis Davidson, was 

Director of Military Intelligence ( D m  fiom late 1940 to 1943. In Secret Service, 

Christopher A n h w  grams only a page to his leading role in the reform of British assessment 

in the spring of 1941. though it is a page more than most-l3 Cavendish-Ben~ck describes 

Davidson as a "very mediocre officer .-.with a permanent desire to make our reports fit in with 

the views of CIGS."" One of his own subordinates. Noel A n n a  compared him 

unfavourably to K e ~ e r h  Strong. " 
Strong was the head of the German section of the War Office until early 1942. but 

is better h o w  as Eisenhower's intelligence officer in the European campaign. He has 

several trenchant criticisms of British assessment, especially of FOES, but his observations 

L3 Christopher Andrew, Her M a i d s  Secret Service: The Maldne of British Intellieence 
Community, (New Yo* VikingPenguiQ 1985), p. 675. 
" Howanh, Ibid, p. 165. 
" Noel -Arman, Chaneine Enemies: The Defeat and Regeneration of GermanvJ (London: 

Harper C O W ,  1995), 65. 



are disappointingly superficial." Oddly, Cavendish-Bentinck describes Strong as a valuable 

member of the W, which Strong does not mention in either of his memoirs.'' 

Noel Annan worked with both Strong and Davidson, but after the war sided with the 

critics in his evaluation of the War Office participation in joint intelligence. A member of the 

German section of Military Intelligence (MII4) and then the JIS, &an relies on Howarth 

and British Intelligence to describe assessment before he joined the JIS in 1943. However, 

his account contains some unique anecdotes and impressions of the daily workings of the J E ,  

some of which validate the complaints of his colleagues from other services. He also makes 

a fr;mk judgement on the work of British assessment: "...our greatest, and yet most 

comprehensible. failure was to get inside Hitler's mind and think like him-"L8 

The few secondary sources deaiing with the JIC have been equally lacking in 

academic rigour. -4s expected, the official history of British wardme intelligence gives a 

detaiied description of the evolution of the organisation of assessment However, it does little 

more- Despite full access to documents. the official history merely "cites several J?C 

predictions approvingly without attempting a general ~erdict."'~ Its account of the 

motivations for and the ramifications of the change from FOES to APS is incomplete at best 

At worst, its estimate of the influence of the JIC system on British strategy and operations 

in the firs1 part of I941 is demonstrably erroneous. 

'' Kenneth Strong, Intelligence at the TOD: The Recollections of an htellieence Officer, 
(London: Cassel, 1968), and Men of Intelligence (New York St- Martin's Press, 1971); 
Strong's section was originally designated MU@), and later MI14 on I5 May, 1940. British 
Inteili~ence, Bid, I: 16211- 

l7 Howarth, Bid. p. L48. 
l8 Axman, aid, p. 131. 
" Wph Bennett, Behind the Bnttle, (London: SinclairStevenson, 1994), p. xviii. 



One of the co-authors of British Intelligence passed an all-too general verdict on the 

SIC in 1985. In his lecture 'The Evolution of the JIC Systern," EX. Thomas feit that the nC 

system embodied "the principle of the search for truth through the medium of the seminar," 

concluding that "...there are worse ways of constructing a window on the world."" Though 

his general observations on the work of British assessment are a useful introduction to the 

form and function of the SIC, his references are few and his documentation is based on 

secondary sources, which is to be expected for an oral presentation. 

Most of the commentary on British wartime intelligence have passed over the .JIC 

system with cursory statements of general approval; some are more critical, but no more 

incisive or scholarly. Angelo Codevilla was harshly critical of the performance of the British 

IIC in wartime. He blamed committee "groupthink'* for the failure to anticipate the hvasion 

of Norway, the implications of Blitzkrieg doctrine, the capabilities of certain enemy weapons 

systems and the invasion of the USSR, among others: 

Because it could not overcome its members' prejudices, the JIC did not 
suEciently reduce the ambiguity of the evidence available but issued bad 
guesses on land questions." 

h contrast to EX. Thomas's "search for truth", he accuses the JIC of sacrificing truth in a 

search for consensus. His criticisms have merit, though Codevilla's supporting arEOUments are 

w a n ~ g .  At the time of his presentation, only Volume I of British Intelligence had been 

published. 

EE. Thomas, Bid, p. 232-233. 
" Angelo Codevilla, "Comparative Historical Experience of Docaine and Organization," 
from Intelligence Reauirements for the 1980's. Number Two: Andusis and Estimates. Roy 
Godson, ed. (Washington: National Strategy Informatlion Center, Inc.. 1980), pp. 23-24. 
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R.V. Jones' comments about the IIC lend some weight to these criticisms. Jones is 

noted for his involvement in the assessment of science and technology during and after the 

war. Funhermore, he spent a year serving on the postwar JIC. In 1954, Jones opined that: 

... too much time and effort was dissipated in the JIC machine. I did my best 
to make it work despite memories of the comparative ineffectuality of the JIC 
in war? 

Part of Jones's impatience with the JIC may lie in his specialized interests. Evidence of an 

opponent's technical capability is empirically observable. Highly specialised topics like 

scientific intelligence require expertise and are not amenable to assessment by committee. 

The process of assessment of enemy saategic intentions is necessarily more interpretive and 

impressionistic. 

To attempt a more thorough analysis of the evolution of British strategic assessment 

requires an estimate of the accuracy and influence of its forecasts. Attempts to measurc the 

accuracy of the JIC system have been hampered by the long wait for the declassificarion of 

British documents and the translation of German primary and secondary sources. The papers 

of FOES, APS and the nC are she backbone of this work, plus the minutes of the latter's 

meetings. Also invaluable are the meetings and papers of the CoS. Comments on the 

products and organisation of assessment are rare but revealing. 

Understanding Germany's strategy in the Second World War is complicated by the 

chaotic command structure and the lack of direct evidence of Hitleis objectives. The 

memoirs and apologias of Hitler's advisors and field commanders contain little but 

" RV. Jones, Reflections on Intelligence, (London: Heinemam, 1989), p. 156. 
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impressions and wishful second-guessing of German strategy? Walter Wariiarnont's work - 

more of an analysis based mostly on second-hand experiences than a memoir - is an 

influential and valuable work which describes the inner workings of Germany's Supreme 

Command, the OberkollvnandO der Wehmcht (OECW)? F m  Halder's war diary stands 

done as the most complete record of the Army, or Oberkommando des Heeres (OKH) view 

of German strategy, though the English translation is flawed? Hider's consultations with 

OKW and his naval chief are the most direct documentation of his decision-making 

proce~s.'~ The Fiihrer's conferences with Grand Admiral Erich Raeder, CiC of the Navy, 

reveal the derails of the alternative Mediterranean strategy persistently advocated by the 

~rei~smarine." 

Just such a campaign against the British Empire was the bgeatest fear of British 

smitegists in 194 1, and what might have been has captured the imagination of historians for 

over five decades later. Initial works focussed on Germany's actual strategy and policy 

' Galeazzo Ciano, Ciano's Diary. 1937-1 938, (London, 1952). Keitel, Wilhelm. Keitel. 
Trans. David Irving, In the Service of the Reich, (New Yo* Stein and Day, 1979); Albert 
Kesseldng, Kesselrin~: A Soldier's Record, (Westport: Greenwood, 1970): Erich von. 
Manstein, Trans. Anthony G. Powell, Lost Victories (Munich: Bernard & Graefe Verlag, 
1982); Erich Raeder, Trans. Henry W. Drexel. Grand A d m d  Erich Raederr Mv Life, 
(Annapolis: U.S, Navel Institute, 1960); Rommei, Erwin. B-H, Liddell Haa, ed The Rommel 
Papem, (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1953). 

'* Walter Warliamont, Trans. RH. Barry. Inside (New 
Yo& Praeger, 1966). 
' Franz Hdder, Trans. Kreigsragebuch. The Haider Diaries: The Private War Diaries of 

Colonel General Franz Halder. (Dunn L e g :  TN. Dupuy .&sociates. 1976). 
'6 Hehurh  Greiner. "OKW War Diary Draft Entries, Dec. 4GMar. 41." World War II 

G e m  Military Studies, Voi, 9. (London: Garland, 1979) - henceforth GMS. 
Fuhrer Conferences on Naval Affairs. 1939-1945. (London: Greenhill, 1990). 
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towards the Mediterranean states, Spain, Vichy France and ~taly? However, in order to 

evaluate whether the fears expressed by British assessment were justified, we must first 

attempt to understand Hitler's strategic calculations. In the inevitable debate as to whether 

Hider followed a strategy of opportunism or a fixed plan, D.C. Watt contends that it was a 

synthesis of both: 

... his decisions, both in content and timing, were a response to the actions of others 
and the effects he anticipated these actions would have on his fieedorn to pursue his 
long term aims.2g 

Building on the work of Andreas Hillpber, Gerhard Scbreiber reinterprets Hitler's 

Mediterranean policies of 194 1 within his long-term strategic " programxne. "" Schreiber. 

along with other German authors whose works have previously not been available in En&sh. 

is also responsible for the authoritative account of strategies, potential and actual, in the third 

volume of Germany's official history of the war. They make a powerful argument for their 

exhaustive exploration of rationale for studying Hitler's abortive plans and intentions: 

" Walter Amel, Hitler and the Middle Sea (Durham: Duke University Ress, 1972); 
Charles B. Burdick, Germanv's Militam Stratew and S ~ a i n  in World War IL (Syracuse: 
Syracuse University Press, 1968); Donald S. DetweiIer, "Spain and the Axis During World 
War IL" Review of Politics, 33, 1, ( 197 1): 36-53; Denis Smyth, "Franco and World War 
Two." Historv Todav, 35, (November, 1985): 10- 15- 

D.C. Watt, "Hitler's Visit to Rome and the May Weekend Crisis: A Study in Hitler's 
Response to External Stimuli." Journal of Contemporam Historv, 9, 1, (1974): 23-32; 
con- EW. Koch, "Hitleis 'Rogmme' and the Genesis of Operadon 'Barbarossa? '& 

Historical Journal, 26,4, (1983): 89 1-920. 
" Andreas Hillgmber, ''England's Place in Hitler's Plans for Wold Domination." Journal 

of Contemuorarv Historv, 9, 1, (1974): 5-22; Gerhard Schre~kr, "The Mediterranean in 
Hider's Strategy in 1940. 'Programme' and ~Miltary Planning." from The German Military 
in the Age of Total War ed  WilheIm Deist @ovec Berg, 1985). 



... even the most unrealistic planning is, in itself, also real, and that ideas if 
given half a chance of realisation. seldom remain mere ideas. In other words, 
they reveal the dimension of volition, i.e. what moves history forward, and 
usually influence it more powerhlly than that which has manifestly taken 
place." 

This rationale also explains the need for British assessment to study the ephemeral realm of 

German intentions. Historical research into that reah still continues: Norman Goda 

introduces important modifications to the conventi,onal interpretation of Hitler's intentions 

towards ~ibraltar?' 

Particular assessments must be placed in the context of the strategic decision-making 

process before any judgement about whether a particular assessment was helpful. harmful 

or simply irrelevant. That process is well documented. though establishing what a leader 

knew and when he knew it is not without pitfalls. The accounts of the British decision- 

makers are complicated by the fact that most were published before the existence of Ulha 

could be publicly acknowledged Even their private memoirs are guarded - the diaries of 

Generais Ismay and Aanbrooke reveal little beyond what has already been published. 

Churchill's Premier files reveals a p a t  interest in intelligence but few direct references to 

the JIC itseIf. NevertheIess, Churchill's memoirs and the officid histories are a useN general 

record of British strategy and policy." John Kennedy, the Directoror of Military Operarions, 

" Gerhard Schreiber, Bend Stegemann and Detlef Vogl. Trans. Dean S. McMunay. 
Gemanv and the Second Worid War The ~Mediterranean. South-east Eurooe. and North 
Africa, (Oxford: Clarendon Ress, 1995),3:301. 
" Norman J-W. Goda, "The Riddle of the Rock: A Reassessment of German Motives for 

the Capture of Gibraltar in the Second World War." Journal of Contemoorarv Historv, 28, 
2, (1993): 297-3 14; and "Hitler's Demand for Casablanca in 1940: Incident or PoIicy?" 
International Historv Review, 16,3, (1994): 49 1-5 10- 
" W i t o n  S. Churchill, The Second Worid War. 6 vol.s, (Boston: Houghton -lMiMia, 

(continued..) 



provides invaluable critical insight into the planning of British operations." There is no lack 

of secondary sources on this subject, of which only a few specialised connibutions are 

relevant to our  consideration^.^^ 

Before considering the question of the influence of intelligence on strategy, we should 

define the spacial and temporal parameters of terms like "strategy. " At the local or tactical 

level of decision making, combatants count on the quaiity of their weapons and preparation 

to use them for personal survival. Action is typically resolved in hours or days. Campaigns 

take place on  the operational level of military action, taking from days to months for 

resolution. Strategy, sometimes c d e d  "grand" or "national" strategy, determines the 

allocation and use of resources in different campaigns. Operations determine how those 

resources are deployed and managed to gain tactical advantage? 

Controversies in the historiography of operational intelligence hold important 

methodological clues for this consideration of strategy. As Ralph Bemett noted, the early 

works on Ultra were critically flawed by the assumption "that intelligence is the main. if not 
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the sole, determinant of military action."" Beginning in the late-1980s. scholars of 

intelligence questioned the influence of intelligence in operations, and as a result moderated 

and defined the revisionist effect of the revelations of intelligence on the historiography of 

the war. 

The question of influence is answered by isolating relationships of cause and effect. 

Controversy over the importance of different causes is often rooted in imprecise 

termino~ogy.'~ Causes may be ranked in four categories: sufficient, necessary, contributory 

and irre~evant?~ For the purposes of the history of intelligence, the fmt and last are less 

troublesome than the others. As with ail history, irrelevant factors abound and are discarded 

once identified with basic research. Sufficient cause rarely exists as a "singie all-revealing 

item." The historian's task is to determine the least number of necessary causes which 

collectively form s ~ f i c i e n c y . ~  Intelligence alone was not sufficient to win the war, but it 

contributed to the effectiveness of Allied operations - without intelligence, Allied operations 

might have cost more in blood andor treasure.'l 

Recent studies of the evolution of Western assessment processes have the benefit of 

" B e n n e ~  "Intelligence and Strategy in World War E," Ibid. p. 130. 
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more complete secondary documentation." The trauma of Pearl Harbour and the gmwth of 

Soviet nuclear capabilities - real or imagined - powerfully concentrated American attention 

on how the organisational structure of assessment can prevent intelligence failure. American 

writers have led in the field on policies and theories of assessment. They are divided between 

the didactic versus the "no-fault" schools of thought." Broadly speaking, the former believes 

in the perfectability of intelligence through the application of the proper methodologies of 

assessment and organisational srmcrurr." The latter asseris that no single method or structure 

is foolproof, and that sometimes not even accurate intelligence can prevent fdure." Though 

based mostly on the postwar intelligence organizations, their research presents a usefd 

h e w o r k  for critical analysis of the JIC system. 

According to Herman, the American CIA and the British JIC oreanise assessment 

following collegial and the cenaal models, respecdvely. In the central model. the central 

assessing body uses the data and analyses of the intelligence producers, but independently 

forms its own assessment The collegial or community-based model recopises departmental 
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autonomy: the intelligence community forms assessments based on consensus.* In Phillip 

Davies's analysis of ''The British Producer/Consumer Interface," the constitutional 

centralisation of governmental power determines the development of a decentralized 

intelligence system. The small central government of the U.K., the Prirne Minister and the 

Cabinet system form the hub of the power structure, from which "...the various departments 

of state which consume inteiligence radiare like the spokes of a wheel, pulling the agencies 

in a range of completely different directi~ns.'~ Though collegial systems may have cenaal 

aspects (and vice versa), the hallmark of the British model is the autonomy and independence 

of the organisations within that community. The implication for inteiligence is that a tradition 

of depamnentai independence naturally leads to competitiveness over any means of 

innuencing those in power, Like intelligence assessment: 

With individual departments highly autonomous in their formulation of 
policy, and their power hi-ghly cenaalised in the Cabinet ministers and civil 
servants have traditionally held a proprietary attitude towards analysis and 
decision-making. .. ." 

Such a community would naturally be hostile to any form of central assessment beyond their 

control. 

However, con- to the assumptions of the current and past literature about 

assessment, the wartime experience of the British JIC snategic assessment system does not 

fall so easily into the decenaalired collegial model. Admini.FUahvely independent from the 

rest of the inteiligence bureaucracyT FOES was devoted to producing long-term strategic 

-16 H e m ,  Bid, p. 15. 
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appreciations for its sole consumer, the CoS. While the rest of the JIC system was organised 

on a collegial model, FOES constituted an experiment in central assessment. 

As we have seen, secondary and official scholarship has superficially recognised the 

srmctural changes in the spring of 1941, but the evolution of British organs of assessment 

is too often a footnote or a simple succession of acronyms. The result is a distorted 

perception of influence of intelligence on British strategy. The FOES experiment is 

inaccurately assumed to have been abolished because of the twin defeats of British forces in 

Greece and Libya, without critical examination of its actual successes and failures. Historians 

have similarly overlooked the APS, simply accepting that it was more effective than FOES 

because the system did not change for the remainder of the war. They have not questioned 

to what extent the reforms of 194 1 actually improved forecasts. A closer examination of the 

~ a l  reasons for reform and the APS's assessments of the threat to Libya and Spain reveals 

significant inaccuracies and omissions in the historical evaluation of the JIG system. 

Understanding assessment in the spring of 1941 is important to defining the causal role of 

intelligence in decision-making, specifically in relation to British strategy during the war and 

generally to intelligence as a practice. 

Part I][: Interwar to 1939. 

The hinory of British intelligence during the interwar period has been overshadowed 

by the Second World War. In hindsight, both the budgetary and organisational diffcdties 

of interwar British intelligence have been exaggerated, In fact, the organs of intelligence 

gathering continued and flourished after the Great War- However, the quality of collection 
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exceeded that of assessment. The various governmental departments and ministries were 

content to assess intelligence without the benefit of interdepartmental consultation or 

specialised assessment bodies. This system worked well for the requirements of peacetime. 

However, in the 1930s requirements changed with the rising threat of Gemany, 

leading to the reorganisation of British intelligence. New bodies dedicated to 

interdepartmental research and collection of specialised sources of intelligence proliferated, 

laying the groundwork for cooperation on other issues. As war loomed, the services and the 

Foreign Office committed themselves to cooperation on intelligence manes This formed 

the core of the nC and the JIC system. 

It is tempting to blame the initial failures of the war on the disorganisation and/or 

under hding  of intelligence. According to D.C. Watt and Wesley Wark, among others, 

British pmwar intelligence suffered fkom duplication and conflict trying to assess German 

military capability and  intention^.'^ However, neither the finances nor the findings of British 

intellieence were really so dire. Despite the economic crisis and fiscal austerity of the period. 

the size and budget of British intelligence matched that of the other great powers." Though 

much work remains to be done on the period, recent scholarship suggests that the fighting 

services had a sound estimate of Geman capabilities and battle doctrine before the outbreak 

D.C. War& "British InteIligence and the Coming of the Second World War in Europe," 
horn Knowing: Ones' Enemies: Intelli~nce Assessment Before the Two World Wars, Ernest 
EL May, e d  (Princeton: Princeton University Ress, 1984), pp. 237-270; Wesley K. Wark, 
The Ultimate Enemv: British Intelligence and Nazi Germanv, 1933-1939, (Ithacx Comeil 
University Press, 1985). 

'O Ferris, "'Indulged in AU Too LittIe?'... ", Bid, p. 127. 



of war? That this understanding did not translate into battlefield effectiveness in war was 

the result of a multitude of faults, but not of intelligence. 

After the Great War, the War Office and Air ministry subordinated intelligence to 

the operational piarming branches of the services; the Admiralty did much the same, in 

practice if not organisationally. Planners tended to make their own assessments. As a result, 

service intelligence tended to work in isolation from both superiors and other se~ces ."  

Thus, while intelligence gathering by dedicated organisations and military attaches 

thrived the intelligence assessment branches of the services languished in obscurity. Career 

officers of ability preferred active service to the "professional backwater" of intelligence? 

According to Cavendish-Bentinck, this affected the quality of War Office intelligence: 

... the reason for the mediocrity of the directors of military intelligence was 
that officers who went into intelligence were not regarded as likely to 
command aoops and rise to top rank?4 

For the most part, this system sufficed for the needs of peacetime. However, with the 

approach of war the need for collection and research dedicated to technical issues grew. 

Mutual interest not entirely within the jurisdiction of any one department motivated 

interdepartmental cooperation, beginning with economic intelligence. The specialized nature 

of economic manen required diligent research which was impossible at higher levels, hence 

" Chris Bell, British Ideas of Sea Power, 19 19- !94l. (University of Cdgary, 2998), pp. 28- 
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a new body in the middle of the intelligence hierarchy was needed. 

Created in 1930, the Industrial Intelligence Centre (IIC) was originally formed to 

perform research for two committees concerned with economic warfare - the Advisory 

Committee on Trade Questions in Time of War (Am) - and foreign industrial mobilization - 

the Industrial Intelligence in Foreign Countries Sub-Committee (FCI). By 1934 the K ' s  

mandate expanded "to assist in the collection, interpretation and distribution of industrial 

intelligence" for the services and the ATB ~ommittee? In late 1937, the IIC gained the 

exclusive right to anaiyse and circulate such intelligence. The IIC became the sole conduit 

for the assessment of economic information, thus repiacing four separate voices with one. 

Though it was the first exampie of interdepartmental cooperation, the IIC oniy shed 

light on the industrial potential of German military power? In response to the increasing 

menace of Nazi Germany, the Services became more interested in the state of their 

intelligence departments and in inter-senice cooperation on issues other than the industrial. 

at least in principle. Both the Air Ministry and the War Office raised the to? positions in 

intelligence to the Level of Deputy Director. After some six months of desultory discussion, 

they created Britain's first experiment in joint consultation: the Inter-Service Intelligence 

Committee (SIC). 

'' British Intellhence, aid, 1:3 1. 
'' The simpie existence of IIC could not materially improve the quality of indusrrial 
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Composed of only the senior members of the three service intelligence branches, 

lacking a budget, a secretariat and even a regular schedule, ISIC left no records and in six 

months was renamed the Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee (JIC). As a sub-committee of the 

COS, the JIC had the same membership as the ISIC and could also draw on the IIC for 

expertise. The JIC was to assist the Joint Planning Staff (IPS) prepare papen which required 

intelligence horn more than one senice. In theory, the JIG would derive a coherent 

assessment h m  the products of Britain's diverse intelligence community. 

While these adjustments improved intelligence sharing, they did little to further 

strategic assessment. The JIC produced no long term appreciations which had any impact on 

British strategic thinking in peacetime, despite inheriting the ISIC's responsibility to draft 

"Joint appreciations on possible enemy operations from the Intelligence point of view."n 

Without a written charter to direct its activities, the JIC had neither the authority nor the 

initiative to produce papers spontaneo~sly.'~ With few operations to plan in peacetime, the 

JIC was betrer organised but had little to write about which was imporranr to British 

decision-makers. They managed one prewar appreciation of note. a study of air-power in 

combat in Spain and China The Air Minisay obstructed its drafting and dismissed its 

conciusions on the basis of insufficient and unreliable evidence. a view which was not 

entireiy unjustit?edig 

Few long term appreciations were possible without reference to politics. especially 

though not exclusively in peace. The JIG could not credibly appreciate foreign intentions 

" British Intelhence, &id, 1:35-36. 
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without representation from the Foreign Office. However, theForeign Officetreated 

intelligence quite differently from the fighting services. Whereas intelligence was an adjunct 

to the prime duty of the services - combat - collecting and assessing information was 

indivisible from diplomatic activity. Thus intelligence was traditionally not the responsibility 

of a separate administrative entity within the department. In essence, senior Foreign Office 

officials performed all three roles of execuave, adviser and assessor of diplomatic and 

political intelligence? 

The Foreign Office jealously controlled the dissemination of political information in 

order to maintain its prerogative over advising on foreign policy. The Foreign Office had 

participated in the ATB but for the most part scorned interdepartmental cooperation. It had 

sent a representative to sit at a JIC meeting for the first time in November, 1938, but its 

mention thereafter w s  described as "spa~rnodic."~' Even after the organisation of specialist 

agencies like the SB, the Foreign Office continued to collect and assess their own 

intelligence. both overt and coven. 

The epitome of the Foreign Office's long tradition of direct involvement in the arcane 

world of espionage (HLTMINT) was Robert Vansittart. As Permanent Under-Secretary in the 

Foreign Office from 1930 to 1938. then Chief Diplomatic Advisor until 194 1, Vansittart held 

positions of potential influence and took great interest in secret intelligence. both official and 

unofficial. One of the latter was a privately h d e d  network of German contacts run by 

businessman and amateur spymaster Malcolm Christie. Vansittart used the products of his 



"private detective agency" in a manner contrary to the theoreticd principles of modem 

bureaucratic intelligence organisation. According to Herman, the organisation of assessment 

must "...promote objective analysis, with rhe discipline of scrutiny and argument to eliminate 

departmental biases? Vansinart's analysis and circulation of secretly obtained intelligence 

was anything but objective: 

He circulated some reports as ammunition against opponents, he withheld 
others which might be used against himself, he used references to secret 
sources and to back appeals to his own unique authority? 

Rather than making an assessment based on al l  available information, Vansittart selectively 

used intelligence to support his Gennanophobic assessments and policy recommendations. 

Comprehending the mental processes of Hitler, the key Nazi decision-maker, was 

hught  with difficulty. In peace, the fine lines between propaganda, bluff and actual 

intentions often have no material manifestation. German strategy was ultimately decided by 

Hitier, and his decisions often defied prediction by British conventional strategic wisdom. 

Ironically, the theoretical flaws in Vansittart's private intelligence system did not prevent 

accurate results in practise. His id&efi*e of a threatening and aggressive Germany, while 

contrary to an academically sound "search for produced an accurate assessment of 

German intentions: 

Precisely because Vansittart focussed on will rather than material, he 
understood Hitler's thought and German policy better than his 
contemporaries ...P 

However, understanding was not sufhcient for successful forecasting. Hitler's 

" Herman, Ibid, p. 14. 
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opportunistic improvisations iimited the ability of British intelligence to predict his actions. 

The plans for the occupation of the Rhineland were issued five days before operations began, 

and the whole process took only three weeks from Hider's initial decision to completion. 

Neither signals interceprs nor human sources could have provided the British any warning? 

Understanding a foe's psychology does not in and of itself determine the influence 

of an assessment. Though basically correct about Germany's power and leadership, Vansinart 

assessment ultimately failed to influence events because of the circumstances of British 

power and leadership. He did influence British thinking, bur British weakness dictated that 

a policy of confrontation was no less risky than a policy of appeasement. 

Furthermore. Vansittart's preconceptions also made him less critical of supportive 

intelligence, and thus more susceptible to deception and false reports on those lines. Several 

were eventually traced to a "notorious nunour-producing agency" run by the Gennans in 

Berne, but not before they had caused no little embarrassment for some credulous officials 

and HMG. Vansittart announced German submarines were concentrating off British 

harbours, at the same time the British embassy in Berlin reported the Germans were planning 

to bomb the Home Fleet in portM 

At the beginning of 1939, concern for the collation and distribution of intelligence 

reports led the War Office and the SIS to suggest Foreign OEce membership on a permanent 

interdepartmental body dedicated to this task. The incidents mentioned proved the need to 

determine the genuine threats among the multitude of false reports and rumours, leading to 

" W q  'British Intelligence and the Coming of the Second World Wararar." Bid. pp. 26 1- 
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the creation of the Situation Reporting Gene (SRC) in ~ p r i l . "  The modem doctrines of 

combined arms warfare required a spectrum of knowledge broader than any one service or 

ministry. A repon like the last item above could theoretically demand the expertise of the 

Navy, the RAFT the SIS and the Foreign Office in order to assess the probable threat to the 

Fleet. Daily circulated summaries of ail authentic intelligence from the SRC would replace 

the haphazard repons of ambassadors and private detective agencies. In theory, the 

government would be able to react to sudden events "on the most reliable and carefully 

coordinated information."' The cooperative short-term reports of the SRC set the precedent 

for the joint assessment of the JK system. 

The creation of the SRC is also notable as marking the end of the Foreign Office's 

long standing reluctance to cooperate and coordinate on intelligence matters. In January, 

1939. the DDMI, later joined by the DNI, agitated for a Foreign Office representative to chair 

the JIG. When the SRC was formed, its members recommended that the Foreign Office take 

the chair. As these bodies would be most concerned with militaq issues, their members felt 

that a civilian head would facilitate more objective dixussiod9 

Initially, this concept met with resisfaclce from superiors in the services and the 

Foreign Office- The latter, lacking an inteiligence branch of its own, initiau balked at 

appointing a man of equivalent rank to the service Directors of Intelligence without giving 

" David Dilks. ''Flashes of Intelligence: The Foreign Office, The SIS and Security Before 
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him equivalent responsibilitie~.~~ The services objected to civilian control over a military 

committee. Eventually, however, the suspicion of other services proved greater than the 

distrust of civilian supervision: Cavendish-Bentinck speculated that "the War Office 

supported this idea in order to ensure that the chairman should not be a sailor."" The Foreign 

Office member had chaired rhe SRC informally, a practice formalised in the JIG shortly after 

it absorbed the membership and the responsibilities of the SRC on July 28. 

As British intelligence mobilised for war, the JIC acquired the responsibility of 

administrating and directing the operations of the multitude of new inter-service bodies. Its 

new mandate was "the efficient working of the Intelligence organisation of the country as a 

whole."" The very idea of British intelligence as a whole rather than as isolated demesnes 

of rival departments was a conceptual breakthrough. In view of the fierce independence of 

the departments, getting them to admit common cause on intelligence was the main 

accompiishment of the peacetime reorganisation of British intelligence. 

With Foreign Office membership and the new power to co-opt experts from any body 

as necessary, the IlC now had access to all the dormation collected and interpreted by the 

British intelligence ~ommunity.~ However, this did not immediately lead to the ability to 

produce useful strategic assessments. Although the British had finally assembled the 

machinery of assessment on the eve of war. they would require more than organisadon to 

make it function effectively. Of all the shortages that afflicted Britain's march to war, time 

io British Intelligence, Ibid, 1 :43. 
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to leam would be the scarcest commodity of all. 

Part III: October, 1939 - December, 1940. 

After the outbreak of hostilities, intelligence failure had immediate and deadly 

consequences. The litany of surprises caught the Chamberlain government: the German- 

Soviet non-aggression pact, the invasion of Denmark and Norway, and the swift defeat of 

France. Oniy the second of these can be blamed on British intelligence, but on the whole, its 

assessment of German actions was slow and uninfluential. Despite the organisational 

zdjustments of the JiC structure in peacetime, innumerable technical and conceptual 

difficulties conspired to muffle the JIC's voice on important issues in war. Disaster in 

Yoorway revealed the deficiencies of not only British intelligence analysis. but of the whole 

smtegic decision-making process. A new government brought sweeping procedural reforms 

which gave the HC system the potential to produce accurate and influential stmepic 

appreciations. However. this promise went unfulfilled for severai years because the JIC 

system was unable to resolve the conflict between the demands of assessment and 

administration. 

Deficiencies in Britain's intelligence analysis crippled its ability to anticipate and 

counter Germany's invasions of Denmark and Norway. Numerous indications of invasion 

were either disc6-mted or mishandled before German forces ianded on April 9. One of the 

b t  repons transmitted by the Admilaity to the CiC Home Fleet accurately descriid the 

German plan to land at Narvik and Jutland, but was accompanied by the unfortunate rider, 

"...all these reports are of doubtfbi value and may well be only a further move in the war of 



nexves."" While a valid concern, these doubts did not help the operational commander to 

decide what, if any, action to take. 

To b e  fair, the many reports of German attacks from foreign-based diplomats and 

attaches had for the most part proved inaccurate, leading to a sceptical complacency among 

intelligence aurh~rities.~~ Funhermore, the British did not credit German daring and ability 

to saike as far north as ~amik. '~ At first Narvik was thought to be a typographical error for 

Larvik, a difference of over 900 miles. Aerial photography showed the concentration of 

shipping at Gel, and might have been convincing as corroborating evidence of German 

intentions. However, the first set of photos werc obtained on Aprii 7 - the analysts had no 

way of knowing whether this was a normal state of affairs or not. As Geman ports were 

covered on a fortnightly basis, the invasion was well away before PR returned? 

As  a resuit, the British suffered surprise at the operational and strategic level. 

Information gathering provided regular and accurate information of enemy activity in the 

Norwav campaign. But despite the best efforts of the DNI and his staff, the RN was unable 

to identify and interpret this information correctly. The photographs of the German fleet at 

Kiel lacked context, and thus meaning. Change cannot be perceived without some idea of the 

status quo - for the first years of the war the British were learning the hard way the patlems 

of normal German behaviour. 
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The .TIC was not directly responsible for warning operational commands. However, 

according to its original mandate and that of the SRC, nC was responsible for warning the 

CoS of imminent threats. But the same problems which afflicted intelligence gathering - lack 

of reIiable information, lack of context for analysis, lack of experience in general - affected 

the JIC as well. 

Furthermore, despite changes in organisation. prewar habits persisted. The fact that 

the Directors of Intelligence were not al l  present at a JIC meeting until February, 1940 was 

indicative of the lack of commitment to joint intelligence. Cavendish-Bentinck blamed the 

Directors for not encouraging the JIC to write papers on its own initiati~e.'~ 

Cavendish-Bentinck's criticism of parochial attitudes in the services - from which he 

admits the Foreign Office was not exempt - must be tempered by the fact that, unlike the 

Directors, he was not responsible for running an intelligence department. The comparative 

neglect of the .JIC may be explained by the need to manage the massive expansion of exisring 

and new intelligence organs. For example. during Godfrey's tenure as Dm, the ND -gew 

from barely fifty men and women to over 1000 personnel? Little positive action was 

possible except to relearn as quickly as possible the intricacies of analysis and reporting; 

failures like those at Norway were inevitable. 

Despite being charged with "the assessment and coordination of intelligence" in its 

1939 mandate, consumer demand for the JICrs opinion of strategic developments remained 

low. The physical proximity of the JIC to the main decision-makers reflected the status of 
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assessment in the British war bureaucracy. At the outbreak of war, the JPS were immediately 

relocated to offices next to the COS, while the JIC remained distant from both. The CoS and 

the IPS preferred to assess new information and developments themselves. At least in the 

early stages of the war, the JIG certainly could not claim much greater experience or 

expertise with handling intelligence. Conversely, producers were emboldened to write more 

and more reports, and to mix inference with fact. Neither producers or consumers saw joint 

assessment as necessary or desirable. 

The organisation of the Chamberlain administration itself limited the influence ofthe 

JIC. Despite its centralized power structure, redundant and inefficient consultation 

procedures dissipated thar power. The Chiefs k t  met individually with their Ministers, and 

then with each other to decide particular issues. These decisions were then the subject of "a 

copious flow of polite conversationw at the Military Coordination Committee (MCC), which 

produced a funher report for the consideration of the Defence Committee of the War Cabinet 

- where "a l l  had to be explained and re-explained."* The result was a great deal of talking 

and writing, at the expense of timely and decisive action. 

The nC*s relationship with the War Cabinet also hampered its ability to influence 

Britain's decision-making. Chmhill described the Chamberiain War Cabinet as a "friendly. 

but unfocused circle."81 In the absence of focussed authority, reports and opinions 

proliferated, often in contradiction of each other. Debate and reportage fed off each other - 

JK weekly and daily intelligence summaries competed for attention with the COS weekly 

* Winston Churchill, The Second World War. voi, 1, The Gathering Storm, (London: 
Houghton Mi££h, 1948), pp. 587-588. 

Churchill, vol. 1. Bid, p. 589. 
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resume (which included the individual reports of each service), monthly reports from the 

hEW, reports from the Foreign Office at irregular intervals, and two daily repons from the 

Cabinet War Room." The JIC was just one voice among many, and not one which carried 

much weight. 

The brutal impetus of war demanded a more robust decision-making process. 

Winston Churchill streamlined the organisational hierarchy by eliminating the MCC and 

reducing the War Cabinet from eight to five members. As his own Minister of Defence with 

undefined powers, Churchill monopolised ultimate authority over British strategy. He and 

the CoS worked together directly as the only members of the new Defence Comminee. The 

Defence Committee commanded British forces and strategy; technically the War Cabinet was 

the superior authority, but its meetings in effect became morc information-sharing than 

substantive decision-makingu 

The rationalising imperarive mckled down through the information hierarchy. On 

May 17. the CoS empowered the JIC to take the initiative in considering intelligence from 

any quarter in regards to any international development, "at any hour of the d a y  or night, as 

a matter of urgency." The subject of these papers was twofold: the JIC was to consider items 

of information of particular note and enemy intentions. However, nor only was the JIC to 

report evidence but also to present the range of conclusions which might be b e w n  fiom 

them. T'he members of the IIC were "in the closest touch with the intelligence situation" and 

thus by extension the logical focal point of inter-senrice assessment The circulation of nC 

British Intelligence, &idt 1 :97. 
" Tuvia Ben-Moshe, ChurchiII: Stmew and Historv, (Boulder: Lynne Reinner, 19921, p. 
125- 
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papers was restricted to the Minister of Defence, the War Cabinet and the CoS. By 

recognising the importance of a single assessing body, Churchill's reforms offered an escape 

from the vicious circle, in which the JIG said nothing because it was not asked and was not 

asked because it had nothing to say." 

On May 24, the MEW. the SIS and MI5 joined the JIC: no further changes would 

affect the membership or the mandate of the IIC proper for the rest of the war. However, 

changes to the IIC system did not produce immediate results - in the short term they actually 

retarded the production of useful strategic assessments. The directive of May 17 emphasized 

that the JIC make its deliberations as quickly as possible. A short definition of good 

intelligence is "timely truth, weil told."8' Delivering intelligence quickly and persuasively 

provides the consumer time and confidence for decision and action. The timeliness of the 

JIC's reports in 1940 was unimpressive. 

,After the f a  of France, the British had no doubt that Hitler would turn the German 

war machine on them next? The reforms of Mav. 1940 showed little result in the 

improvement of joint intelligence appreciations. The few strategic papen the IIC produced 

had next to no influence on British strategy. In Strong's opinion. the JIC's conclusion that 

invasion was no longer a threat by October was one of the three most important forecasts of 

the war." However, on Aug. 10 Churchill had already risked remforcing the Middle East 

SL CoS(40)360, reproduced in British Intellieence, Bid, l:5 13-5 14. 
T L  Cubbage, "German Misapprehensions Regarding Overlord: Understanding Failure 

in the & b a t i v e  Process," StratePic and ODeradonal Dece~tion in the Second Worid War, 
Michael Handel, ed. (London: Cass, 1983, p. 16611. 

86 British Intelligence, Bid, 1 : 165, 
" Strong, Men of Intelligence, aid, p. 118. 



with half of Britain's tanks.a8 B s  was by no means a casual decision; any forces so 

dispatched were effectively out of action while in transit, for 40 to 120 days." 

The PM's perception of the German threat to invade determined British strategy in 

1940, and the JIC bad precious little influence on it. In July, Churchill confided in private 

conversation that he did not consider invasion likely, but that the threat was a useful 

motivator for the British war effort." From late August to mid-September, however, he 

withheld funher reinforcements out of concern for a possible invasion in ~ctober .~ '  

Especially interesting was his r e f i d  to allow the redeployment of Home Fleet destroyers 

to convoy escort duty on October 15, stating that it was premature to discount invasion - five 

days h e r  the JIC had issued its definitive ~rarernent.~ In light of the rising number of 

shipping losses which the U-boats inflicted in September, the fact that the destroyers were 

not released until October 31 would seem to indicate that the J?C had little to do with 

influencing Churchill's threat perceptions. 

However. the fact that the .JIG failed to affect Churchill was not indicative of his 

disregard for intelIigence, but for joint assessment. As Christopher Andrews and others have 

shown, Churchill concerned himself with intelligence rhroughout his career." By necessity, 

sa Winson S. Churchill, The Second World War. vol 2, Their Finest Hour, (London: 
Houghton MIMin, 1949), p. 428, 

39 Churchill War Pawrs, Ibid, 2:6O 1. 
* Ibid, 2:495,5 10-5 1 l, 
9L Churchill to Ismay, 13 Oct 40, 17 Sept 10, ibid. 2830-1,936-938. 

Bid, 2:95O-95 1 - 
'-' HJ?. Hinsiey, "Churchill and the Use of Specid Intelligence," from Churchill, eds R 

Blake and R. Louis, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), pp. 307426; Christopher 
Andrew, "ChrchilI and Intelligence," Leaders and InteU~ence, ecL M. Handel, (London: 
Cass, 1989), pp. 18 1-193; Andrew, Secret Service, Bid, pp. 627-677. 
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effective leadership ofien must act in the absence of complete intelligence: Churchill's 

decision to send scarce forces to the Mediterranean while the prospect of invasion was so 

uncertain was an act of boldness and determination. 

Indeed, it is rare that anyone with the will and ego to rise to power completely trusts 

another's judgement. In the Second World War, ChurchiU's primary interest was operational 

intelligence, brought on in part by the apparent incompetence of British generalship. Though 

he had no mining in assessment, he was a consumer of voracious appetite. In August, the 

inadequacy of the IIC's appreciations caused Churchill to inveigh against reports being 

"sifted and digested" into "a form of collective wisdom" by British Intelligence; henceforth 

he would receive raw intelligence as selected by his personal ass is ran^^ 

Churchill ohen attempted to use these unprocessed reports to influence his military 

advisors and field commanders.9s The CoS and British generals in the field eventually 

learned to insulate themselves against Churchill's intelligence-inspired "prodding" by keeping 

well informed? Regardless of personal ability, no single man could fully understand rhe 

significance of any one piece of information removed from the vast interrelated patchwork 

of elements from the past and present. But in 1940, even this was better than the moribund 

JIC system. 

There were a number of reasons for the nC's siowness, but the time-consuming 

demands of administration was chief among then, The need to tend to the care and growth 

of the numerous new acronyms seeded by Churchill's reforms in May had occupied the 

Churchdl War Pauers, Bid, 2621- 
" Andrew, "Churchill and Special Intelligence," Ibid, p. 409-4 14. 
% aid, p. 423. 



attentions of the JIC at the expense of its strategic function. In addition to the dernauds of 

their individual departments, the Directors found that caring for the efficiency of the 

"intelligence organisation of the country as a whole" a time consuming task. With a staff of 

"a major and a typist," the JIC was barely adequate to address joint concerns on 

administrative Cooperation also tended to wane during disputes over Limited 

resources. The ongoing squabble overphoto-recomaissance (PR), involving the Air Ministry 

and the Admiralty, found expression in IIC meetings and memos, but ultimately could only 

be resolved at the highest levels." 

As administrators the JIC oversaw many facets of the British intelligence 

esrabiishment like the production and distribution of intelligence summaries and 

communications security." It supexvised the creation of new bodies intended eirher to make 

good deficiencies in existing capabilities or rrduce duplication effort. In that respect, the JIC 

was extremely active as a conduit for interdepanmenral consultation concerning the 

development of such bodies as the Inter-service Securiry Board ITSSB). the Inter-service 

Topographical Department (ISTD) and the Scientific Intelligence Cenm (SIC). 

Important as this work was, the JIC could not hope to be influential until it could 

produce evaluations in admely manner. "BW Williams, ~Uontgornery's chief of intelligence, 

oence: wrote of the tension between the search for mth and the need to produce useful intefi, 

Howarth. Ibid, p. 113. 
98 British InteUizence, fix, 1278-283. 
" JIC(40)60, May 15. CAB 81/96: nC(41)418. Dec. 22. CAB 8 1/99: JIC(40) 113. CAB 

8 1/97; JIC(40)429, Dec, 26. CAB 8 1/99, 



Perfect htelligence in war must ... be out of date and therefore cease to be 
perfect .... We deal not with the aue but with the likely. Speed is therefore the 
essence of the matter?" 

Even as information is received, enemy action and/or friendly reaction conspire to change 

the situation and render the information obsolete. Therein lies the advantage of the attacker - 

the potential to initiate change before the defender can react effectively. In order to provide 

useful intelligence, the JIC had to appreciate enemy intentions in time for British action. 

In theory, the May reforms gave the JIC the tools to draft useful appreciations. The 

strengthened secretariat allowed the 3IC to produce greater quantities of reports on possible 

enemy actions and estimates of future capabilities. However. the quality and subject matter 

of the .TIC'S appreciations left something to be desired: 

... these appreciations were of a routine character and made no unique 
contribution- They were-.-merely speculations of the kind which the f lanners 
and the centmi bodies could make for themselves ....I0' 

The overriding need to rebuild the mechanisms for gathering and reporting intelligence 

limited the attention that the .JIG ifself could devote to strateuc assessment. Thus. at the end 

of 1940 the CoS created the Future Operations (Enemy) Section (FOES) to fill this need, 

initiating yet another round of trial aod emr in the organisation of British intelligence. 

'00 John Ferris and Michael Handel, "Clausewitz, Intelligence. Uncertainty and the Art of 
Command in Military Operations." Intelligence and National Securin, 10. (January 1995), 
p. 3142- 

lo' British Intelligence, Ibid, 1294. 



Chapter Two: Future Operations (Enemy) Section 

Part I: December 1940 to March 1941 

As an independent body with the specific role of studying and predicting enemy 

intentions, FOES was a bold innovation in the British intelligence organisation. Funhermore, 

it emerged at a period when the enemy had the unmistakable capability to act on several 

different options. Although thwarted over the skies of England in 1940. Germany still held 

the strategic initiative so long as the bulk of its land forces were uncommitted. An accurate 

forecast of enemy intentions might enable Britain to deploy its meagre resources more 

effectively. With that in mind, on Dec. 6, 1940 FOES was assigned "to prepare a brief 

strategical appreciation from the enemy point of view." For the next year, neither its 

recommendations nor British strategy were to see much success. 

The most important decision in British strategy in the ensuing months, the 

intervention in Greece, was an almost unmitigated military disaster. Aside fiom the loss of 

rnen and material in Greece and Crete. the diversion of British forces also weakened the 

defence on the Western flank in the desert, allowing Rommel the opportunity for an early 

offensive. Though FOES hinted at such an outcome, it had no influence on the decision to 

divert forces to Greece. FOES'S lack of influence was in part due to the nature ofthe decision 

to intervene in the Balkans and the strucnue of FOES itself, FOES was not to blame for the 

defeat as it was almost totally irrelevant to the decision-making process. 

Post-war commentary has been correspondingly dismissisive. Most often, FOES is 

simply mentioned as the precursor to the supposedly more effective APS, and later the JE. 

In K e ~ e t h  Strong's brief and peremptory evaharion, FOES: 



... did their best but after two or three wrong guesses they were quietly 
dis banded ... and sent to more profitable work lrn 

These views are not entirely accurate. A re-evaluation of FOES's "guesses" reveals that its 

assessments of enemy intentions often contained some mth. Furthermore, the change in 

intelligence organisation began long before events conclusively proved or disproved FOES's 

results, Nevertheless, the change from FOES to APS was not merely administrative: it also 

represented a shift in forecasting methodology. Led by the naval representative, FOES used 

psychological techniques to forecast enemy strategic thinking, almost to the exclusion of 

operational considerations. 

Dissatisfaction with the inability of the JIC system to produce useful strategic 

assessments culminated in November, 1940. The JPS suggested the formation of a joint 

committee dedicated to study German intentions "from the enemy's point of view." It would 

have access to only that information known to the enemy. They originally conceived of it as 

independent from the K, to which the nC strenuously objected. Eventually, the JIG and IPS 

senled on a compromise: FOES would serve the requests of both, but the JIG would see to 

its administration and reserve the right to comment on reports for the JPS. The Chiefs of 

Staff rejected this arrangement and subordinated FOES to themselves instead.'" 

Superficially, FOES resembled al l  the innumerable committees which Britain used 

to coordinate its intelligence senrice. Like the JIC, FOES was composed of representatives 

h m  the three services, the Foreign Office and the MEW, and drew upon their ministries for 

the raw information and technical expertise needed to form assessments. However, even 

lrn Strong, Intelligence at the Top, Ibid, p. 57. 
British Intellieence, Ibid, 1:296-7. 



F i  1: The JK System, January - March, 1941 

though most members of FOES were junior to those in the JIG, it reported directly to the 

Chiefs of Staff. FOES therefore existed in parallel to the JIC in the intelligence hierarchies 

of the British d t a r y  bureaucracy. [see Figure 1, above] 

The development of the IIC system foilowed the traditional collegial system of 

community cooperation. However, FOES was an experiment in centd intelligence. where 

the individual members could use departmental resources - in theory, at least - without owing 
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allegiance or accountability for their views to any That very independence 

would prove to be the seed of its demise. Although the section was hardly prolific enough 

to provoke much controversy with i ts appreciations, the established hierarchies could not 

tolerate this cornpitor. FOES produced seven finshed papers over its four month lifespan, 

of which just four were relevant to the study of enemy strategic intentions.'" 

All of FOES'S strategic appreciations surveyed potential German actions in all 

potential theatres of operations, rather than focussing on any one in particular, such as the 

Balkans. In renospect. this is somewhat surprising, since the Greco-Iralian conflict was 

escalating and a major British expedition was pianned for Greece- Apparently FOES was 

neither asked nor had the initiative to devote special attention to the impending German 

involvement in Greece. Thus, from the outset FOES did not focus on the major areas where 

Britain and Gennany would soon clash. While FOES accurately predicted that the outcome 

of any conflict in the Balkans would inevitably be German victory, well before the British 

expeditionary force landed in Greece. this forecast had no affect on British strategy. 

This fint attempt to appreciate the smtegic situation h m  the German point of view 

was a mass of equivocation which outlined all of Germany's military options without 

indicating which were most libely. On Januaxy 14. the CoS enjoined FOES to try to get 

further under Germany's skin; in their opinion, "if regarded as a captured enemy document, 

[this paper] told us  tiale that we did not h o w  already." They asked that FOES for a more 

'" Herman, Ibid, p. 13-33. 
'" Other papers addressed such topics as: GAF bombing policy FOES(41)3; possible new 

GAF tactics,' FOES(41)4; and a final summary of the accuracy of FOES predictions in 
FOES(4 l)6. CAB 8 1/64 
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detailed examination, and especially to apply "original thought" to future German moves in 

the Mediterranean. Io6 

Eight days later, FOES produced a slightly more detailed and definite 

recommendation in regards to Greece. Germany should occupy Bulgaria immediately as a 

prelude to concentrating forces on the Greco-Bulgarian border. If Britain intervened with 

significant force, Germany would require passage through Yugoslavia for more mops of its 

o w d m  FOES also included an estimation of the forces required to mount the operation and 

the timetable for it, which will be considered presently. 

Xearly a month later, FOES was even more daring in a consideration entitled "Future 

Operations Against Britain. " The overall G e m  objective was to divert Imperial forces and 

shipping away from the defence of Britain. As Greece was a "trap" into which the British 

were unlikely to send their forces to be annihilated, Germany should mount operations 

against the British in the Eastern Mediterranean, "to create the maximum diversion and strain 

upon British shipping."Lo8 Perhaps emboldened by the knowledge that they were about to be 

abolished, FOES reiterated their opinion of the British intervention on March 19, even as 

imperial troops were taking up positions - this force, predicted FOES, would be overrun 

bepinning April 1 and cleared h m  the Balkan Peninsula by the end of the month or the 

middle of the next?" 

From the British perspective, this estimate proved to be depressingly accurate. as the 

'06 CoS(41)23rd Mtg, Jan. 14. CAB 7918. 
FOES(41) 1.22 Jan. CAB 8 1/64. 

'* FOES(4112, 18 Feb. CAB 8 1/64. 
'09 FOES(41)5, 19 Mar. CAB 8 1/64. 



remnants of the British force were evacuated in the last days of April. If anythmg, FOES 

underestimated the speed of German operations, though not by much. In January and 

February FOES had predicted that Gennan operations would start Apr. 1, or even earlier, 

depending on the favorability of ice conditions on the Danube."' This assessment was 

suikingly accurate. According to the OMI plans drawn up in December, the operation would 

commence after the snow melted in the beginning of March.lLL However, OKH 

underestimated the time necessary to secure Bulgaria from land and air attack while 

maintaining secrecy, which pushed the staa  date back to Apr. 1. The unexpected need to 

improvise an attack on Yugoslavia further delayed Operation -A until Apr. 6. 

FOES's estimates of German forces were initially more accurate than subsequent 

events might indicate. According to FOES(41) 1 the initial concentration against Greece 

would be ten divisions."' And indeed, under OKH's plan, the first and second echelons 

which were to concentrate in Bulgaria by the middle of March totalled eleven and a half 

divisions and one regiment.'" This was FOES's only attempt to combine hard numbers about 

enemy capabilities with an appreciation of enemy strategic intentions, and it was roughly 

accurate. Although lacking some of the detail of later estimares, it was a foretaste of the kind 

of staff work which would become the backbone of Allied strategic assessment. 

IfBritish decision-makers misunderstood the potential correlation of forces in Greece 

in any way, then it lay in an over optimistic assessment of the will and ability of the Balkan 

'Io FOES (4 1) 1 (revise), 22 Jan. and FOES(4 1)2, 1 8 Feb. CAB 8 1/64. 
'I' Helmuth Greiner, "The Balkans, 1941." GMS (London: Garland 1979), 7:4. 
'I' FOES(41)1,22 Jan. CAB 81/64 

"The Balkans, 1941," GMS, Ibid, 726. 



nations to fight - an issue which FOES neither had the mandate nor was asked to address. 

After the war, Churchill's greatest complaint was not that the scale of the German attack was 

greater than expected, but that Greek forces were far fewer than had been originally 

promised. ' 
Indeed, misunderstanding and confusion marked the British decision-making process 

leading to the fateful commitment. Generally, scholars conclude that the find, irrevocable 

promise of military support was not made in London, but by Britain's representatives in the 

field, Eden and  ill.'^^ However, Churchill's expectations and wishful thinking motivated 

their mission to the Balkans. After the war, he wrote: 

I take full responsibility for the eventual decision ... because I am sure I could have 
stopped it all if I had been convinced. It is so much easier to stop than to do? 

The DMO, John Kennedy, had strongly opposed Operation LUSTRE on the grounds that the 

British simply did not have the forces to hold a Balkan h n t 1 I 7  Whether a clear statement 

from FOES - or an assessment body more effective than FOES - could have added anything 

more convincing than Kennedy's arguments is doubdul. At any rate, FOES had no  influence 

on the decision. 

A significant failing of FOES was its consistent inability to predict how British 

'I4 W i o n  Churchill, Grand AIliance. vol. 3, The Second World War (London: Houghton 
.MiMin, 1950), p. 220. 
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strategy would influence German intentions. While FOES was essentially correct to describe 

German intervention in Greece as a security measure, it did not consistently identify the 

threat which affected Hider most. Hider identified Rumanian oilfields as "a matter of life and 

death for the Axis," fearing that enemy bombers fiom Russia or the Mediterranean could turn 

them to "smoking de~oiation.""~ Even the expert advice of his military advisors did not 

reassure Hitler. On Feb. 14, the Luftwaffe ruled out RAF daylight bomber nids, as their 

airstrips were beyond the range of fighter escon'lg Hitler halted preparations for MARITA 

for 17 days to deploy additional anti-aircraft batteries and fire fighting units to the Rumania 

oilfie~ds."~ Hitler feared air attack on Rumanian oil so much that the mere threat effectively 

delayed operation L W A  almost as long as the British defence of Greece."' 

FOES knew of these considerations, but never correlated them properly. Initially, 

FOES identified Germany's vital interest in protecting Rumanian oil, but watered down its 

consideration with the caveat that Geman offensive operations would disrupt the flow of 

commodities. especially oil. from the region. '" In its next report. FOES emphasized the need 

to invade Greece to gain control of Black Sea shipping; the potential threat to Rumanian oil 

was h m  the Dodecanese i s1andd~ 

FOES'S first consideratioa of the Greek situation managed to hit one elemental 

m e g i c  truth, buried in caveats and equivocal prose, in stating that Germany could not let 

'I8 "OKW War Diary..." GMS, Bid, 9: 105. 
'" lbid, p.180. 
=%id, p* 222. 
'" "The B a h n s ,  1941." GMS, ibid, 7: 15- 
'" FOES(40) 1 (revise), 8 Jan. CAB 8 U64. 
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Britain establish itself in strength on the mainland, FOES implied that German strategy was 

interlinked with British s~ategy."~ For some time to come, however, it would have no clue 

as to the significance of this truth. 

W e  the Directive for Operation MARTIA originated on 12 Nov., 1940, British 

actions exerted considerable influence over German operations and strategy. The original 

objectives of MARlTA were limited to advances on Salonika and Athens; the Lufhvaffe 

would neutralise the British airbases. On Dec, 5, 1940, Hitier saw no need for -A at 

all if the Greeks asked the British to But Hitler's determination to secure the Balkans 

by military force increased as the date for BARBAROSSA grew closer. 

The objectives for .IMARIr]TA also expanded with the British presence. On Mar. 17. 

L941, the deployment of British reinforcements prompted the extension of German 

objectives to the southern tip of the ~eioponnesus." Despite desperate peace feelers from 

the Greeks. Hirler refused to accept any compromise except complete ~ccupation. '~ The 

revised MARITA required twelve more divisions than the original plan: as a result the buIk 

of 12th Army and its HQ staff would also be unavailable for the attack on Russia, forcing 

changes in the operationai plan of BARBAROSSA, 

With the benefit of hindsight, the strategic relationships between active fronts might 

'" FOES(40) l(revise), 8 Jan. CAB 8 1/64. 
" Hdder, Kreigmgebuch, 5 k c .  1940, (nor in English translation), qf. Germanv and the 
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seem obvious. However, this was more difficult to perceive at the time. At the end of Juiy, 

1940. Hitler announced that Germany's strategic objective was to be the "destruction of the 

life force of the USSR."~" Though the German High Command would plan a multitude of 

operations against a variety of enemies, only "the crusade against Bolshevism" held Hider's 

attenti~n.''~ All other operations would compete against the schedule and force requirements 

of BARBAROSSA. In its short existence FOES had no inkling of BARBAROSSA, which 

would badly skew its assessments and those of its successors. 

FOES had a better understanding of German intentions in Libya at least initially. 

While the loss of Cyrenica in 1941 would seem to indicate a failure of strategic prediction, 

FOES'S line of thinking was not unreasonable. According to a post-war analysis by Field 

~MarshaIl Albert Kesselring, Commander in Chief of German forces in the Mediterranean, 

Hider never fully appreciated the importance of the North Afkican theatre. Kesselring 

described Hider's conduct of the Mediterranean war as a series of reactive and makeshift 

countermeasures. divorced from the over-all context of stratee~.'~~ The inherent volatility of 

Germany policy would cripple the accuracy of FOES strategic appreciations. 

Kesselring 's pos t-war analysis was correct: Hider's Mediterranean strategy in 194 1 

was improvised and reactive. However, as a field commander, Kesselring was not aware that 

Hider had acted on an snategy against the British Mediterranean position in 1940. After the 

Germany and the Second World War Bid, 3248. 
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faIl of France, Hitler's army, navy and foreign affairs advisors had pressed for an offensive 

against the British Mediterranean position. Geography dictated that Germany needed allies 

if it wanted to pursue an indirect strategy against the British Empire. Thus, in late-October, 

Hitler embarked upon a diplomatic offensive in an effort to forge a global coalition "from 

Yokohama to Spain." '" Though Japan proved amenable to the Tripartite Pact, closer partners 

were less fortficoming. 

German diplomacy would determine the success of such a coalition. In order to 

realise the "Kontinentalblock" envisioned by Ribbentrop, Hitler wanted Spain to give up its 

designs on French Morocco, and France to agree to German and Italian territorial demands 

in Europe and Africa.L3' He reaiised that building an alliance kom these conflicting territorial 

interests and ambitions would require "a gigantic fk~ud."'~' However, when Franco and 

Petain refused to be taken in, Hitler was unwilling and/or unable to make real concessions 

to his potential partners in the Mediterranean. Rebuffed diplomatically, Hitler discarded this 

p d  scheme and returned to planning isolated military operations to secure his southern 

flank, 

In its first saategic appreciation of Jan. 8, FOES had stated rather ambiguously, that 

one of Germany's chief objectives was to prevent an Itaiian collapse with the least effon 

Unambiguously, FOES ruled out the idea of sending si@cant forces to Libya because 

'3' Schreilber, ''The Mediterranean in Hider's Strategy..," IbX, p. 257: Gerxnanv and the 
Second World War Bid, 3:187; generally, 180-246. 
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"there is now little prospect of successful offensive ac t i~n . " '~  The next day Hitler decided 

to dispatch a small, armowed equipped '%blocking unit" to assist in the defence of Tripolitania 

until the hot season halted major  operation^.'^^ 

Previously, respect for Italy's sphere of influence had restrained Germany's interest 

in Libya. In contrast to the combined Anglo-American strategy later in the war, in 1940 the 

Axis operated on the principle of a "parallel" war strategy against Britain, which simply 

meant that Italy and Germany each pursued their own interests with a minimal cooperation. "6 

The British offensive at the end of the year forced Italy to ask for German assistance, which 

was "unwillingly given and unwillingly accepted."13' For Mussolini, the German presence 

in .-ca spelled the end of Italian colonial ambitions; for Hitler, it was an unwelcome 

diversion from BARBAROSSA. 

On Jan. 8, FOES discounted the possibility of German intervention in Libya because 

of the poor prospects for offensive action. FOES was right about the importance of offensive 

~perations to German stratew, but they seriously underestimated the effect of British actions 

on German strategy. Hider's commitment to the Libyan operation waxed and waned 

according to the prospects of success. On Jan. 22, FOES concluded that even in the worn 

case, Germany would not need to send forces to defend Tripoli until autumn.138 Events soon 

overtook this andysis: British forces had captured Tobruk the day before, leading the 

German army to advise that passive defence would no longer be adequate to save Cyrenica 

'= IIC(40) 1 (revise), 8 Jan. CAB 8 1/64. 
13' "OKW War Diary ..." GMS, Bid, 9:8 1. 

Germany in the Second World War Bid, 3: 184-5. 
In Warliamont, Ibid, p. 126. 

FOES(41) 1,22 Jan. CAB 81/64. 
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An "aggressive defence on a large scale" was required, which would require the cornrnitment 

of a larger force.i3g German generals in liaison with the Italians estimated that the minimum 

force required - a full panzer division - could not be transported in time. The Wehrmacht CiC 

in Berlin supported this estimate, asserting that German forces would only serve a useful 

purpose if they could take the offensive.'" The logistics of this commitment posed Hitler 

with a dilemma: he could either send an inadequate force before summer. or wait for a fuil 

counter-offensive in the autumn. 

The beginning of February marked a period of doubt and uncertainry in German 

Mediterranean strategy. At the beginning of January, Hitler had been relatively sanguine 

about the prospect of a British victory in North f i c a .  On Feb. 1, Hider ordered a halt to the 

rraaspon of the blocking force until the Italian position in Italy could be explained in detail. 

Questioning the Italian estimates of the impassability of the Sine Desert and the size of 

British forces. Hitler demanded further reconnaissance of the area'" 

By Feb. 4. the British were only a few days away from Benghazi. and Operation 

SONNENBLUME expanded yet again to five light divisions reinforced with armour and a 

corps level HQ, possibly to be foilowed by another panrer di~ision.~" Hitler balked at the 

thought that such a large force might sit idle on the defensive if the Italians lost their nerve. 

Deciding to go for broke, on Feb. 6 he determined to cancel SONNENBLUME immediately 

I" "OKW War Diary ..." GMS, Ibid, 9:110. 
I" Ibid. pp. 127-118. 
141 Bid, p. 129. 
!" Bid. p. 144. 



unless the Italians a p d  to an active front on the Cyrenican border.143 The next day, the 

Chief of the Wehnnacht Operations Staff argued for the continuation of Mediterranean 

operations even without Italian suppon.'" 

A week after the first German troops had disembarked in Tripoli, FOES still favoured 

a passive defence there, assuming that the British did not manage to take the port in a pre- 

emptive "lightning A month later, FOES ruled out the latter possibility due to 

" Wavell's hesitation. " They predicted: 

.. .mino roffensive operations against the depleted garrison of Cyrenica In any 
case a serious offensive cannot be curried through untiL..later in the year, by 
which time it is hoped that the need for serious operations ... will have 
passed. la 

FOES supposed that German forces in Libya would spend the summer in desert training, 

which was conrrary to Hider's ambitions. Rornmel's reconquest of Cyrenica was impressively 

fast. although ultimately indecisive as he failed to retake T o b d .  This derailed British 

strategy in the Mediterranean. By compelling the British to attend to their hitherto secure 

western flank, significant forces were diverted away fiom operations intended to support the 

expedition to Greece. In Churchill's perception, the crisis in the desert robbed Britain of the 

"sullen dangen and glittering prizes" of ~alkans.'" 

However, Churchill certainly exaggerated the possibility of any "giittering prizes" to 

be found in the BaIkans. After the war, he stated his intention was 

f i I b i d ,  pp. 153-4. 
Zbid, p. 160. 

'" FOES(41)2,18 Feb. CAB 8 1/64. 
I" My italics. FOES(41)5, 19 Mar. CAB 8 1/64. 
ln Churchill, vol. 3, M ,  p. 344. 



... to form a Balkan front. I wanted Yugoslavia, and I hoped for Turkey. That, 
with Greece, would have given us fifty divisions. A nut for the Germans to 
crack. '413 

Even if the Balkan nations had acted as Churchill and Eden wished, that "nut" was unlikely 

to withstand Germany's cracker, a s  the latter had more troops and shorter supply lines.149 

FOES consistently maintained that British forces sent to Greece would face annihilation 

under any circumstances, calling the Balkans a "trap."t5o Indeed, Hider was certainly intent 

on removing the British from the Balkans, deciaring, 'We will drive England out of Greece 

with 20 divisions, but [are] willing to use 180 divisions if need be."lsl 

Thus, Rommel's precipitate action actually reduced potential British losses in Greece. 

According to Rommel, von PauIus blamed his premature advance for causing a British 

wirhdrawal from Greece, thus ruining the High Command's Though most of the 

British expedition escaped, they lost significant numbers of men and most of their 

equipwnt; more losses might have decisively weakened British ability to defend Egypt. 

However. there was no evidence that such an intention influenced German strateg 

prior to Rommel's unexpected offensive. in either the latter's instructions or his superior's 

records. P d a s  likely exaggerated O m s  foresight in his attempt to assert his authority over 

Rommei. German strategy vis-a-vis Britain tended to be largely reactive from mid4940 to 

mid-2941, and any appreciation of the relationship between actual operations in the 

'" Churchill to Lord Boothby, conversation, q f .  John Cornell, fiid , p. 330. 
'" Creveld, "Prelude to Disaster. .." Ibid, p. 65-92: Kennedy, Bid. p. 83. 

FOES(41)2, 18 Feb. CAB 81/64. 
!5L Haider, 3 Dec. 40, Bid, p. 718. 

I" In his defense, Rommel notes that German forces were coosistentiy unable to pin down 
retreating British forces and destroy them Rommel Bid, p. 1 19,119~ 
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Mediterranean was ex post facto, when perceived at all. 

Despite failing to predict the seriousness of Rommel's offensive, FOES'S last analysis 

contained a great deal of truth. It accurately described the German forces in Libya as 

incomplete, intended to carry out an "active defence" rather than a major offensive. This 

matched Hitier's original concept of a "panzer blocking unit." The operational nature of the 

theatre made the classification of forces as defensive or offensive a moot point. As the 

British defeat of the Italians had just shown, effective desert operations required mobility, 

and blurred the line between defence and offense. 

In addition to correctly assessing the strategic purpose behind the German presence 

in f i c a  FOES also hinted at operational possibilities. FOES beiieved that the transfer of 

the best equipped and most experienced British troops to Greece gave Germany an 

opportunity. Unfortunately, it did not predict the outcome - its mandate was to assess enemy 

strategic intentions, not detailed operational probabilities. 

The FOES estimate accurateiv described the conservative strategic ob!ectives of the 

German High Command in the Libyan theatre, a policy of low risk and minimal 

commitment for the support of the Italian war effort. Stmegicically, Operation 

SONNENBLUME was defensive in nature: losing Libya would lower Italian m o d e  and b e  

a .  estimated dozen British divisions to cause trouble e1~ewhere.l~~ Yer, as in Greece, British 

activity constantly influenced Gennan operational perceptions, with strategic consequences. 

In response to Britain's counter-offensive Hitler committed a minimal force to bolster the 

Italian defence. However. Wavell's unexpectedly rapid progress through Cyrenica led the 

" O m  War Diary. .." GMS, Ibid, 9: 138. 
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High Command to believe that this force would be inadequate, but a larger force would not 

arrive in time. Furthermore, Hitler refused to let a large force lie idle in the African sun when 

he needed all his resources for BARBAROSSA. Fortunately for the Germans, the diversion 

of British forces to Greece alleviated the threat. Nevertheless, the requirements of 

BARBAROSSA dictated a conservative strategy elsewhere, which was subsequently 

overthrown by unexpected insubordination ftom Rommel. 

FOES had hinted at possibilities, but had neither the responsibility nor the 

imagination to predict the outcome of the clash in the Western desert. In hindsight FOES was 

a fair judge of German strategic intentions; but its record of prediction was dismal because 

of operationai factors beyond its purview and its inability to judge the dynamic relationship 

between British actions and German reactions. Furthennore, the fact that German capabilities 

so outweighed Britain's, both qualitatively and quantitatively, r n a d e d  even the slightest 

misjudgment of intentions into disaster on the battlefield- 

Part 11: Reform and Reorganisattion 

Despite the discrepancy between forecasts and actual events, the push to reform 

British assessment did not originate with dissatisfied decision-makers. On the contrary, with 

the exception ofthe first report, the CoS generally had little complaint or interea in the work 

produced Most of the papers considered at CoS meetings were simply "noted," though a few 

were criticised for lack of original thought. * 

st As desmkd above. CoS threw out FOES(40)l for being too obvious. FOES(41)3,26 
Feb. "Bombing Policy," failed to impress P o d  with its originality. CoS(41)78th mtg.. 1 

(continued- ..) 



The conditions which ended FOES had existed for some time, and they concerned 

other agencies as well. The nature of enemy intentions and capabilities interested the Joint 

Planning S M ,  as they shaped the possibilities of British actions. Under the original proposal 

of the JIC and JPS on Nov. 26,1940, the JIG would take administrative responsibility for the 

new section, and forward queries and reports to and from the IPS as required. However, 

when the CoS constituted FOES as an independem body reporting directly to itself, both the 

JIC and P S  were denied control over how it assessed enemy intentions. 

The movement against FOES originated from the senior producers, in the intehgence 

hierarchy - the JIG. Despite his colleagues' low opinion of his ability, it was the DMI who 

led the impetus for reform.'" Beginning with a letter to his colleagues on the JIC, Davidson 

called attention to the difficulties created by the independence of FOES from nC jurisdiction. 

With the support of his colleagues, the DMI presented the case for the JIG to absorb FOES. 

Despite the many refoms instituted since h e  outbreak of war, Davidson wrote, joint 

assessment s t i l l  functioned ody intermittently. While the various agencies of the British war 

machine shared information and opinions through the JIC, consultation more often than not 

occurred on an info& basis. On its own initiative, the JIC had formed an ad hoc committee 

to study G e m  intentions, but its members had other regular duties. Meeting only twice a 

week, they had the time neither to appreciate global strategy fully, nor to produce written 

(...continued) 
 mar. However, a mention of possible "new tactics" in FOES(4 1)2,18 Feb., generated a more 
detailed study at Portal's request CoS(41)79th mtg., 3 Mar, The resuldng FOES(41)4, 5 
Mar., "Air Appreciation," was sufEcient.1~ interesting to be brought to the attention of the 
Chief of Air Staff. cos(41)90th -, CAB 79/8. 

Is' Howarth, Ibid, p. 165; Annan, Ibid, p. 29. 
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reports. Both tasks would require full-time attention if they were to be done properly. 

According to Davidson, many nC papers were still being written on the initiative of 

individual departments, which risked duplication of effort.'" 

With the support of his fellow Directors of Intelligence, the DMI argued that FOES 

was redundant and could potentially cause contradiction and confusion. The DNI thought 

that FOES was isolated and out of touch with the considered views of the various 

~epamnen t s . ' ~  Godfrey believed that junior officers were best suited to understanding the 

enemy because of the breadth of their cumnt knowledge and open-mindedness, but they also 

should be subject to the rule of their seniors. The current system, allowed for two potential 

sources of appreciations, FOES and the IIC. As the DM1 conceived it, each Depamnent 

would continue to study their assigned aspect of the enemy independently as before, but only 

reports produced through the JIG should carry the authority of their consensus.L58 

The primary motive for the reorganisation of British assessment was a conflict not 

over methods or results but procedure. As an independent body. FOES threatened the 

authority of its ranking superiors who commanded the Service intelligence depamnents. 

Though their letten contained some suggestions for producing better results, the prime 

motive in their desire to restructure smegic assessment was the prospect of redundant, or 

worse, conflicting, appreciations - that is, contrary to their own. Secondary sources mention 

the Directors of the JIG being embarrassed before the Chiefs by dissenting counsel fiom their 

JIC(41)58, Feb. 6. CAB 81/100; CoS(41)93rd Mtg., 11 Mar. CAB 79/9. 
'n DM to DMI and ACASO, memo, 3 Feb., 41, ADM 223/465- 
"' IIC(41)58,6 Feb. ADM 8 1/100. 



juniors, though neither they nor any official source mention particular is~ues."~ While such 

disputes may have been too minor to register in government records or veterans' memories, 

the mere potential for conflict may have been enough to provoke h e  JIC to initiate reform. 

As an assessing body responsible only to the CoS, FOES threatened the authority of the JIG. 

In order to overcome this threat, the Directors of Intelligence sought to bring assessment 

back under their control. 

The restructuring of assessment also produced imponant procedural changes in 

British intelligence. On April 22, the CoS decided to maintain a closer relationship with the 

JIC and to keep abreast of intelligence developments by meeting with it on a weekly basis. 

Previously, the CoS had rarely met the JIC as a body? These Tuesday meetings with the 

Chiefs also became a convenient means of dealing with JIC business as welI, since all of the 

Directors had to be present anyway.16' Formahsing cornminee procedure improved 

communication not only with their superiors but becween the Directors as well. 

The elimination of FOES immediately improved the presentation of appreciation 

papers. Led by the naval representative, Troubridge, FOES had enthusiastically role-played 

the German general staff, which aEected the presenmion of their written reports. According 

to Beesly, the attempt to simulate captured enemy documents resulted in an affected and 

lS9 The official history cites ADM 7711107 and JIC(44)345. both written well after the 
dissolution of FOES. A letter from Denis Capel-Dunn to G&y in regards to JIC(44)345 
is reproduced in ADM ?_27/465; the documents in neither ADAM 2?1/107 nor ADM 2231465 
cite specific disagreements between the JIC and FOES. Capei-Dunn does mention that early 
consultations with JPS sometimes resulted in JIS views being disowned by superiors- The 
problem was solved by having the Director of PIans and the Deputy Directors of Intelligence 
meet reguiariy. 

'" CoS(41) 143 mtg, 22 Apr. h m  British InteUeence, aid. 1 :B8. 
Dennis Capel-Dunn to Charles Morgan, letter, 4 Mar- 44. r\DM 223/465. 
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verbose writing style liable to provoke "derisive laughter" - hardly the desired reaction to an 

effective presentation.lg This effort weakened the effectiveness of FOES forecasts and 

obfuscated their conclusions. Attached to the last FOES appreciation is a defensive plea for 

tolerance of "the mixture of bombast and ponderosity with which the text is liberally 

interlarded."'" When FOES was abolished, so was that obtuse convention. British strategic 

assessments soon became more concise and readable. 

Undoubtedly, many of the instructions for FOES to "get under the skin" of the enemy 

originated from Admiral Godfrey. His strong interest in the assessment of enemy intentions 

is evidenced by his role in creating the informal section within MD under Bellairs and his 

vocal opinions on the proper form and function of FOES and APS, His desire to develop the 

Iess quantitative aspects of strategic appreciation led to initiatives which entered folklore. An 

oft repeated anecdote of British wartime intelligence is the mystic or water diviner, who got 

on the government payroil by claiming to predict German intentions? In Inate September, 

1940, Godfky consulted an astrologer, whose extensive findings he forwarded to his chief, 

along with a proposal to form a team of "sincere astroIogers" for strategic forecasting. Noting 

&tier's reported interest in the subject, the Admiral argued for a relative understanding: 

The significance of Witler's astrological researches is not therefore whether 
or not we believe in them or if they represent the truth, but that Hitier 
believes in them, and to a certain extent bases his acts on the opinions and 
predictions of his asaological experts.'65 

Risible as it might have seemed to portray astrology as "an exact science", the DNTs effort 

I" McLachlan, Ibid, p. 255. 
'" FOES(41)5, 19 Mar. Cab 81/101. 

Strong, Intelligence at the TOD, Bid, p. 69; Beesley, Verv Swcial Admiral, Ibid, p. 186. 
Godfkey to Pound, memo. 30 Sept 40, ADM 223/84. 



indicated both the need and the difficulty of understanding German thinking - specificaily, 

Hitleis thinking. Godfkey's superiors were less than impressed. Not unnaturally, the Fit Sea 

Lord wished to "work on something more solid."lq Despite Strong's objections, the 

astrologer received funding and "a comfortable flat in a fashionable London district." 16' The 

astrologer's work benefited only himself. 

Aithough astrology was a failure and roleplaying a poor presentational technique, the 

DNI continued to champion the effort to understand enemy thinking. He had fully supported 

Troubridge in attempting to model the thinking of the German General Staff, and W e  the 

other directors of service intelligence had screened naval intelligence passed to FOES. so as 

to preserve the intellectual purity of the thought experiment The DM held - correctly - that 

Hider and his ideology was the key to the inner workings of German strategc thought. 

though he never found a reliable means to predict it He proposed that the new body should 

be composed of officers from the German sections of each depanment By virtue of their 

relativeiy junior rank and their area of specialisation. they were more Likely than their seniors 

to have 

... insight into the Nationalist Socialist way of thinking (as opposed to the 
traditional German make-up) which can only be gained by the type of young 
mind which is not scornful of, or impatient with, the ideology which Hitler 
has been at such pains to create... '" 

Godky also suggested that the new body should scrutinize JIC appreciations "fiom the 

enemy angle" for consistency with Nazi ideology and Hitler's politico-military style, adding 

L66 Pound to Godfky. d e n  comment on I Oct, 40. ADM 2 3 / 8 4  
'" Strong, intelligence at the Top* ibid. p. 69. 

DM to Fmf Sea Lord, letter, I I Mar. 41, ADM 23/465.  



a paragraph to that effect on every paper as a stamp of approval.'69 

In letters briefing Pound about replacing FOES, the DNI favoured the maintenance 

of barriers between assessment and planning."* This would ensure that assessments were 

produced only on the basis of what the enemy knew, or probably knew, of British intentions. 

However, preserving the intellectual purity of assessment would also rule out close 

collaboration with the planning staffs - the subject of their requests would naturally reveal 

British interests and information not known to the enemy. Yet, isolation from British 

planners would deny assessors key information which would affect their work and the subject 

of it. 

Some of the DNX's suggestions geady influenced the structure of the M S .  The DM 

felt that Troubridp had spent too much time simply collecting information from various 

departmental experts rather than "sitting and thinking" about enemy  intention^,'^' while the 

high rank of the Army repre~ntahve had hampered equitable discu~sion.~" In line with these 

suggestions the members of the APS were all of equal rank or seniority. As with FOES. they 

would be composed of representatives from the services, the Foreign Office and the m; 

however, they would also be assisted by a junior team of lower rank.173 

The DNTs suggestions on the methods of assessment proved less influential. As with 

I* IbS 
in 

17' The  Deveiopment of IS(O), " ADM 223/465. 
'" As a BrigadierGeneral the Army spokesman outranked his Navy and Air Force 

colleagues, a Captain and a Air Commodore respectively, by two grades. Go&y to Pound 
letter, 1 I Mar. Jl ADM 2231465. 

'" The senior and junior teams were of "GSO 1 " and "GS02" rank, respectively. 
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FOES. the APS terms of reference instructed them to "get under the enemy's skin."'" 

However, their access to information was not screened; rather, they were simply warned not 

to be biased by information unavailable to the enemy. The need to preserve intellectual purity 

was obviously, and rightly, deemed less important than servicing the Planners' requests. The 

relationship between the assessment and planning stafXs would continue to produce 

contention - mosdy instigated by the naval representatives of the IIC and the CoS - but the 

structure of the new body was a clear rejection of Godfrey's methods of assessing enemy 

strategic intentions. 

Furthermore, Godfiey's recommendation for an ideological addendum never appeared 

on an officially circulated JIC paper. Acting as the JICts drafting committee, it is doubdul 

whether the JIS edited JIC reports with an eye to Nazi ideology. Certainly no APS or .TIC 

report ever overtly referred to Hitler's "political-military style." If there was any formal study 

of Hitler's psychology or his ideological aims, it went unrecorded. i+a understanding of 

Hitler's grand stratew remained elusive even after the war. 

As constituted, the APS rejected the methods of undemanding the enemy advocated 

by Godfrey. According to Beesiey, the average intelligence officer was as sceptical of trying 

to "think like the enemy" as he was about asaoi~gy.''~ Indeed, the results failed to win over 

an exceptional intelligence officer. K e ~ e t h  Strong, head of the War Office German section 

fkom the beginning of the war to Feb., 1941, doubted their methods and dismissed their 

results. Although his knowledge and analysis of FOES' work was superficial. Strong doubted 

JIC(41)112,22 Mar. CAB 81/101. 
'" McLachlan, (bid, p. 255. 



the possibility and the utility of fathoming the internal processes by which others form 

intentions: 

... it is extremely difficult for anyone to think like his opponents, and the 
natural reaction must be to attribute to the enemy one's own experience and 
one's own conceptual fhmework. In any case the opponent's actions depend 
more often than not on political and social attitudes which do not lend 
themselves to analysis of this kind? 

Strong's critique must be qualified. He himself relied on consideration of enemy thinking to 

forecast the likelihood of invasion in 1940. His assessment initially rested on his own 

understanding of the Geman mentality - Strong found the threat unconvincing because a 

cross-Channel invasion "seemed foreign to their thinking and trainingmLn However, he re- 

evaluated his conclusions when confronted with evidence. Suong found photos of barges in 

Channel ports more compelling than his experience of German military culture. Despite the 

Admirdty's reservations. Strong believed the barges evidence of German capability, which 

when allied with his pessimistic evaluation of British defensive capabilities constituted a 

terious threat of invasion. Ultimately. he valued the proof of German capabilities more than 

his own assessment of Gerrnan intentions. 

It was hardly surprising that Strong little trusted FOES'S understanding when he 

doubted his own. Critical of their methods and sceptical about their qualifications, he 

beLieved that those trying to mimic Nazi psychology had no direcr experience with German 

culture, language, and doctrine? As they lacked his experience, their understanding of 

German military thinking was academic and their assessments must be inferior to his. 

'" Strong, Intelligence at the Top, aid, p. 57. 
Bid, p. 67. 

I" Bid, p. 57. 
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This sense of superiority was unjustified with regards to FOES. Troubridge had 

served as  the naval attache in Berlin, while the military representative, Major-General 

Macksey, had the experience of fighting the Germans in  orw way.'^^ This criticism might be 

more fairly levelled at the assessment team in the succeeding body, the JIS. The service 

members of the junior team of the JIS, which was responsible for long term assessment, were 

not even professional military men - in civilian life they were a history don, an advenising 

agent and a barrister.'" However, this inexperience did not invalidate JIS assessments. 

Unlike FOES, the JIS did not exclusively rely on an understanding of German thinking in 

order to draw their conclusions. 

Zievenheless, British intelligence did not unanimously condemn the method. Despite 

organizational reforms and departmental skepticism, the end of FOES did nor end 

roleplaying as a method of assessment. On Nov. 10, 1941. the CoS formed an ad hoc inter- 

service committee dubbed ''the German Syndicate" to draft an invasion plan based on their 

probable order of battle. Mthough Strong dismissed their conclusions as "fairly obvious." 

it is equally obvious that not everyone doubted the value of mieplay. Long after Strong left 

MI 14 gave the DDMI and the a report on German mategy h m  the point of view of an 

OKW staff officer. 

While concise - limiting the ersatz Nazi ornamentation to a singe "Heil Hitler!" - the 

report ultimately failed to forecast Gennan snategy more accurateLy than most of FOES'S 

prognostications. Playing the role of an aide of "General STlTSCHINTETN." MI14 oudined 

li9 McLachIan, Bid, p. 254. 
l" Ibid, p. 257. 
la' CoS(41)380 mtg., 7 Nov. Cab 79/15, 



German contingency plans for the abandonment of the offensive in southern Russia in favour 

of a general withdrawal to a shorter line of defence. A defensive strategy would conserve 

Germany's declining reserves of oil and manpower, and allow time to prepare for a renewed 

offensive in spring.'= Erich von Manstein had, in fact, suggested such a strategy to the 

Fiihrer, to no avail: Hitler insisted on holding to his territorial gains at all costs.'" Neither 

FOES' methods nor their flaws were unique within British intelligence. 

Fundamentally? the British could not understand Germany's intentions because they 

did not understand Hitler's relationship with his military advisors. British assessors assumed 

roles as OKW staff officers - i.e- FOES signed their papers as Keitel, the OKW Chief of 

Staff. They assumed that the O W  functioned much as the British CoS Committee. In fact. 

they functioned in compietely different ways. Whereas the British CoS structure gave the 

Prime Minister considered inter-service recommendations, the OKW functioned only to 

serve Hitler's will. 

According to Wilhelm Deist, from the rise of the Nazi party to the outbreak of war. 

the leaden of the W e h m c h t  leaders "neither generated nor sought strategic  idea^."'^ In 

1938, Hitler assumed the position of Supreme Commander of the Wehnnacht, emuring that 

he alone determined Germany's strategy. The O K '  became a drafting committee for his 

orders, rather than a general naff able to study, work, and think independently. l" As a result, 

WO 208/4307, Nov- 26, 1942. 
ls3 Erich von Manstein, Lost Victories, Ibid, p. 29 1. 

W i e h  Deist, ''The Road to Ideological War Genn;tny, 19 18- 1945." from The Making 
of Stratem Rulers, Sates. and War. ed-s Williamson Murray, M. b o x  and A. Bemstein. 
(Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1994), pp. 371-380, passim- 
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anyone who sought to influence Germany's strategy during the war bypassed OKW and 

approached Hider directly. This included service chiefs - e.g. Goering and Raeder - and field 

commanders - e.g. Rommel, Manstein. Lacking a representative with strong character or 

personal connections with the Fiihrer, the OKH had Little influence on Hitler's strategic 

formulations. 

The British had no way to appreciate who really directed Germany's strategy. Before 

the war, attaches like K e ~ e t h  Strong could observe details Like German methods. 

equipment, doctrine, and order of banle to develop an understanding of Germany's military 

capabilities, but the inner workings of the German High Command were a mystery. Of the 

restructuring of OKW in 1938: "...we read of all these changes in the newspaper but we knew 

little of the detailed rnanoeums and motives behind them."'" Beyond this, British 

commanders respected the German generals and instinctively assumed that Hitler must do 

the same. Strong believed that Keitel was "a typical and important representative of Gennan 

military thought." Warliarnont later described Keitel and Jodl as ciphers who identitied 

completely with HitIer, possessing no will of their own." Hitler was the prime mover of 

German strategy, and thus Hitleis political, economic, ideologicai and racial ideas 

determined Germany's strategic objectives: military considerations were only one part of his 

considerations. The British failed to understand Hitler's intentions, and thus faded to 

understand Germany's intentions; ironically, however. they understood quite well the people 

they were trying to assess - the German generals . 

aid, p. 59-6 1. 
I" Strong, InteiIi~ence at the TOD, Bid, p. 27. 

Wadiamont, Bid, p. 13. 
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In 1944, areview of the development of the assessment organisation dismissed FOES 

as a failed experiment. '" This judgement was perhaps harsh from a historical perspective. 

but in terms of wartime requirements, entirely justified British forecasters mimicked certain 

cumnts in German military thinking fairly accurately, but this could only be appreciated 

after the war with access to enemy documents, as Geman military thinking often diverged 

substantially from Geman strategy. This tendency grew more pronounced as the war 

progressed. 

Although it understood German strategic intentions, FOES could not forecast German 

actions. Smcnued as a central assessing body fkee from departmental control. this very 

freedom isolated FOES from vital human and informational resources. Restricted access to 

operational data gathered by the depamnents and the IPS, and insufficient personnel to 

harvest it, limited FOES'S ability to study enemy capabilities. Understanding alone could not 

produce useful forecasts. Although it hinted at the flaws in British strategy, hints of the rmth 

codd not prevent disaster in Greece and Libya The rejection of the D N s  susgestions with 

regard to the new assessing body thus represented the British intelligence community's 

rejection of a subjective and intangible understanding of the enemy in favour of "something 

more solid." 

The independence of FOES thus hindered its work and caused its demise - this 

stemmed directly from the Chiefs of S taff, who formed FOES as an independent body against 

the wishes of the JIS and the IPS. At the latter's urging, British assessment underwent yet 

another -formation in the s p ~ g  of 1941, even as yet another wave of German attacks 

- - 

'" C-I-Dunn to Morgan, letter, 4 Mar. 44, ADM 223/465. 



threatened to ff ood the Mediterranean. 

Table 1 : Intelligence Failure and FO(E)S 

Greece 
German 
Intentions - secure southern 

flank; Operation 
MARnA 

Capabilities - F a t  

British 
intelligence - sood estimate of 

German capability, 
and British weakness 

assessment - Balkans is a "trap" 
for British forces 

Libva March-April 

secure Libya; Operation 
SONNENBLLrME 

limited 

good estimate of 
German capability, 
poor estimate of 
British weakness 

possible limited 
Gennan offensive 

action - wishful thinking and 
poor timing prevent 
influence on British 
strategy; operaion 
continues 

with Greek commitment, 
Wavell has no forces to 
spare for Cyrenica; R o m d  
violates orders 

result - British evacuate Greece British lose Cyrenica 



Chapter Three: The Axis Planning Section - Libya. 

Part I - March 22 to April 10. 

At the instigation of the Directors of intelligence, on Mar. 22 the CoS disbanded 

FOES and created the Axrs Planning Section (APS): 

The object of the APS is to place under the [JICJ a body of selected and 
trained officers with full experience of the tactical and strategical methods 
and of the political and economic implications of modern warfare, combined 
with expert knowledge of drafting papedgO 

The history of the APS is if anything even more obscure than its predecessor. In many 

memoin it is little more than yet another jumble of letters in the plethora of wartime 

acronyms. Beesley recalls "APES" as the "Advanced Enemy Planning Section"; McLachlan 

intevrers "APES" as the "Advanced Planning (Enemy) Section"; in a postwar review of the 

development of the .JIC and JIS machinery, Admicat Godhy  refers to JIS as the Lineal 

descendant of FOES, omitting any mention of the MS. 19' McLachlan erroneously states that 

the JIS succeeded the APS in 1942.1E 

However, the importance of the APS to British assessment was disproportionate to 

its brief existence. The APS produced its first paper five days after receiving its terms of 

reference on Mar. 22, and in the vague terminology of British Intellkence "evolved into the 

Joint Intelligence Staff (JIS) by May 9.'" As this suggests, the transition h m  APS to JIS 

JIC(41) 1 12,12 Mar. CAB8 11 10 1. 
19' JH. GodfieyT 2 May 47. ADM 223f465. 

McLachlan, Bid, p. 256. McLachlan replicates a typographical enor in ADM 223/465. 
'" The inconsistent nomenclanue suggests that the switch was not formal. APS terms of 

reference: JIC(41)112, Mar. 22. CAB 81/101; "evolved" British Intelli~ence, Ibid, 2 3 :  first 
reference to "IIS", JIC(4l) 170(supplement), 23 Apr. CAB 811102. A memo dated July 17, 
1941 refers to the APS, though in the context of being embodied into the JIC, not as a 



Fib- 3: The JIG System, April 194 1 to 1945 

. . 
was more admlnrstrative than substantive, The Chiefs would wax nostalgic and seek the 

ninsrartment of FOES in July, but the new system passed this test substantially unchangeb 

though its reporting pmcedures were meamlined Essentially the APS was the same 

assessing body which would serve British intelligence for the rest of the war. Moreover, as 

the JIS became a part of the IIC and thus produced no off ic i l  docurnenrs of its own. the APS 

(.--continued) 
separate entity. CAB 121/230. 



papers constitute an important record of how British intelligence conducted assessment for 

the rest of the war. 

Because it was responsible to the JXC and the IPS, the new system improved the 

quantity and quality of assessment. In one month the APS produced more papers than FOES 

had in three. Of those papers Air Vice Marshall Medhurst, the RAF representative on the 

JIG, distinguished between two types, f m a i  and long-tem.lg4 The latter were similar to the 

strategic surveys of FOES. Many of the former concerned "fmors limiting German strategic 

flexibility" in answer to questions asked by the JPS.'" FOES studied enemy intentions, 

accurately pomaying some aspects of German thinking, but was unable to do detailed 

operational studies. The reformed assessment staff rerained the abilities - and deficiencies - 

of FOES'S understanding of enemy thinking, but also had the manpower and the mandate to 

investigate Gennan capabilities. Their terms of reference reflected this dual focus: 

.Wough the Axis Planning Section will be mainly concerned with drafting 
papers dealing with the immediate future, they wiU always bear in mind 
enemy intentions in the more distant fum. They should. therefore. be in a 
position to produce both long-term and short-term appreciations on Axis 
strategy. '" 

Making the assessment staff responsible for operational and snategic studies did not settle 

the debate over which should have priority. These terms of reference, however, gave 

operations the upper hand, which it exercised for the rest of the war, despite nostalgic 

impulses from certain quarters. 

Some initial missteps hampered the integration of the study of capabilities and 

'" nC(4 l)Mtg., 9 May. CAB 8 1/88. 
'= AF5(41)9, Apr. 28. CAB 81/136. 
'% JIC(41)122,22 Mar. CA%81/101. 
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intentions. Unlike the FOES, the APS had the ability to study both enemy intentions and 

capabilities, and to present their conclusions in a timely and straightforward manner. 

However, the accuracy of the APS's forecasts suffered when German capabilities were not 

defined by objective military factors but rather by subjective political intentions. Tthe APS 

endangered British strategy through aserious misreading of German strategic intentions and 

one false d m ,  Or it would have, had those assessments had any influence. Fortunately, in 

these cases they did not. The official history of wartime intelligence exaggerated the 

influence of the APS on British strategy and operations in rhe desert h n t  As had happened 

with FOES, inefficient procedures would render some of the APS's forecasts irrelevant to 

British strategy, regardless of their accuracy. 

The implementation of the APS was the final major change in Britain's wartime 

assessment machine, although the fine-tuning of reporting procedures would continue until 

the middle of 1941. The APS was subject to a more formal structure in m g  and 

submitting reports than FOES had been. Any of the committees and subcommittees of the 

CoS, the JPS or the JIC could request papers through the IIC. The APS was encouraged to 

exercise its creativiry, but initiating the drafting process required the prior approval of the 

JIG. Each member brought a brief prepared in consultarion with his ministrv, discussed and 

criticised all poinrs in detail, referring back to intelligence divisions if necessary. The JPS 

were also consulted if the subject concerned them. In a collaborative effort, "Immense 

trouble was taken over the drafting of each sentence ..." of the report. This first draft was sent 
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to the ministries for comments, and the final one sent to the Directors for approval.L97 

Despite changes in methodology, procedure and organisation, the k t  forecasts were 

like those of the old system - not the least because the same penomel were producing them 

from the same data. The APS's fmt pronouncement on strategic affairs was fundamentally 

accurate, though like many FOES reports. not an unqualified success. The JIC assigned them 

a task much more limited than the all-encompassing grand strategic surveys of their 

predecessors. The APS were to consider whether the German mechanised column and long 

range bombers reported to be operating in the Murzuk area were the advance guard of a 

major new threat to British facilities in West Africa and the vital aerial reinforcement to the 

.Middle East through Takoradi. Ig8 If so, Britain would have to invest scarce military resources 

in a completely new theatre of operations. While this paper was dominated by operational 

concerns, it was an important step towards the integration of the study of capabilities and 

intentions in strategic assessment. 

Despite its distance from the theatre of operations. the APS accurately divined the 

nuth behind vaguely misleading evidence. In order to operate in the difficult West .4fkicifll 

terrain, any such campaign would require a major strategic commitment, which the reported 

force scarcely qualified Furthermore, the scant evidence available was unreliable, possMy 

exaggerating the size of the German forces. Information on German activity was equivocal. 

that on the harshness ofthe vast -can expanse was not; given this balance of certainty and 

uncertainty, the N S  ruled out the improbable and speculated on the possible. They felt that 

'" Charles Drake, "The Joint InteIIignce Commiaee at work, 1941 to 1945 and Joint 
Intelligence Staff," ADM 223/465- 

JIC(41)121, CAB 81/101. 
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the possibility of a substantial Axis attack was faint at best, though it did recommend 

viglance against small raids. Lacking more detailed evidence, the APS speculated that the 

reported units were most likely sent either to reinforce the Italians defending Murmk, or to 

reco~oi t re  and acclimatize to the desert.L99 

The OKW war diary reveals that the British assessment of German capabilities and 

intentions was accurate. As per their orders, the German field commanders insisted that A x i s  

forces be deployed eastward in an active defence. The Italians objected, fearing a British 

attack on the southern flank, because of reports of a large Anglo-French force concentrating 

near Murzuk. The Germans dispatched a reconnaissance group on a round trip of 2 000 km 

taking a month, both to scout the area and familiarise themselves with the desert. Ths force 

was subsequently observed as the "mechanised column" in British reports. The rhree 

reconnaissance aircraft assigned to the group were undoubtedly the "long-rang bombers" 

in the JIC reportm What the Gennans learned via physical recomaissance over thousands 

of !dometres and weeks of travel, the APS deduced from research - that the infrastructure 

necessaq to support major operations without extensive preparation simply did not exist in 

Western f i c a  

The only missing element in the APS appreciation was the catalyst for these events. 

The reconnaissance group found that the Italian repom were wildly exaggerated - their 

g&ons had been panicked by minor British and Gaulist raids. Allied actions had caused 

Italian fears, which produced a German reaction. which in nun provoked British fears. 

I* AE5(41)2, .4pr- 1- CAB 81/136. 
''Miica, 1942." GMS, Bid, 7:30-36. 



British and German strategy thus acted on each other in an ever-changing dynamic. 

Nothing indicates that the APS even knew of British raids in the area Their report 

mentioned several possible reasons for a German presence in the area, but none positively 

defined it as a reaction to British actions. There are two explanations for this oversight - 

either the liaison between the operational authorities and the intelligence community failed, 

or the APS simply failed to connect the raids to the reports of the reconnaissance group. 

There is no positive evidence as to whether the fault was one of form or function, but the 

most likely cause was a problem in the organisational relationship between assessment and 

operations. 

The cause of this lapse is less imponant than its nature. The APS determined the 

operational mission and capabilities of German forces but not German motives. The APS 

also neglected the same factors as  FOES had when it speculated on the motives behind 

Gemmy's future Balkan strategy - the influence of British actions. However, in the overall 

threat assessment, the British understanding of the enemy was immaterial. Objective factors 

which limited German capability rendered their intentions irrelevant British forecasting was 

at its most accurate and certain when the assessing staff could show operational capabilities 

were a limiting factor. 

Though the APS had ably eliminated the possibility of a German threat, the CoS's 

deeply imbedded preconceived notions proved harder to dispel. The importance and apparent 

vulnerability of the Takoradi air route made the CoS sensitive to the slightest nunour of 

German activity in sourhern Libya APS(41)2 quoted two previous JIG studies of the area 



with the same negative assessment of the threat."' Less than a formight after the APS- 

pronouncement, the Chief of the Air Staff again sounded the alarm regarding a report of a 

"small German mechanised force" moving south kom Tripoli.'OZ The matter was considered 

not serious enough to warrant a new paper by the APS . This would not be the last time that 

fears of British vulnerability would challenge reasoned intelligence assessments of German 

capabilities. Though the APS assessment could not permanently lay their superior's fears to 

rest, it helped prevent the CAS's insecurity from wasting scant British military resources. 

Nevertheless, in the spring of 1941 British military resources were stretched thin 

between the demands of three far-flung fronts. Between mopping up operations in Italian 

East Africa, mounting an expedition to Greece and defending Cyrenica Wavell had no 

strategic reserve. In its last report. FOES had pointed out that the depletion of British forces 

would invite G e r m  attack, but had not the time nor the resources to do an operational 

study. This task thus fell to other agencies before and after the storm broke in the desert. 

Vntil the British retreated from -Mema Brega on Apr. 1. no had one known with 

certainty the actual balance of forces in the desert. By March, however, anxiety was building 

in Cairo over the state of the Cyrenica garison. Wavell's intelligence officer, John Shearer, 

m t e  an appreciation h m  the point of view of the enemy commander on Mar. 5: 

Subject to adminisnative p r e p d o  ns... the German Armoured Corps, after 
a few weeks' training and experience in desert warfare conditions, and unless 
the British substantially reinforce their present forces in Libya., could 
successfuUy [reoccupy] cyrenicam 

"' JIC(4-0) 16 1, CAB 8 1/97 and JIC(41)7, CAB 8 1/100. 
JIC(41)151, 15 May. CAB 811101. 
Cornell, I b i d ,  p. 385. 
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Even if Wavell had accepted this prescient report, there was little he could have done, 

lacking mobile reserves. In a note regarding the "Defence of Cyrenica" composed Mar. 6, 

Wavell conceded that the desert flank required reinforcement, but maintained that the 

Germans would not attack before May. He expressed confTdence in an active, elastic defence 

of Cyrenica Ten days later, Wavell was much less confident. When visiting the field, the 

CiC-ME found faulty dispositions, poor state of repair and uninspired leadership. Especially 

worrisome was the state of the most important British mobile unit, the 2nd Armoured 

Division - of fifty-two tanks, half were under repair and the rest were running intermittently. 

He Ieft with a fatalistic attitude: 

I came back anxious and depressed fiom this visit, but there was nothing 
much I could do about it. The movement to Greece was in N1 swing and I 
had nothing left in the bag. But I had forebodings and my confidence in 
Xeame was shaken? 

Against these fears was the knowledge that Berlin had no intention of mounting an 

offensive. From radio intercepts the British kmw that Romrnel had orders not to advance 

beyond El Agheila before the arrival of the 15th Pamer Division. which would not be before 

mid-May at the earliest? Wavell accordingly left Neame with new dispositions and 

instructions for a "fighting and strictly limited withdrawal in face of a cautious and equally 

limited advan~e."~ To the surprise of both sides, however, Rommel was anything but 

cautious and limited. 

YY Ibid. p. 3856. 
Ge~ermanv and the Second World Wat, Bid, 3:674,676. 

306 Comeil. aid, p. 387. 



The German high command attempted to remind the impetuous genera3 of his orders, 

little knowing that they were already too late. Several days removed from the rapidly 

changing conditions at the h o t ,  O W  repeated the order on Apr. 3, but this time allowed 

him some discretion under strict criteria. They reinforced the prohibition against advancing 

further than El Agheila, unless "it can be determined beyond any doubt that the enemy is 

withdrawing most of his mobile units from C y r e n i ~ a " ~  -4s indicated above, the most 

experienced and best equipped of the British mops had in fact been withdrawn from Africa 

and sent to Greece. Lack of working transport and fuel severely limited the mobility of their 

replacements to a degree which Wavell failed to appreciate even after his visit in mid- 

March." When Rommel attacked, neither Neame nor his tanks proved capable of executing 

a tactical withdrawal; the latter broke down at a rate of one every ten miles of movement? 

British actions had thus inadvertently created the conditions which the German high 

command felt an advance could succeed. 

However, if Rommel had had any conciusive evidence of decisive British weakness 

in Libya, he did not care to share it with his superiors. He was entirely responsible for the 

decision to pursue as British forces recoiled before his His superiors did not share 

his confidence. The OKW felt that "the means at his disposal could hardly be regarded as 

adequate for such an operation." Despite his earlier insistence on offensive action, the 

" andthe, 3~ar.676. 
Playfair, The Mediterranean and the Middle East, vol. 2, Bid, pp. 1-5. 

la, Raugh. Waveil in the Middle East, Ib id ,  p. 193. 
'" In his own words, b m  the very start of his mission, Rommel "...had no intention of 

ailowing good opportunities to slip by unused" Rommel, Bid, p. 1 1 1. He decided to exceed 
his orders on Apr. 1, after occupying Mersa Brega when the Luftwaffe and reco~aissance 
patrols reported that the British were falling back Ibid, p. 109. 
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Fiihref s own assessment of the balance of forces in Libya urged caution. Unfortunately for 

the British, Hitler uncharacteristically resisted the temptation to meddle in operations, and 

allowed R o m e 1  free rein in the desert."' 

As noted earlier, FOES had accurateiy assessed the intent behind the deployment of 

German forces to Libya, but could not foresee Rommel's insubordination. His offensive 

began in earnest with the attack on Mersa Brega on Mar. 31. By Apr. 4 he had taken 

Benghazi. British intelligence assessed these developments on multiple tracks. Two papers 

were presented to the JIC on Apr. 5. One, nC(41)137(draft), examined in detail "Probable 

Axis Intentions in the Present Operations from Tripolitania," while the other, APS(41)3, 

considered general "German Strategy in 194 1 ." These appreciations defined Whitehail's 

assessment of the strategic and operational threat of a German advance in the desert. 

On Apr. I. the junior .JIG had determined to produce an appreciation ''as a matter of 

urgency. ""' Meedng at 1 1 am the next day, it quickly drafted and circulated a report which 

examined the capabilities and limitations of Axis forces in Liva in detail. They based their 

report on their knowledge of the demanding desert environment and decrypts of Lufhv&e 

signals. They conchded that Rommel's rapid advance had outrun the Limits of the lo-&tical 

and air support network needed to sustain a major offensive into E ~ p t ,  and that "an 

immediate advance on Egypt was not part of the initial Axis plan.""3 The water supply 

would be especially critical in the heat of the desea The assessment conciuded, however, 

that while this would limit the scale of the -k, the degree of British resistance would 

'I' "Africa, 1941." GMS, Ibicf, 7~34-35. 
'" JIC(41)136,1 Apr- CAB 8UlO1. 
'* JIC(41)137(draft), 5 Apr. CAB811101. 



determine whether Rommel gained a foothold in Egypt or was held to the border. 

The junior 3IC's study was fundamental to the assessments produced in London, but 

not in the desert. Intelligence officers in Cairo and commanders in the field made similar 

assessments concurrently. British Intelligence holds that the junior X ' s  estimate was cruciai 

in ailowing Churchill to persuade Wavell to turn and fight at a time when the latter was 

contemplating further retreat eastward, albeit at the expense of reinforcing the doomed Greek 

e~pedition."~ Other sources show that this evaluation is overstated. The assessments of the 

JIC and APS actually coincided with several others operating independently but in parallel, 

most notably those of Wavell, Shearer and senior staff officers in the field. 

Direct, personal obsewation of local conditions determined local British reactions to 

this crisis, more than committee assessments produced thousands of miles away. On Apr. 6. 

WaveU declared his intention to hold the Tobruk fortress and the fkontier around Sollum: 

against these breaks the Axis would advance no fanher."' Personally visiting the pon itself 

on Apr. 8. Wavell found Tobruks defensive perimeter run down and too long for the troops 

available. Past experience when the British easily took the port fiom the Italians was also 

disquieting. Despite these uncertainties, however, the Local commanders assured their 

superior that they could hold outx6 WaveU decided that Tobruk's supply stockpiles and 

support infiastrucrure were too important to give up without a fight. At any rate, the 9th 

Ausnalian Division did not have enough transport to outrun the advancing ~ermans."~ He 

'I4 British Inteiligence, Zbid , 1 :393-399. 
'" Conneil, Ibid, p. 4 2 .  
'I6 Raugh, Ibid, pp. 196-7; David Hunt, A Don At War, (London: Cass, 1990), p. 69. 
"' ConneU, aid, pp. 404,409. 
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thus ordered tank reinforcements brought up and preparations made for a siege. 

Though APS(41)3 was submitted on Apr. 5, the JIC did not forward it to the Chiefs 

until Apr. 10. The nC noted that events were developing as forecast and were confident that 

they would continue to do so. They felt that the CoS should read a summary of the main 

conclusions, if not the whole paper. In regards to the immediate that  to Egypt, the incipient 

summer weather would limit German operations, barring British weakne~s."~ 

While the APS assessment obviously had no impact on the decision to hold at Tobruk 

and the frontier, they placed developments in the desert within a wider strategic context for 

the CoS. The APS studied the objective factors limiting German capability in order to 

forecast their probabie strategic objectives and operational activity. 

The result was important not so much for predicting RommePs future actions but for placing 

them in relation to other operations - specifically, the Balkans campaign - helping the CoS 

to derive the implications for the overall strategic situation in the .Mediterranean. Their 

conclusions would redeem past appreciations and foreshadow fume possibilities. 

Judging from their comments, the APS began drafting their paper before news of the 

initial successes of the German advance had reached London. It noted that the withdrawal 

of many British mops and the arrival of German armour was an opportunity for the enemy; 

even a limited advance to capture Benghazi or Tobruk would bring Eaypt into bombing 

range. The Germans might open a new front to complement an offensive against €gyp& but 

such operations were inconsistent with the goal of immediate victory: 

A further advance might be staged in co-operation with an advance through 

"' JIC(41)134,10 Apr. CAB 811101. 



Syria; but with the hot weather approaching, this could hardly b e  looked upon 
as a short-term policy. such as is needed in 1% 1 .'19 

The CoS could thus count on environmental factors to shape and limit possible German 

actions. The APS predicted that the enemy would devote its energies to developing its 

logistical and support network so as to mount a decisive offensive later, while continuing to 

exploit any s i p  of British weakness: 

Their aim would be to tie to Libya British forces that might be used in the 
Balkans, or to take advantage of any weakness created by their removal.= 

As we have seen, neither Hider nor Rommel explicitly Linked strategy in Libya with the 

conflict in the Balkans, but whatever German intentions, it had that effect, given the limited 

military resources available to Britain. 

This appreciation proved accurare, and in fact was simpIy an elaboration of a previous 

strategic assessment. FOES had described the German presence in Libya as defensive. In the 

same manner that they had studied the difficulties of operations near Muxzuk, the APS 

concluded that a serious threat to Egypt could emerge only after a major commitment of 

German resources to build up an adequate logistical base. In describing the offensive as 

opportunistic, the M S  credited the Loss of Cyrenica to the weakness of the British defence, 

rather than to a planned German offensive, which incidentah, was accurate. In effect, the 

.VS reaf%med the original FOES appreciation of the saaregic balance of power in the desert 

as sound, but added operational considerations to support their case. 

This assessment was borne out by subsequent events. Indeed, the British came to 

APS(41)3, Apr. 5. CAB 81/136. 
APS(4  I)3, Apr. 5. CAB 8 l/l36. 
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understand the situation before the German high command did. G e m  sources reveal great 

confusion and indecisiveness in Berlin at the time. The German high command, confronted 

with unplanned success in the desert had to choose whether to reinforce Rommel 

immediately, at the expense of other planned operations, or to reinforce him later and risk 

squandering the huts of his success. 

Opinion was divided The OKW war diary reveals Hider's indecision at the end of 

,March, balanced between the opportunity presented by Rommel's unexpected victory and his 

fear that German forces were overextended and vulnerable."' His generals were similarly 

divided between counsels of opportunism and caution. Halder's diary reveals strong 

differences within the Wehrmacht. Rommel demanded reinforcements and air support for 

an immediate advance on the Suez, which Goering approved. Brauchitsch was much more 

enthusiastic about the Libyan campaign than Halder, whose view of the precipitous advance 

was jaundiced W e  the Chief of Staff complained about Rommel's "preposterous 

demands". his supxior was "casting about" for any means of supporting him.' 

Looking back, Rommel wrote that his superiors had missed the "really bgreat 

opportunity" of a North Afdcan snategy in 1941." He claimed that with more motorised 

amps and secure supply, he could have destroyed the British army defending Suez and 

driven all the way to Iraq and Iran. Fmm this Middle East position. Gennany could then 

strike at the Soviet Union's vital Caucasian oilfields. As RommeI put i t  

Anyone who fights the whole worid must think in continents. It mattered 

"' ".kfiica, 1941 ." GMS, Ibid, 7:34- 
" Halder, l l  Apr. 41, Ibid, p. 868. 
'~omme~ibid,p .511.  



nothing how many million square miles of territory lay behind the thin barrier 
which the Eight Army had set up in the Libyan desert. What mattered was to 
break through that he..." 

This smtegy was similar to the one outlined by Raeder on Sept. 26, 1940. Raeder 

urged Hitler to capture Suez and Gibraltar as an alternative to BARBAROSSA. With Egypt, 

Germany could advance via Syria to Turkey, thus threatening the Soviet Union from the 

south: 

The Russian problem will then appear in a different fight. Fundamentally, 
Russia is afhid of Germany. It is doubtful that whether an advance fiom the 
north will be necessary." 

The Fiihrer expressed general agreement to Raeder's proposals, adding that Russia should be 

encouraged to advance to the south.26 

Had Germany immediately begun the necessary preparations in 1940, Romrnel might 

have had his reinforcements in 1941. However, HitIer's commitment to any sort of 

-Mediterranean snateg at that time was supediciai at best. The Geman High Command 

discussed armed intervention in North Afka  throughout the summer of 1940. without 

making any firm decision." On Nov. 3, Hitler declared he had "written off the Libyan 

affair," because the Italians had proved incapable of sustaining an offensive.= Hider did go 

so far as to meet with Molotov on Nov. 12 and 13,1940, but by that time there was no need 

for an alliance. Unable to find a willing or able ally among the Meditexranean states, Hitler 

24 Bibid. pp. 514-5. 
zs Fuhrer Conferences, 26 Sept, 10, Bid. p. 141; Germmv and the Second World War, 

IbX, 3:221. 
" Fuhrer Conferences, Ibid, p. 142. 
" Germanv and the Second World War, Ibid. 3:2 17. Halder, Jul. 30, Aug. 23,26, Sept 

14,8 Oct. 15 OCL, Bid, pp. 529-622, passim. 
" Germanv in the Second World War, Ibid, 3228; Haldcr, 3 Nov.. 10, ibid, p. 672. 
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lost interest in acting against Britain before BARBAROSSA by the end of ~ctober."' 

Germany's involvement in Libya was thus purely defensive in strategic intent. 

Ultimately, the will to divert forces to Rornrnel in 194 1 was less important than the 

ability to do so. He and his supporters were ignoring the special difficulties of operating in 

the desert. Additional Gennan forces could not land in time to matter, before the summer 

heat rendered operations impossible. Even if they could. the Axis did not have the supplies 

or the log~stics network required to maintain them. To build such a network took h e ,  time 

which Hitler had squandered in the strategic indecision of 1940. Halder's assessment of the 

possibility of further offensive action mirrored APS opinion: ?"This operation can be staged 

only as a raid. To hold Suez. we have neither the troops nor the supply f a c i l i t i e ~ . " ~ ~  

UltimareIy, the man whose opinion mattered most in Germany came to the same 

conclusion. ten days after the APS. On Apr. 15 the Fiihrer ordered Romrnel to limit offensive 

action to raids until his second panzer division anived, and told him that no more forces 

codd be spared. That day a report reached OKH which vindicared Halder. Rommel had 

mund to a halt on the fkontier, awkwardly caught between British forces defending Tobruk - 
and counter attacking from Egypt Exhausted, out of supply and taking heavy casualties. 

Rommel admitted that his forces were insufficient to "take full advantage of the unique 

opportunities afforded by the overall situation." just as Hdder and British intelligence had 

predicted3' 

Schreiber, "The Mediterranean in Hitler's Strategy ..." Bid, p. 257,260; Gerrnanv and 
the Second Worid War, Bid, 3:197. 

Halder. 14 Apr. 41, Ibid, p. 873. 
"I Halder. IS Apr. 41. Bid, p. 875. 



Part 11: April 10 to May 5. 

However, the members of the JIG and the APS had no time to rest on their laurels as 

British forces detected German reinforcements. Near the end of the month, Middle East 

Command reported elements of the 15th Panzer Division at the battlefront. Cairo believed 

that the rest of this unit would shortly complete their disembarkation at Tripoli and reach the 

h n t  some time in May." Romwl would then have a force of three to four annoured and 

mobile  division^.^^ The British had to determine how this change would affect the enemy's 

operational capabilities and intentions. Despite their initial successes in determining 

conditions in the Western Desert, the APS's subsequent estimates of Rommei's capabilities 

would show the problems of assessment at a distance. 

According to the British official history of intelligence, an APS assessment of the 

threat to Egypt shaped a highly risky operation to reinforce the Middle East Command. On 

Apr. 18, Wavell reported that his tank strength was perilously low, and expressed little hope 

of recouping h i s  losses to Rommel or Greece: his opponent. on the other hand. could soon 

look forward to reinforcemenrs of up to 400 armoured  vehicle^.^ In a draft telegram to the 

military mission in the United States, the CoS outfined their smuegic priorities, stating that 

the U.K. and Malaya were both more important than the MiddIe East, and both were still 

"' British Intelligence, Bid, 1:395-6. 
')' .APS(4l) 10,29 Apr. CAB 8 M36. 
'3j Wavell's estimate was based on both British weakness and an outdated TOE for 

Gexman annoured divisions- The irreguiar TOE of Axis formations distorted British attempts 
to estimare RommeI's tank strength until late Septemkr, leading the British to overestimate 
by 100% the strength of every German unit and fommtio~~ John Ferris, "The Usual Source': 
Signals Intelligence and Planning for the 'Crusader' Offensive, 1941." Intellieence and 
National Securitv, forthcoming (1999), p. 10; Rommel, Ibid, p. 153h  
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shon of their minimum defence requirements." In the spring of 194 1, however, the U.K. and 

Malaya would continue to go wanting: despite the general shortage, the British managed to 

collect some 280 tanks, some from new production, other by stripping some Home Forces 

units. On May 6, a convoy under heavy escort passed Gibraltar into the Mediterranean 

gauntlet With a great deal of good fortune, on May 12 Operation TIGER safely unloaded its 

tanks and Hurricane fighters wirh minimal losses. British Intelliaence contended that a JIG 

paper convinced the CoS that Operation TIGER was necessary" Closer examination shows 

that the paper was actually an APS appreciation - and that its influence was overstated. 

The APS estimated the enemy's capabilities and intentions in Libya and the Middle 

East in two papers. The first, submitted to the .TIC on Apr. 29, was a commentary on the CiC 

.ME'S appreciation of enemy capabilities, which will be examined in detad below. The 

second, submined  may i ,  placed these capabilities in the context of overall "German 

Intentions in the Middle East_" The APS continued to assume that the enemy's policy was to 

defeat the U.K. in 1941. through naval blockade. air attack and fmally direct invasion. The 

aim of further operations against Egypt would be to force the British to maintain large forces 

far h m  their indusaiai base, thereby diverting shipping and naval resources fhrn the battle 

of the Atiantic. Another Axis offensive before the summer heat would immediately increase 

this pressure, though with logistic difficulties and stronger British forces, the rate of advance 
i 

would be slower than in Libya" 

.Mowing for the f k t  that alI units were under strength and the Italians iarely matched 

')5 CoS(4 1) 150th Mtg., 38 May. CAB 79/11. 
'M British Intellieence, Bid, 1:396. 

'37 APS(4L) L I(draft), May I. CA% 8 l/l36. 



Geman combat efficiency, the APS estimate of the scale of Rommel's mobile force was 

roughly correct'38 However, the timing of the threat to Egypt would also depend on the 

German supply situation. Logistics was of prime importance in the deserr, because in 

addition to the supplies necessary for operations, the combatants had to bring along the 

basics of human survival, like food and water. As Martin van Creveld observed, "neither 

[side] ... had the slightest hope of finding anything useful but camel dungwD9 The APS 

believed that German capability at the front depended on supply, which in turn depended on 

port capacity and the L&affets ability to prevent RAF interference.'" 

Two interdependent issues are of interest in determining the accuracy of APS 

calculations: rhe amount of supplies which the Axis could unload in North f i c a  and the 

amount which their troops needed for sustained operations. The accuracy of British estimates 

can be measured against actual requirements and capabilities as outlined in Martin van 

Crevelds study of logistics in war and The Romrnel Pawn. The APS assessment of May 1 

assumed that Axis conmiled ports in North Africa could unload a total of no more than 5 

000 tons/day."' They also considered Axis logistics when asked by the JPS to comment on 

two telegrams containing the estimates of the CiC-ME. The APS concluded that with the 

ports in Cpnica  alone. rhe Axis could land 1 000 tons/day, enough to support four 

38 Mobile f o d o n s  available to Rommel consisted of the 5th Light (later renamed 2 1st 
Paazer), the 15th Panzer, the Ariete and Trieste Italian armowed divisions. Rommel, Bid, 
p. 153. 
"' Manin van Creveld, Suwlving War Logistics from Wallenstein to Panon, (Cambridge: 

Univ. Press, 1977, p. 182. 
'40 APS(41)10,29 Apr. CAB81/136. 
'" APS(4l) 1 l(draft), May 1. CAB 8 l/l36. 



divisions.'42 According to van Creveld, the theoretical capacities of the major ports in North 

Afiica under optimal conditions were as follows: 

TripoIi : 1 So0 todday 
Benghazi: 2 700 toadday 
Tobruk : i 500 t~ndday."~ 

Since Tobruk was still in British possession, the APS's estimate of rhe maximum Axis pon 

capacity was not far from reality. 

A multitude of limiting factors, however, reduced this maximum capacity. In J& 

Rommel Paoers, the "Desert Fox" blamed his superiors and his Italian allies for inadequate 

Iogistical support. With little sympathy and understanding of the latter's difficuities, Rommel 

complained hat  the Italians supply convoys were shll unioading at Tripoli, rather &an the 

much closer ~ e n g h a z i . ~ ~  In fact, in the beginning of May, the pon of Benghau was sciU 

physically blocked and was also subject to attack by the RAF. Therefore the supplies 

unloaded rarely reached even 33% of the theoretical maximum about 700 to 800 tondday." 

Van Creveld sugests that. on the basis of future experience. the capnue of Tobruk in the 

spring of 1941 would not have increased unloading capacity. In 1942 the Italians barely 

managed to land 600 todday at Tobnrk, at heavy cost: closer to the h n t  also meant closer 

to British airfields? 

The RAF and the lack of coastal shipping severely limited the utility of the Cyrenican 

port facilities. Nevertheless, had Tobmk fallea even these reduced capacities would have 

''I APS(4 I)  10,19 Apr., subsequentiy submitted as JIC(4 1) 19 1 , 3  May. CAB 8 11102. 
" Creveld, S ~ ~ @ v i n g  War. Ibid. pp. 1 W-187. 
'@ RormneL Ibid, p. 143. 
" Creveld, Sumlvine War, ibid, p. 187, 187 fS2 .  
'* Bid, p. 187. 



exceeded the APS's estimate of the supply needed by Rommel's four division strike force. 

Benghazi and Tobruk, even under difficult conditions, had a demonstrated capacity of 1 300 

to 1 400 tondday, well over the APS calculation of a minimum requirement for 1 000 

tondday. 

The APS failed to appreciate h a t  the key factor determining enemy capabilities was 

not port capacity. Rommel's outspoken criticism of Italian naval efforts also tended to 

obscure the real bottleneck in the Axis supply system, a failing which van Creveld identified. 

From February to May of 1941, the Italians acruafly landed tonnages in excess of the 

requirements for all Axis air, sea and ground forces in N~rth.'~' However, these supplies 

were stalled in Tripoli: pning them from the ports to the b n t  proved to be the chronic 

problem with the Axis war effort in North m c a  Despite having proportionally ten times 

more motor transport than that allmared to divisions assigned to BARBAROSSA, Rommel's 

logistics system was unequal to the vast distances and rough conditions of the desert 

~ampaign.'~ The denial of Benphazi by blockage and bombing was Less important for 

reducing cargo-handling capacity than it was for increasing the distance kom the ports to the 

front Experience in 1942 suggests that unfettered use of Benz_hazi would have substantially 

alleviated the transport problem in AprMay of 1941. Landing a greater proportion of 

supplies closer to the h n t  reduced transit time and mechanical strain, increasing the rare of 

supplies actually reaching the front lines. It was a severe main to truck just the minimum 

daily requirement - 1 500 tons of supplies - over 1 500 kilometres from TripoLi to Tobruk, 

247 Bibid, p. 187. 
" Bid, p. 185. Despite this lavish allocation, in I942 Rommel estimated that 85% of his 

transport consisted of captured British vehicles. Rommel, Ibid, p. 245. 



much less stockpile for a major offensi~e.'~~ 

While aware of this problem, at this stage British intelligence had no evidence of 

Axis difficulty moving supplies from the ports to the front, In mid-Aptil, a growing number 

of intercepted GAF signals revealed that the Lufhvaffe was suffering fuel shortages, but did 

not contain information on Rommel's supply ~ c ~ l t i e s . ~ ~  ~rit ish cryptolopsts were unable 

to read Army Enigma at all until the fall. and then only ~poradically."~ British tactical 

intelligence was equally unedifyingx Hence, the state of Axis lines of communication 

between the unloading docks and the fmnt was a matter of supposition. As the Junior nC 

noted in their appreciation at the begimmg of April: Information as to the amount of 
transport in TripoLitania is scanty. A shortage would prove a serious limiting factor in 
maintenance of supplies.'s3 

In late April, information from Cairo was not only s t i l l  scant, but equivocal. According to 

POW interrogations, not ai l  of the 15th Armoured Division's supply transport had 

disembarked; on the other hand, there were " s i p "  that the Axis were able to use Benghazi 

and smaller ports in Cyrenica? Unknown to the Middle East Command and the APS. 

Benghad was actually stiU blocked and would remain so till early Dema was limited 

to receiving ammunition which could be transported by submarines, while the minor ports 

249 Rommei, Bid, p. 138. 
" British Intelligence, Ibid, 2395. 
'5' Ralph Bennett, " b y  Ultra in the Mediterranean Theater Darkness and Light" fhm 

TnteUi~ence Investi~ations: How Ultra Changed Historv. (Lundon: Cass, 1993), p. 35. 
" British Intellinence, Ibid, 1:393. 
" JIC(41)137,5 Apr. CAB 811101. 
st Churchill, VOL 3. Ibid, p. 250. 
3s CCrevd, Sup~lving War, Bid, p. 187 fh 32. 



at Buerat and She were useless.36 Without this knowledge, the British had to consider 

Rommel a potential threat to Egypt: supposition about supplies was a thin shield against fear 

of an enemy who had acted unexpectedly once before. Wavell thus accelerated his timetable 

for a German attack from July to mid-June. The APS was even more pessimistic. 

In addition to studying the objective factors defining enemy capability, the APS 

considered his behaviour. Though the APS acknowledgedthat the enemy probably had "great 

difficuities" with water and fuel, they believed that he would again try for a quick and 

decisive thrust and that the British lack of mobile forces would compensate for Axis 

difficulties. The APS assumed that the enemy knew of British weakness from his "many 

sources" in Egypt and would take "great risks" to exploit it." They repeatedly cited recent 

behaviour as evidence of the enemy's willingness to take risks: 

...p aaicularly after the experience of Cyrenica, we must assume that the 
Geman will move with the very minimum of impedimentia and he m y  well 
hope to continue his advance during ~ a y . "  

Clearly. Rommel's initial attack in April had led the APS to question their 

assumptions about enemy thinking, particdarly about the minimum necessary supply for an 

offensive. Unfortunateiy, their efforts to improve the situation were hampered by error and 

uncertainty. Wavell believed that supply difficulties would prevent an attack by Rommel's 

mobile forces u n ~  mid-June - with the qualification that the Germans might again act 

~nexpectedly.~~ The MS believed this view optimistic, commenting that conventional 

36 Playfair, IbIbid, 2: 15% 
'" APS(4l) 10, Apr. 29. CAB 811136. 
"8 fix 
'59 British Intelligence, Bid, 1:396. 



British military thinking had a "general tendency to overestimate the enemy's daily 

req~irernents."~~ This was me but unavoidable. According to Ferris: 

The assessment of logistics involved schemaric analyses of hard intelligence 
about enemy snength, supply rrquirements and capacity, combined with 
crude guesses.'6L 

APS med to add experience from past behaviour, but they underestimated German 

requirements. Rommel stated that he needed 1 500 tondday, including water and rations, to 

sustain "normal activity" for his seven German and Italian divisionss2 Offensive action 

would have had greater requirements. According to van Crevefd, a single rnotorised division 

organised like the original 5th Light Division required 350 t~ns/day.'~~ Meanwhile, British 

intelligence consistently overestimated the strength of German tanks in Africa by up to 

400%. even when they correctly assessed the number of formations. This naturally distorted 

any attempt to estimate German logistical needs. 

Future events aiso illusmed imponant factors besides the tonnages of supplies 

landed in North Africa From February to  May, 1942, supplies unloaded in Mica averaged 

60 000 tonslmonth? Rommel had ten divisions to supply in 1942, but still managed to 

retake Cpnica and push on to Nam Haifa with supplies captured at Tobruk. This scale of 

supply - 200 tonddayfdivision - was theoretically even iess than the APS estimate that the 

Axis would need 250 tons/day/division for an offensive in 1941. A bald comparison. 

however, would be misleading other factors affected the acruai movement of supplies to the 

'W APS(4I)L 1,29 Apr. CAB 811136. 
'6L Ferds, "The U s d  Source!'...", Ibid. p. 17. 

RommeL Ibid, p. 138. 
'63 Creveld, Suwlvine War, Bid, p. 185. 

CreveId, Smlvine War, Bid, p. 193-4. 
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front lines, and the enemy's need for them. In 1942, the Axis could use Benghazi, which in 

194 1 was blocked long enough to preclude a May offensive. In 1942 Axis forces also had 

the benefit of four months of relarive inactivity to build stockpiles, whereas in 1941 they had 

advanced over 700 km against opposition, and then spent most of April in hard fighting at 

Tobruk. 

Thus, while the APS's basic calculations were roughly accurate, the context 

significantly modified actual German capabilities and intentions. Though the APS tried to 

take the wastage from recent activity into account, this was hard to quandfy. The APS thus 

erred on the side of caution, overcompensating for earlier displays of German operational 

improvisation in Norway. Greece and Cyrenica Unaware of the limits to German capabilities 

and a l l  too aware of British weaknesses, the APS forecast an Axis attack in May, which 

exaggerated German operational aggressiveness. Before the setback at Tobruk, at his most 

optimistic Rommel hoped to launch an offensive in the summer? Until British intelligence 

intercepted von Paulus' assessment of Rommel's capabilities on May 4. as will be described 

below, the assessment naffbeiieved that Rommel would attack much sooner than he could. 

In April, however, Rommel was not ready to take the defensive, and expended most 

of his time and energy attacking T o b d  This was the rock upon which both his plans and 

the APS forecast foundered. Wavers decision to hold on to the fortress was controversial 

in the War Office. John kmedy,  the DM0 and the Army representative on the PS. 

believed tha~ "Holding Tobruk would be like letting go the anchor of a bartleship in the midst 
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of a naval battle."2M Yet the issue of Tobruk was conspicuously absent fkom APS 

deliberations. Of course, the APS could not predict the fate of the fortress, which was subject 

to local, tactical factors beyond their purview and observation. But it was well within their 

mandate to comment on how the different potential outcomes of the current battle might 

affect the campaign as a whole. The APS inexplicably failed to do so. 

As we have seen, lack of information made British estimates of the recent 

expenditures and the rate of resupply of Axis forces speculative. However, the importance 

of Tobruk to Rommel's supply problem should have been evident just by studying objective 

factors of topography and logistics. As stated previously, van Creveld has suggested that 

takh~g the port probably wouid not have solved Rommel's supply problem? However, he 

failed to consider a significant point - Tobruk also blocked the all important coastal road 

leading to the frontier. According to Rommel, the detour around the south (the "Axis 

bypass") through open desert wore down vehicles and delayed supply columns at least a day, 

often more.'6a Opening this road would have dowed Rommel to maintain forces deploved 

to the east much more easily. Tobruk itself also contained sipiflcant stockpiles of British 

supplies, which in 1942 sustained Rommel's push to  lam ~ a I f a . ' ~  Had Wavell abandoned 

its stores, British munitions probably would have been little use to the Germans, bur it would 

have saved scarce manpower and materials, especially arnmunitioq that was expended in 

multiple atter~pts to remove this roadblock At the vew lean, capturing Tobruk would have 

'66 Kennedy, Ibid, p. 90,140-1. 
Creveld, S u p ~ l ~ i n g  WarJ fiid, p. 187. 
Rommel,Ibid, p. 138. 

" Creveld SUDD~@E war, Bid, p. 196-7. 
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simplified Rommel's logistics. Whether he then would have had the capability to advance on 

Egypt in 194 1 is a matter of speculation. 

Whatever might have been, Rommel's troops and his superiors reached the limit of 

their capabilities and intentions, respectively, at Tobruk- Regardless of his achievements, 

Rommel's superiors had no intention of allowing funher insubordination. On Apr. 17, 

General von Paulus arrived at Rommel's HQ, to "head off this soldier gone mad." as HaIder 

colourfully put it.-7o After reviewing Rommel's plans and dispositions, he authorised one 

more attempt to take the fortress. On the eve of the attack, von Paulus assured O K '  that 

even if Tobruk fell and the British withdrew, h i s  forces would regroup and resupply. In 

reply, the OKW repeated their injunction not to allow Rommel to advance without orders 

under any circumstances.271 

In hindsight, the APS appraisal of Rommel's willingness to take risks with his supply 

was justified but reality sided with OKH and von Paulus. Before the h a 1  attack on Tobruk, 

Rommel claimed that his supply situation was more than adequate." After fighting, this 

final assault made deep inroads on the British defensive perimeter, but at the cost of severe 

casualties. The day after the APS submitted their report, Rommel finally conceded that he 

did not have the strength to mount the large-scale operation necessary to take ~obruk"  

When the besieged Australians' subsequently counter-attacked Paulus discovered that 

-70 Halder, 23 Apr.. hid, p. 885. 
Haider. Apr. 30, May I, Ibid. pp. 896-7. 
Gemmv in the Second World War, Bid, 3:691-2. 

" Ro- Ibid, pp. 132-33. 
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German units were suffering from critical shortages, especially of arnrn~nition.~~ The rebuff 

at Tobruk objectively proved both Rommel and the APS wrong. 

Unable to clear his flank, Rommel's operational planning for May was quite different 

fiorn the APS forecast. Without Tobruk, Rommel had no power to threaten Egypt. On May 

4 Paulus forbade further offensive action larger than local attacks and ordered Rommel to 

assume a defensive posture. Before he left, von Padus emphasized that Rommel's most 

imponant objective was to hold Cyrenica, regardless of the awkward tactical situation. He 

would have to beseige the obdurate fortress while holding the frontier against growing 

British ~ t r e n @ ? ~  

British understanding of German risk-taking was hampered by the inconstancy of 

German strategic intentions. Halder cast von Paulus as "a guardian of our ideas, which have 

the blessing of the ~uehrer.""~ Events showed that this blessing was often fickle and 

indecisive in rhe tug of war between Rommel and the General Staff- As we have seen. the 

initial commitment to Liiya was conservative and defensive. despite Hirler's distaste for 

defensive operations. Rommel's bold nature and Hitler's wePknown tendency to measure 

success in terms of territorial gain let the former act beyond the scope of that commitment- 

Indeed, though he h e w  nothing of and cared less about the effect on British shipping, 

Rommel hoped to condnue his advance in the summer of 1941. envisioning a campaign 

directed aDoainst Egypt and the Middle ~ast." Though his capabilities surprised the British 

575 Germanv and the Second World War, Ibid, 359 1-2, 
275 Rommd, Ibid, p. 135. 
276 Haider, 4 May 41, Bid, p. 901. 
" Rommel, Bid, p. 1 18, esp. pp. 5 14-5. 
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Rommel's intentions fit their assumption that Germany's primary strategic objective was to 

defeat Britain. 

Ignorant of German plans beyond the Libyan theatre. both Rommel and the British 

assumed that Hitler had more than sufficient force available for such a campaign. The APS 

estimate for the scale of an offensive in May assumed that the Germans could not reinforce 

Rommel with more than two divisions per month, unaware that the German High Command 

had no intention of doing so? In late May, Rommel demanded support from German air and 

naval units for the seige of T o b r ~ k . ~ ~  He received nothing more than a promotion. When 

Hitler changed his mind in October, the air corps and submarines transferred to the 

Mediterranean went at the expense of ongoing campaigns in Russian and the ~tlantic? The 

redeployment of submarines substantially, if temporarily, reduced the pressm on British 

shipping," which, ironically, completely contradicted APS assumptions regarding German 

strategic objective for operations in the Mediterranean. Despite apparent German strength, 

the competing requirements of his ambitious commitments limited Hitier's strate@ 

flexibility in 1941, in a way which neither Rommel nor the APS appreciated. 

These limits were crucial to the Gennan decision-making process in 1941. To the 

XPS, for Germany to risk four divisions in an offensive 

appeared reasonable, given the threat this would pose 

However, to the German command the risk of defeat 

with partial logistical preparation 

for important Imperial imerests. 

outweighed the opportunities of 

MS(41) 10, Apr. 29. CAB 8 l/l36. 
~ 7 '  RommeL Ibid. p. 139. 
" Fuehrer ~onfeknces, Aug.26. S e p t  17. Ibid, p. 229,235. 
'S' Fuehrei Conferences, 25 July and 13 Nov. 41. Ibid. p. 224. 240: Germanv and the 

Second World War, fix, 3:7l4. 



success. Loss of the forces in the North h c a n  sideshow would divert even more resources 

born Hitier's strategic priorities. These priorities dictated a conservative, defensive 

operational strategy in North Africa aimed at preserving Axis forces, rather than indulging 

in risk. Neither Paulus nor the OKH questioned the operational need to capture Tobruk, just 

the poor tactics Rommel employed in his attacks, leading to high casualties which 

jeopardised the overall rnis~ion.~The contributors to the German official history concluded 

that Rommel's insubordination ran counter to such duly considered military strategy, relying 

more on Hitler's whim than a sound assessment of interests versus resources: 

Hitler's favour enabled Rornmel to satisfy his personal ambitions and give the 
North African theatre an importance which neither Hider nor the Wehrmacht 
and army high commands had originally intended it to have.") 

Strategically, the April offensive was an anomaly which was not to be repeated in 

&May. Hence, the opportunistic and risk-taking nature of Rommel's actions in early A p d  were 

not useful indications of German strategic intentions in the future. Experience was 

misleading - though Rommel's boldness in violating orders and military common sense won 

Cyrenica it was a wasting asset Romel's precipitate advance exhausted his troops and 

stretched his supply lines to the breaking point, while tasking his superiors1 tolerance for 

funher risks. Paulus was sent to prevent any further anomalies and bring Axis operations into 

harmony with overall German strategy. British intelligence could not appreciate this until 

" Rommei blamed inadequate training and the nature! of positional warfare for his high 
casualities; Rommel, Ibid, p. 133; his subordinates and the German official history blamed 
Roxxunei for throwing tired, outnumkred troops at the fortress piecemeal, without giving 
them a chance to acclimatise or reconnoitre their avenues of advance- Germanv in the Second 
World War, Ibicil, 3:68 1-684,693- 

'83 Germanv and the Second WorId War, Bid, 3:752, 
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they intercepted his assessment of local conditions on May 4. 

Although the APS ultimately underestimated German logistic requirements and 

overestimated German operational boldness, their misassessrnent of the situation in the desert 

had little influence on actual British operations. From the Apr. 20 to the beginning of May, 

there was some coafusion as to how soon 15th Panzer would pose a serious threat. As late 

as Apr. 28, the CoS believed that the German advance forces had outrun their 

communications, and to remain locafly active against Tobruk or Mersa Matruh would need 

air supply. They cited Wavell's estimate that an enemy offensive with three mobile divisions 

could only threaten Egypt from July onwards. This timing depended on the ports at Benghazi 

and Derna: if the enemy could exploit ports more successfully, the attack could come 

"considerably earlier."m On Apr. 29, the APS submitted their forecast of a possible attack 

in May; &is paper was circulated by the .JIC under their name on May 3? According to 

British Intelligence, this paper persuaded the CoS to risk sending the TIGER 

reinfor~ements."~ 

In fact, it is highly unlikely that this paper. or the APS1s strategic survey, APS(4 1) 1 1 

of 1 May, circulated as JLC(31) 188 of 5 May, played any part in the decision to send the 

TIGER convoy. The decision was made long before the papers were circulated. Furthermore, 

the decision to undertake TIGER originated with the Rime  minister, in part against the 

wishes of the CoS. He actually decided to mount the convoy immediately in response to 

rsrC CoS(4l) 100th Mtg., 28 May. CAB 791 1 1. 
APS(4l) 10,29 Apr. CAB 81/136; JIC(41)191.1 May. 

'M British InteIli~ence, Ibid, 1596. 



Wavell's pessimistic estimate of relative tank strength of Apr. After two days of 

prolonged discussions. Churchill won the support of the Navy and the Air Force. CIGS, CiC 

Home Forces, and the DM0 were all loathe to reduce the tanks strength of the U.K, but 

Churchill overrode their objections.288 On Apr. 22, he communicated the fruits of this victory 

to W a ~ e l l ? ~  Had the issue still been under debate, Churchill hardly could have specified the 

number and types of tanks to be sent. 

It is equally unlikely that the APS's views conmbured to Churchill's effort to 

"persuade" his advisors. The APS's strategic appreciation that was circulated before Waveil's 

alarm mentioned the possibility of an opportunistic attack without giving a specific 

timetable." They specified an offensive in May only well after the decision to send 

reinforcements was made. The APS assessments at the end of the month may have 

marginally contributed to British perception of irnminent danger, and thus affirmed 

ChurcWs decision after the fact But in and of itself, WaveIl1s estimate painted a sufficiently 

vivid picture of British weakness to provoke the PM to act. 

The accuracy and the influence of APS appreciarion concerning Libya were thus 

deeply flawed APS appreciations were most accurate when they were able to divine the 

factors limiting enemy capability, as in the case of Murzuk and, belatedly, Rommel's h t  

offensive. Through the study of factors affecting operations, especially of logistics in the 

Libyan theatre, the APS could determine probable strategic intentions. 

'87 Churchill, vol. 3, ibid, p. 245-46. 
'88 Kennedy, Bid. pp. 99-100. 105. 
'89 Churchill, VOL 3, Bid, p. 245-9. 
90 APS(41)3,5 Apr. CAB8 1f 136. 
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However, despite initial successes, the APS forecast an offensive just at the moment 

that the enemy decided such was impossible. The APS's overemphasis of port capacity and 

downplaying of Rommel's internal lines of communication were somewhat mitigated by the 

fact that the bold but logistically-challenged German commander was himself just as 

ignorant. They did not know for certain about the state of Geman mspon ,  but should have 

lent more weight to their suspicions. But Rommel's unorthodox behaviour created 

uncertainty about British concepts of German supply requirements. In this uncertainty lay the 

possibility of a threat to Egypt. 

The U S ' S  greatest omission was in overlooking the tactical and operational 

importance of Tobruk, which should have been evident from a map. This error probably 

occurred because the APS were overly influenced by the shonage of British armour. The 

APS assumed that the enemy would exploit this weakness, when in fact the transition f?om 

mobile to positional warfare actually spelled the end of German operarions. The fonifcations 

of Tobruk maximized British infantry and artillery strength. while its location objectively 

timited Rornmel's capabilities against Egypt? 

From this combination of uncertainty and blindness, the APS tried to forecast 

Rommel's actions based on their understanding of German snategic intentions - as FOES had 

done. Both FOES and OKH had appreciated the strategic limits to RommeI's capability, but 

his insubordinarion, with Hider's connivance, proved embarrassing to their forecast of 

immediate events. Operationally, Rommel's offensive had been unexpected, but it was 

consistent with British assumptions about German mategic priorities - the defeat of Britain 

Gennanv in the Second World War, Bid, 3:693. 
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in 194 1. The APS posited a worst case scenario in reaction to the recent surprise and British 

weakness. Though this was arguably congruent to RommeI's aggressive-mindedness, he 

could longer single-handedly dictate Axis strategy in North Afiica after the arrival of von 

Paulus. When the German high command reasserted their control and their strategy at the end 

of April, the APS's understanding of Geman actions was nullified. 

Ultimately, the MS's degree of understanding was irrelevant. Unlike FOES. the APS 

had the manpower and the mandate to influence British decision-making bur its finished 

drafts circulated too slowly to influence British operations, as in the decision to hold Tobruk, 

or British strategy, Like the decision to reinforce Wavell at the expense of Home forces. In 

the latter case. even if it had come out sooner, the forecast of a lMay offensive would only 

have reidolzed Churchill's decision; TIGER would not have reached Alexandria any faster 

than it did. As it was, the Prime Minister made his decision based on operational intelligence 

without the benefit of a strategic appreciation by rhe MS. However, not all of the rZPS1s 

forecasts in the soring of 1941 would be so impotent. 

Part In: APS Procedure 

Regardless of the quality and the quantity of the APS's assessments, the general 

sluggishness of the process was hampering the production of timely and influential 

intelligence. One of the DNPs chief complaints against FOES was its "ponderosiry" [sic]; 

speed again became an issue in the production of reports during the spring of 1941 .= On 

Apr. 23, the ACASO circulated a memo with suggestions and concerns about procedure, 

a DM to Pound, letter, 11 Mar- 41. ADM ZW465- 



provoked by the heavy volume of requests for reports on recent German activity, especially 

h m  the Joint P l a ~ e r s . ' ~ ~  Two distinct issues determined the productivity of the assessment 

staff. fmtly, the speed of deliberations and priorities in drafting reports; secondly, the delay 

in circulating finished papers. 

Of the two problems, the first was simpler to fix. The initial elaborate procedure 

for the submission of papers had reflected the fear that conflicting opinions might reach 

intelligence consumers, eroding the authority of the nC and the Service intelligence 

branches. Oversight of APS papers by both the ministries and the individual Directors of 

Intelligence was cumbersome and ndundant The IIC typically circulated reports of a 

technical nature and/or specific to one service on the same day as they were received, but 

often delayed papers on G e m  strategy by as much as four days? This delay served little 

purpose, as the JIC circulated these appreciations without significant changes to their 

conclusions. 

Procedural reform was relatively uncontrovenial. The ACASm proposed that the JIC 

consider papers together, in person, with the aurhors present if necessary." The former 

became regular practice, which sped up the editing process considerably; however, the latter 

did not, much to the fhstration of those authors. The most time consuming step in the 

process proved to be quibbling with the various departments about conclusions already 

One concerned giving the junior JIC a clear directive on what could be included in the 
daily "Intelligence Situation Report" and the other that the Directors meet occasionally to 
consider trends or present a warning in regards to new inform.a.iion to the CoS. JIC(4 1) 170. 
23 Apr. CAB 81/102- 

'9" APS(41) 10. of 29 Apr., circulated L May; APS(4 1) 1 1. of 1 May, circulated 5 May. 
M S ( 4  1)s. 15 Apr. 'Future Strategy of Japan" was circulated the same day, as JIC(4 1) 155. 
" IIC(11)170,23 Apr- CAB 81/102. 
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forged through intersenrice debate and compromise. Troubridge therefore suggested that 

circulating the papers to the ministries was unnecessary, with drafts going direct to rhe JTC.'% 

This spared a round of fruitless debate and made the JIC solely responsible for ensuring that 

appreciations were consistent with departmental views. The JIS followed this procedure 

unchanged, although not entirely without complaint. 

The APS's work priorities were a more contentious issue. Despite fundamentally 

accurate conclusions at the beginning of April, the APS exhibited a certain lack of 

responsiveness to events. Two days after the event, the APS report submitted on Apr. 5 

considered the implications of the fall of Benphazi only specuiarively; in comparison, the 

Junior JIC prepared a report on it in one day?' A further indicarion of teething troubles was 

that the estimates of the timing and scale of attack for the options described in " G e m  

Strategy in 1941" were submitted separately, almost two weeks The ACASO 

questioned whether the APS was satisfying the demands of its ciients at both operationai and 

strategic levels, or perhaps shirking its responsibility to the JPS and other sub-agencies. In 

mid-April, the burden of their ad hoe requests for appreciations had fallen on the country 

sections of the intelligence directorates? 

The APS r m y  have caused some of the difficulties out of its desire to retain the 

independent status of FOES without the liabilities. On Apr. 14, the JIC asked the APS to 

write a short report on all work done to date, prefaced by their perception of their duties and 

'96 Mdachlan. Ibid, p. 256. 
'97 JIC(41)137,5 Apr. CAB 81/101; APS(41)3,5 Apr- CAB 81/136, also JIC(41)144, 10 

Apr, CAB 8Y101, 
" APS(4I)3,S Apr., APS(41)6 17 Apr. CAB 81/136. 
'99 nC(4 1) 170.23 Apr. CAB 8 11102. 
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responsibilitie~.~~ The APS produced its report four days later. They attempted to dodge 

responsibility for ad hoc work Like that demanded by APS(41)2 [see above], because the 

Junior JIC had more immediate access to the information on the "isolated problems" which 

inspired these requests. Funhermore, although mandated to represent the views of their 

ministries, the APS felt that they should have some leeway in the creativity and length of 

their considerations: 

... we shouid express the views resulting from our own argument rather than 
act purely as a drafring committee. For this reason we have, in long-term 
papers, subordinaed speed of production to thoroughness of examination.301 

Referring to the continuing debate over whether assessment should work sealed away 

from the operations s t a f f  as FOES had supposedly been, the M S  advocated developing 

closer relations with the Planners. Nevertheless, an undeniable ambivalence towards the 

work required by the JPS persisted in the assessment staff. Charles Drake recalled that the 

JIS "felt that they could produce their besr work without being worried and asked for help 

by the Strategic ~lanners."~' The assessing staff wished to retain the luxury of time and 

independent thought granted to FOES, without the problemaric mechanisms of intellectual 

purity and roleplaying As it was, they saw in the APS the "germ of a useful permanent- 

interservice body" for strategic a~sessment .~~  

However, a leisurely "thoroughness of examination" was himicable to producing 

timely and useful estimms. Though the assessment staff  might prefer to consider matters of 

'00 JIC(4l) 1 lth Mtg., 24 Apr. CAB 81/88. 
joL APS(41)9,28 Apr. CAB 8 1f136. 

Drake, Bid ADM 2231465. 
" APS(41)9,28 Apr- CAB 811136. 



grand strategy exclusively and independently, FOES'S experience showed that enemy 

intentions and capabilities could not be assessed separately without risking duplication of 

effort and/or conflicting results. Thus, on May 9, the JIC unanimously agreed that the 

functions of the Junior JIG and the A P S  overlapped. As suggested by DM1 Davidson, the JIC 

amalgamated the two bodies, rather than abolish the APS. The APS would its rerain name 

and accommodation in War Cabinet Offices, while each member would have an ofice in 

their respective ministry to keep in touch with the Intelligence branches. Rather than 

receiving their assignments from the K, the staff would be responsible for drafting all JIC 

papers? 

Though they were to retain their name, in practice U S  "fell into disuse" and they 

became known as the "Joint Intelligence ~ t a f f . " ~  The JIS retained the same structure as the 

. e S ,  with a senior and a junior team. The division of labour &tween the two teams indicated 

the new priorities of British assessment: 

... the [senior1 team usually worked with the more important papers and left 
the  ijunior] team to undertake the longer term fo recasts... and any required re- 
assessments of strengths and enemy dispositions fkom...previous papers? 

As noted previously, the junior team was mostly composed of civilians with wartime 

 commission^.^ The 3IC had apparently decided that strategic sweys  were less important 

than fwtual reports. However, this did not mean the end of strategic forecasring. Whereas 

the M S  had focused on enemy intentions in the tradition of FOES. the .lE would devote 

'* IiC(4 1) mrg, 9 May. CAB 8 1/88. 
305 British Intelligence Bid. 1298- 
xiti Drake, Bid ADM 223/465. 

McLachlan, Ibid, p. 257: Annan, Ibih, p. 65. 



more attention to the Limits of enemy capabilities. Though some might still favour strategic 

assessment untouched by operational concerns, determining the limits to what the Germans 

could do was crucial to strategic assessment. 

Chapter Four: Spain, January 8 to April 23 

By virtue of geography, the Iberian Peninsula and its associated territories figured 

more prominently in British and German strategic considerations than their military, political 

or economical value alone merited. Barely visible on the maps of grand strategy, the island- 

fortress of "The Rock had a strategic significance out of proportion to its size in 194042. 

Important not only as a stepping stone for north-south convoy routes through the Atlantic, 

Gibraltar was also the staging point for the projection of AUied sea power into the Western 

and Cenaal Mediterranean? Though the Luftwaffe could make transit of the Sicilian 

Narrows extremely costly, air power alone was unable to completely cut off British naval 

rraffc through the CenM Mediemean, as Operation TIGER proved. Hitler himself felt 

that Sicilian-based air power was a "poor substitute" for the possession of ~ibraltar." In and 

of itself, the loss of Gibraltar would hinder British operations in the Atlantic and the 

" Although most British reinforcements and supplies to the Mediterranean theatre were 
either flown through Takoradi or shipped the long way around the Cape of Good Hope, at 
times the ability to sail the shorter route through the Western Mediterranean proved decisive. 
The British air and naval base at Malta stood astraddle the Axis shipping lanes in the central 
Mediterranean, and hampered Rommel's reinforcements and supplies en route. While the 
Axis air forces did neutTaiise the island for periods of time, the British repeatedly fought 
supply convoys through to Malta from the w a  despite heavy losses. Ultimately, Gibraltar 
was also the s-g point for the first combined Anglo-American offensive, Operation 
TORCH. Playfair, The Mediterranean and the Middle East, vol. 2, ibid, p. 43. 
" " O W  War Diaxy-.." GMS, Ibid, 9: 104. 
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Mediterranean; whoever held Gibraltar also held the key to North West Africa 

Ultimateiy, the fate of Gibraltar depended on British relations with Franco's Spain. 

As Churchill put it, "Spain has much to give and even more to give away.""* The period 

from mid-1940 through 1941 was the most hught in Anglo-Spanish relations during the 

Second World War. Britain's enemies were ideologically aligned with the victors of the 

recent civil war, and had helped them win i t  Approximately 80 000 Germans were in Spain, 

of which any proportion could be spies or soldiers in disg~ise.~" With the fall of France, 

even more might pour across the French border, with or without Spanish permission. 

Against these motives for casting in with the Axis was balanced a shattered economy 

dependant on the good will of the Royal Navy for basic survival. By carefully fostering 

Spanish economic dependency, the British made neutrality Spain's best policy. .4ccording 

to Denis Smyth, these measures were actually initiated to preserve the British blockade of 

Gemany, rather than to control Spain; however, in practice this strategy served both 

purposes equally well.312 While Hitler promised Spain a subsidiary role in his march to world 

domination, the British could deliver just enough food and fuel to keep the Spanish people 

from starving to death - or not, if they so chose. Should this economic policy fail, or the 

Germans enter by force, the British also prepared military contingency plans. In the summer 

1940. the British designated forces to occupy Spanish and Portuguese-held islands in the 

'lo Churchill, VOL 2, Bid. p. 5 18. 
3' J.R. Thrackmh, "The Gibraltar Question and Its Effect On Anglo-Spanish Relations. 

1936- 1945." Iberian Studies, 5, 1, (1976), p. 11. 
'I' Smyth, Sunrivai, Ibid, pp. U)-41,6065. 



Atlantic to replace Gibraltar in the convoy system.313 So long as Spain balanced between 

Germany's guns and Britain's butter, the fate of Gibraltar was uncertain and insecure. This 

ambiguity suited British policy, so long as the status quo was not threatened. However, a 

number of alarms almost provoked the British to initiate their contingency plans, and also 

to seek the help of others with greater means. These are among the major "might have beens" 

of the Second World waron'' 

According to the official history of British intelligence, the first such alarm occurred 

in mid-December of 1940. Churchill believed that the Germans would retaliate for British 

victories over Italy by occupying Spain. with or without its permission. The Prime Minister 

wished to preempt the enemy and move on the Adantic islands. However, the Chiefs of 

Staff all too aware of their limited resources and the effect of such an action would have on 

Spanish policy, persuaded him to defer this action until there was more positive evidence of 

German intentions.'I5 Pre-ernpting the German threat might have been tacricay attractive. 

but was neither operationally vital nor strategically desirable: the relativelv minor military 

advantage would have been more than offset by the potentially negative reaction of neutraI 

governments on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Patience was rewarded - indications from ,Madrid soon convinced Whitehall that 

Madrid was increasingly unlikely to p t  permission for Gexman operations on Spanish 

temtory. C o n ~ u e d  Spanish poLiticd resistance and Gennan military inaction lessened 

'13 Grand Stratezy vol- 2. Bid, p. 4332. 
'I' see Lwio Ceva, ''The North -can Campaign 1940-53: A Reconsideration," h m  John 

Gooch, ed, Decisive Cam~aims of the Second World War, (London: F& Cass. 1990), p. 
89, 
'* British Intelligence, Ibid, 1:256-7. 



anxiety at Whitehall, at least for a while. Information of the former came from the resident 

Naval Attache and Ambassador in Madrid. Churchill believed that the Germans were 

unlikely to use force to gain entry, at least until April: 

AH these matters are hi@y speculative .... But the fact that Hitler has not 
acted.,.when conditions ... were more favourable to him, makes it on the 
whole a reasonable working assumption that any German adventure in Spain 
will at least wait for the 

Indeed, fear of another "German adventure" would alarm the British in the spring of 

194 1, yet the majority of secondary sources have ignored the alarm and/or its source. Grand 

Stratem states nothing more than that a crisis at the end of ApriI, 1941 led to the organisation 

of a new expedition codenamed Operation PUMA; this, and the previously planned 

expeditions were placed on 48-hour aiec3l7 In his work on British policy towards Spain in 

1940-4 1. Smyth reveals that the alarm originated from the CoS, after discussion with the K. 

but he misses the influence of the APS on the latter. Both British Intehence and Churchill's 

memoirs ignore the alarm, though it led the PM to initiare an unprecedented diplomatic 

approach. 

One might conclude that this APS assessment did not much influence British strategy. 

In fact, it provoked as much action as British resources could allow. The APS's statement 

was unprecedented in the history of British assessment for its clarity, certainty and influence, 

but it is characteristic in its lack of accuracy- The APS forecast on Apr. 5 was categorical: 

'I6 PM to CoS, minute, 7 Jan. 41. CAB 121/144. 
'17 Operation PUMA (later PILGRIM) was to capture the Grand Canary Island as a 

substitute base for Gibraltar, Operation THRUSTER was directed against an island in the 
Azores; Operation BASEBALL was targeted at the Cape Verde Islands. Grand Strateq, vol. 
2, ibid, p. 433. 



German victory in the Balkans was "inevitable," and an attack on Gibraltar through Spain 

would come "immediately thereafter. ""' 
Here, as in many issues, the roots of the APS forecasts lay in the work of FOES. In 

its fmt survey of grand strategy from the Geman perspective. FOES oudined the costs and 

benefits of inducing Spanish collaboration. Beginning from the assumption that the enemy's 

ultimate objective was the defeat of Britain, FOES conceived a wide-ranging operation 

aimed at escalating the attack on British shipping: 

To increase the pressure of the blockade, we must be ready at the fmt 
favourable moment to occupy Spain and Portugal and even some of their 
Atlantic islands. We might follow this by the occupation of the Tangier, 
Ceuta, Tetuan regions. Pressure on Spain must be maintained in the hope of 
inducing Franco to modify his present attitude."' 

By connolling ports and airbases on the northern and western coasts of the peninsula, the 

Germans could range farther west into the Atlantic from bases beyond the reach of British 

forces. German forces could also dominate the Straits of Gibraltar with artillery fire. or 

ssadt the Rock diredy. In either case, the base would be neutralised, effectively closing 

the western 1Mediterranean to British naval influence. Subsequent German expansion into 

Xorth and West Africa would also threaten crucial British air and sea supply routes to the 

Middle ~ast?"  

Such a campaign would also entail significant Long term liabilities. In this tirst 

appreciation FOES failed to consider Spanish resolve to resist such moves, and the 

effectiveness of such resistance. Its tacit assumption was that the Spanish government would 

'" APS(41)3.5 Apr- CAB 81/136. 
3L9 FOES(40) l(revise), 8 Jan. CAB 84/64. 

FOES(40)1,8 Jan. CAB 81/64. 



be compliant or passive. FOES thus ruled out the possibility of an organised resistance 

movement, though it allowed that sabotage might further weaken the inferior Spanish 

~ t r u c t u r e .  The chief deterrent to German action was deemed to be Spain's critical 

economic situation, which FOES characterised as "desperate." Spain depended on food 

imported on the sufferance of British naval supremacy. Udess intervention was immediately 

decisive. the Germans would either have to make up the deficit from their own limited 

reserves or let the Spanish starve. Neither alternative was strategically desirable, but FOES 

still felt that the cost was worth the threat to Britain. In their words, "...the economic problem 

involved must be a deterrent. It is not a bar."3" 

In hindsight, FOES'S roleplaying allowed it to penetrate actuai German preparations 

to that point. Its condusive recommendation was that Germany should be ready to occupy 

the Iberian peninsula "at the fint favourable moment," while mainraining diplomatic pressure 

on  franc^.^" This described German military activity to that date quite accurately. German 

olanning for involvement in Spain began on August 14. 1940. when it had become clear that 

the British were willing to continue fighting without the ~rench? On Nov. 12 OKW issued 

Directive 18, which defined the objectives for the operation. designated FELIX. Seventeen 

days later, all the preliminary preparations that could be carried out covertly were 

completedx4 The next step was to acquire Spanish permission to move the assault forces to 

their jumping off positions. 

"I FOES(40) I, 8 Jan. CAB 8 1/64. 
'"- FOES(40) I, 8 Jan. CAB 8 1/64. 
" "Operation Felk" GMS, Ibid, 7:l. 

ThiS included training of a special inkpendent Abwehr sabotage unit. Burdick 
Germanv's MiLtaw Strateq aid, p. 94-95. 



FOES'S estimate of German determination to gain passage through Spain was atso 

fairly accurate, albeit with an appreciable time lag. Their paper of Jan. 8 accurately reflected 

German intentions several months earlier. Anticipating Franco's exorbitant economic and 

territorial demands, Hitler had privately declared that he was willing to promise the Spanish 

anything in order to gain passage, although honouring that promise was another matter 

entirely.'= Indeed, the value of Nazi promises notwithstanding, Franco himself questioned 

whether the vast quantities of food and fuel that he insisted the Spanish people needed to 

survive could be distributed across Spain's chaotic i n f k t r u ~ t ~ . ~ ~  Canaris, acting as go- 

between for Hitler and Franco. told Halder that "the transportation problem defies solution" - 

Gibraltar could be taken, but at the cost of losing the Atlantic islands and Letting the 

popularion starve." The OKW considered Spanish demands excessive and proposed much 

lower requirements more tolerable to Axis supplies and rhe Spanish rransportation net." 

Tpically, these logistical studies did not consider the political component to Franco's 

demands - there is no indication that they were ever proposed dipiomatically. 

On Dec. 3. O W  notified Hitler that only if the order was given immediateiy couid 

the attack on Gibraltar commence in February as origha.Uy intended, so that the troops 

involved could be k e  for reassignment by ~ a y ?  However, the progress of the political 

preparations for FELIX lagged far behind the military. Despite months of negotiations and 

promises. on Dec. 10 word reached OKW that Franco adamantly refused to enter the war 

" Halder, 14 Sept 10, Bid. p. 595. 
"OKW War Diary," kc. 8. GMS, Bid, 9:40. 

" Halder, 8 Dec. 40, aid, p. 727. 
Gennanv and the Second Worid War, Ibih, 3: 150. 

~9 "OKW War Diary ..." GMS, Ibid, 9: 15, 19. 
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unless Britain was on the verge of collapse; Hitler's reaction was to halt funher preparations, 

though reconnaissance was to contin~e. '~ 

Until February, 1941, British intelligence based their assessment of the threat to 

Gibraltar on the indicator of whether or not Spain would accede to Ckmwn demands. 

Assessments of this issue depended heavily on information provided by pro-British sources 

close to the Franco regime. Through its embassy in Madrid the Foreign Offke had a steady 

stream of intelligence on the latest Spanish reaction to German diplomatic pressure.331 The 

British felt that they could rely on this source of timely diplomatic intelligence as an 

indication of enemy strategy so long as the Axis wanted Spanish cooperation. If the Germans 

were determined to gain entry against Spaids will, diplomatic intelligence on Spanish 

intentions would become irrelevant, 

On Jan. 23, FOES repeated its original considerations, though with the significant 

addition that the moral effect of Italian defeats in Libya and an Anglo-American-Spanish 

wheat amement - had stiffened Spanish politid resolve. FOES believed that actual 

operations were unlikely for the moment, but tha~ Gibraltar would continue to be a German 

saategic objective." In fact, the British grossly exaggerated the impact oftheir victories over 

Italy. Canaris reported that Franco was actually most concerned about the absence of a 

German operation against the UK proper, his oveniding objective in these talks was to avoid 

any long term military involvement at ai l  costs."' 

Bid, 9:44 
"' British InteUipence, Bid, p. 1256. 
" FOES(40)2, Jan. 23. CAB 8 1/64. 
"3 Wadiamont, Bid, p. 127. 



However, while Hitler was remarkably sanguine about his Axis partner's crisis in 

Libya, he became increasingly pessimistic about assessment of the political conditions for 

FELIX. On Jan. 9, the day after FOES circulated its fint strategic appreciation, Operation 

FELIX was officially "abandoned for the first time. Hitler felt that 

-..even the loss of North Africa would do no more in a military sense than 
restore the situation as it was before 25 June 1940, and even at that the over- 
all German position would unlikely be [sic] less favourable than on 1 
September 1939.'" 

He directed that negotiations continue, though the prospects of success were "scarcely 

promising."335 Despite a pledge of a million tons of gain, Fmco had refused to commit 

himself undl Britain was at the point of 

Hitler's last throw at a chance to take Gibraltar was to turn to his junior panner and 

fellow Fascist In a hastily arranged meeting on January 19-20. he asked Mussolini to go to 

.Madrid to win Franco over. Reluctant to assist German penetration into an area perceived as 

an Italian sphere of interest, but unable to refuse a direct request fiom Hitler. the Italian 

dicmor agreed337 FELIX was temporarily reprieved: Hitler ordered the preparations to be 

maintained in case his ally succeeded where German diplomacy had failed On the same day, 

he approved Opmion SONNENBLUME, indicrtdnp that whatever its original objectives. 

FELIX had become merely another possible means of propping up the ItaIians in their theatre 

of 

-% 'QKW War Diary ..." GMS, Ibid, 9:86. 
35 

" Fiihrer Conferences, I b i d ,  p. 17 1. 
" Burdick Germanv's Militarv Stratew, Bid, p. 1 16- 1 17. 
"OIW War Di ary..." GMS, IbLL, 9:98. 
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However, unlike SONNENBLUME, FELIX did not expand as the British advanced 

westward - rather the opposite. Contrary to the expectations of FOES and its successors, 

Hider proved unwilling to wait indefinitely for Spanish cooperation. When Mussolini failed 

to produce results, Operation FELIX was definitively cancelled on Jan. 28. On Feb. 7 O W  

noted that the forces originally allocated to FELIX were available for reassignment.'" 

Meanwhile, in Libya, Gerrnan policy was to provide only the minimum support deemed 

necessary to prevent total Italian collapse. The political and economic prerequisites 

demanded by Franco far exceeded such a minimum. By 1941 Hider's primary concern was 

with German strategic objectives; a combined Axis strategy was distinctly secondary. Libya 

was a theatre secondary to Gennan interests and the initial force requirements for 

SONNENBLUME were small. 

However, the requirements for FELIX were substantial. Operations to assault the 

heavily fortified Rock and to close the Straits would require an especially large concentration 

of heaw artillery. units which were also needed in the planned invasion of the Soviet Union. 

Should FELIX commence after January, the forces committed would not be available in time 

for BARBAROSSA, Not even the apparent opportunities of Rommel's unexpected success 

several months later would shake loose reinforcements for the Mediterranean at the expense 

of BARBAROSSA-~~ 

'39 Ibid, 9: 116. 
* Planning for operadons against Gibraltar continued at O m ,  despite the collapse of 

diplomatic negotiations. Once the success of BARBAROSSA was guaranteed, an ambitious 
plan codenamed FELIX-HE?NRICH would send a sizable force back across the length of 
Empe .  The required d e r y  would have comprised twenty-nine of the 111 a d e r y  
bartaliors assigned to the invasion of Soviet Russia Burdick, Gemanv's Militam Stmeev, 

f continuedJ 



It was at this point that British assessment diverged from actual German intentions. 

Had their view of Hitler's aims been accurate, their estimate of his likeiy actions in Spain 

would probably have been accurate. As yet unaware of Hitler's determination to attack the 

Soviet Union, FOES continued to assume that Britain would remain the focus of Axis 

attentions. So long as they believed that the Germans eschewed forceful entry into Spain, 

British assessment could rely on Spanish acquiescence as a si@icant indicator. However, 

once Spanish poiicy became unambiguous, the dominant issue was German intentions. The 

British had no source of intelligence on Geman intervention; their assessment was therefore 

based on the less certain ground of supposition. By the end of January, 1941, both sides 

appreciated that Spain was resistant to Axis wiles, but whereas this simply led Hitler to turn 

elsewhere, the British assumed that he would try to achieve his objective by force. 

Both sides pondered the option of unauthorised German entry into Spain, though the 

British spent considerably more time on it. FOES never stated that invasion was imminent. 

but it did assert that this was inevitable. On Feb. 18. they suggested that unless Franco 

yielded soon, 

... sterner measures must be tried - a coup d'erat or assassination first, or, if 
these fail, the occupation of Spain by force? 

Though none suggested a coup d'erar, some of Hitler's military advisors thought Gibraltar 

worth the price of a hostile Spain. After a month of fruitless negotiation. OKH began to 

anticipate such aconthgency - the reconnaissance mission was ordered to proceed discreetly 

(.,,continued) 
Ibid. p. 123. 
"' FOES(41)2, Feb. 18. CAB 8 1/64. 



with the possibility of hostile entry in mind? However, Halder did not try to advise his 

Fiibrer as to whether the military advantages outweighed the political and economic 

liabilities of FELIX: good German soldiers, even of the highest rank, were to leave matters 

of state to the political leadership. Privately, however, Halder confided to his diary that Spain 

would be "...an ally who will cost us 

However, planning for the contingency of forced entry was not allowed to proceed 

any farther. German official records are as coy as British records in naming advoca~es of the 

road not taken. What was recorded in the OKW war diary was Hitierrs respect for the 

sovereignty of a fellow Fascist: 

From the very stan. Hitler refused to carry out Operadon FELIX without the 
permission of Spain, or against its will, as had been proposed h m  another 
q u a n e P  

He would remain steadfast in his scruples. In 1943, Mussolini suggested that German armour 

sweep rhrough Spain to attack the Anglo-American landings in Nonh a c a  from the reat-? 

he received no response.Ys Of course. by then Hitler had linle armour to spare. 

One can inier that some of these proposals must have ori_@na~ed fiom the 

Krezgmfine. Raecfer and his naval operations staff repeatedly championed the case for 

FELlx: 

As on several previous occasions, [Raeder] emphasized that the capture of 
Gibraltar would have an important bearing on the sintadon in the entire 

'JZ Halder, 7 OCL 40, Bid, p. 6 1 1. 
.U3 Hdder, Ibid, p. 564. 

"Operation Felix- " GMS, Ibid. 7: 19. 
Mussolini to Hitler, letter, 8 Mar., 43, qf. Burdick, Gefznanv's Militarv Strateq aid, 

p. 182. 



Mediterranean area? 

In fact, their ambitions ranged far wider than the Meditemean. Despite their enthusiasm, 

however, official German documents record no discussion of operations without Spanish 

cooperation. 

According to Halder, Hitler was Less loath to discuss such options with his chief of 

staEH7 Apparently, the Fuhrer believed that forced entry would have "extreme 

consequences," especially in Africa. Disaffection and resistance in Spanish Morocco could 

spread to French colonies currentiy s t i l l  loyal to Vichy. He concluded by outlining a 

contingency plan for the occupation of Vichy in response to any sipdicant developments 

in North Africa So concerned was Hitler that he ordered the assigned forces to be on a ten 

day alert period; these troops were also not to be taken from MARITA, but to be dedicated 

only to Operation A m ,  as it was called, From these clues, clearly Hitler had not simply 

rejected the possibility of forcible entry into Spain though discussions of the matter went 

unrecorded for the sake of posteritys 

On Mar. 19, in its next - and final - strategic appreciation. FOES attempted to 

anticipate events in Spain following the impending Balkan conflict. Written with typicaI 

FOES circumlocution, their analysis again favoured authorised entry. The deciding factor 

would be the prestige value of total German victory in Greece by the late April or mid-May 

Y6 "Operadon F e k "  GMS, Bid, 7 :E  
'" Hdder, Ibid, 8 Dec. 10, p. 727-28. 

Halder, 8 Dec., lo, aid, p. 727-8; B d c k  Germanv's -Militam Stratem, Bid, p. 1040. 



In spite of the recent partial success of Enash  and American 
economic bribes, this successful demonstration of German military might can 
hardly fail to tip the political balance in Spain sufficiently far in our favour 
to enable Suner to force the final move.349 

The possibility of entry by force was only mentioned in the context that should authorised 

entry cause internal s e e  in Spain, that would suffice as a pretext to occupy the whole 

country. 

A fortnight later, APS circulated their s w e y  of "German Strategy in 194 1 ." By then 

the Germans had already reached the Egyptian fkontier, overrun Croatia and come into 

contact with British troops in Greece. Despite these developments. the JIG felt the paper was 

worthy of attention because impending German victories would have serious consequences 

across the breadth of the Mediterranean: 

The course of events in 1941 may well depend on the nand which it is 
possible to make in Greece, since on this is likely to depend the future 
attitude of Turkey and spaidso 

With this statement the .JIC linked British military operations in Greece to the wider strategic 

context ofthe whole Mediterranean. This was not an objective, physical link, but an estimate 

of the importance of the intangible moral effect that the resolution of the Greek campaign 

would have on the neutral governments on the flanks of the ~Mediterraneaa However, British 

forces in the Mediterranean were f d y  cornrnitted - nothing more could be done for the 

Balkans* 

Even as Operation LUSTRE raced towards final defeat, the APS predicted imminent 

battie on another h n t  With a certitude rare to typically equivocal intelligence reports, the 

M9 FQES(41)5, 19 Mar. CAB 8 1/64. 
" JiC(41)144, 10 Apr. CAB 8Y101. 
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APS claimed that the Germans would move on to Spain after the Balkan campaign - no 

matter what the outcome. They predicted that the prestige value of a victory would bend the 

Iberian Peninsula to German will. The APS, unlike their predecessors, also considered the 

unlikely possibility of a German defeat in the Balkans, but they believed that this might 

provoke 

....[ a] move South-West ... to recover prestige and to break the British 
blockade, especially if their own counter-blockade does not show signs of 
being ~uccessful."~ 

Neither side had any doubt as to the outcome should Germany move against 

Gibraltar. The Wehrmacht expected Operation FELJX to last four weeks, from the moment 

German forces entered Spain to the capture of Gibraitar?" The APS estimated that once 

German forces crossed the border. they could begin arriving in Southern Spain within twelve 

days; the whole assault force might arrive ten days later. Although the APS did not speculate 

how long the fortress could hold out they stated that hostile fire from Spanish artillery 

already in place would make use of the base and transit of the straits dangerous for British 

s hipping.'53 

The German officers who reconnoitred the area were less impressed with the 

firepower of their potential ally. They desmbed the Spanish artillery as "pidful- too few and 

worn out," lacking suf6cient spare parts and armunition for more than a few days of 

APS(4I)1, Apr. 5. CAB 81/I36. 
" "OKW War Di ary..." GMS, Bid, 9:14. 

APS(41)8, Apr- 23- CAB 81/136. 



fighting.'" Their guns also lacked sufficient optical equipment.3s5 The difference between 

British and German assessments of Spanish artillery can be reconciled by their radically 

different objectives. The Germans intended to capture the heavily fortified "Rock," which 

would have requixed a far greater volume of s h e M i  than that needed to interdict navd 

At the very start of German planning, Hitler adamantly insisted on occupation. He 

rejected the suggestion that the fortress be neutralised via air attack, and demanded total 

occupation with no more justification than that he would entertain no "half-measures."" 

Without objective evidence of Hitler's arbitrary decision, the APS believed that the 

neutralisation scenario was the minimum possible threat to Gibraltar: the least of Hitler's 

"half-measures" would still cause the British great inconvenience. 

Irrespective of the true status of Spanish agms, both sides also understood that British 

military responses were limited German strategists believed that the British would move 

against Spanish and Portuguese-held islands as soon as German forces crossed the border. 

while British naval supremacy would severely limit German capacity to interfere. FOES 

anticipated that the Germans wouid anticipate just such a reaction: 

... the advantages [to] a penetration into Spain or Portugal might be offset by 
British occupation of some of the Atlantic islands. If Icdand is any clue, the 
British are certain to go for those islands as soon as we cross the Spanish 
fi~ntier?~ 

'4L Germany in the Second World War, ibid, 3:145. 
" Burdick Germanv's Military S t r a t e a  hid. p. 78. 
jS6 Operation FELIX envisioned 210 heavy and medium guns firing more than 8500 tons 

of ammunition, Prior to the assault, several medium batteries were to be transferred to the 
Spanish for coastal defence the west of Gibraitar. " O W  War Diary ..." Bid. 9:X-21.27. 
" Burdick, GermanYs ~lMilitarv Stratem, Ibid. p. 38. 

FOES(40) 1 (revise), 9 Jan. CAB 8 1/64. 
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The possibility for German interference in British shipping operations and contingency plans 

thus led to more a specific query from the JPS with regard to German intentions and 

capabilities. 

As with the Libyan theatre, the APS defined the limits of German capability and 

intentions in the Atlantic. On Apr. 15, an ad hoc paper outlined the prerequisites and methods 

for a German atrempt to occupy the Cape Verde Islands. British and Portuguese actions 

would be the key deterring factor. The Portuguese were reinforcing the defences on the 

Azores and would probably soon do the same with their other island possessions. The 

Gennans would need Frenchsontrolled Dakar to susrained the occupation of the Cape 

Verdes, but then, with the former under their sway, they wodd have no need for the latter. 

The chief arboument against an independent operation was that the British would occupy the 

strategically more important Azores in response to any violation of Portuguese ne~traiity."~ 

The APS thus concluded the Germans would only attack the Cape Verdes in concert with 

plans to take Portugal and the Azores as well.3" 

The CiC of the Kriegsmarine had in fact reached the same conclusions several 

months earlier. In mid-November Hider had been enthusiastic about taking the Cape Verdes. 

However, his naval chief advised him that the isiands would be difficult to hold and were not 

important eaough to merit the effort, while such an operation was Liable to induce a British 

and American reaction against other Portuguese colonies andor Portugal itself? Yet 

Glyn k Stone. 'The Official British Attitude to the hglu-Portuguese AUiance. 19 10- 
1945." Journal of Contem~orarv Histoly, 10-4, (1973, p. 740. 

XPS(41)4, Apr. 15. CAB 81/136. 
Fiihrer Conferences, Ibid, p. 147, 153. 



the APS proved its ability to rule out strategically isolated enemy operations. 

The APS continued to study the strategic impact of German access to Spanish ports 

on the battle for the Atlantic. They believed that German forces could occupy the northern 

and western coasts of Spain fourteen days after entry.'" The possible effect on British 

shipping was illustrated by the German coven resupply of U-boats in violation of Spanish 

neutrality. Operation MORO extended the range of German submarines to the northern coast 

of Brazil in the summer of 1940, surprising the British and forcing them to expand their 

defensive operations.'" Operation MORO was necessarily limited by the need for secrecy. 

Open use of Spanish ports would have allowed far greater numben of U-boats to attack 

Allied shipping farther into the mid- and South Atlantic- 

The APS elaborated upon possible British counter-moves to preserve the strategic 

balance of power in the Atlantic. Submarine bases in northern Spain wouid be beyond the 

reach of British destroyers, but the British could nullify some of this advantage by occupying 

the k o r e s  and other Portuguese-held islands: 

The importance ... of controlling these islands cannot be exaggerated. If 
adequate fuel supplies could be established there, British convoys from 
Gibraltar could be routed out of range of German air reconnaissance. 
Destroyer escort could be provided over a much wider range and aircraft 
could operate against submarines h r n  landing grounds in the  island^.'^ 

With the dkct route to Alexandria closed, the Mid-Atlantic wouid have become the 

battleground for the Wehe of the British Middle East position. Whether their respective 

3" APS(41)6, Apr- 17. CAB 81/136. 
" Charles Burdick, "Mom': the Resupply of German Submarines in Spain, 193% 1942," 

CennaI Eurouean History 3,3,  (2970), pp. 283-284. 
'" APS(41)8, Apr. 23. CAB 8 11136. 



bases would have given the British or the Germans a decisive advantage is a matter of 

speculation. 

None the less, for several months this issue was significant to the British and German 

strategy. Hdder quoted Hitler as saying on Oct. 15: "Collaboration with Spain is of interest 

to us because of Gibraltar; we don't want anything In fact, Hitler and his naval 

advisors wanted much more from Spain than Gibraltar, though not necessarily for the same 

strategic objectives. The .4PS enumerated a number of the other advantages that the Germans 

would derive from Gibraltar: 

The occupation of the ports of North West and West Africa, and the islands 
lying off the coast, would progressively strengthen Germany's position? 

The Seekriegsleimg (Skl) smngly advocated this strategy throughout the 1940- 194 1 period. 

Positioned in North-West Africa, Germany air and naval bases would extend the attack on 

British shipping, while German troops defended Africa from the threat of Allied incursions 

and/or the further defection of Vichy colonies. Those mops could also advance south against 

Cenfrai Africa and dislocate the British supply system by occupying Freetown.j6' 

The SW believed that these operations would ultimately force the British out of the 

.Mediterranean entirely. Naval strategists also coveted the Atlantic islands as bases. but 

Raeder simply did not have the means to secun them, not in 1940, or any other time." 

According to Holger Herwig, Germany never had the means to reaiise its s a e g i c  ic: the 

3e Hdder, 15 Oct 10, Bid, p. 623. 
360 APS(41)3. Apr. 5. CAB 81/136. 
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Kre igmr ine  aspired to colonial world power status, but its strategy for attaining it was 

fundamentally bankrupts3* Germany was hard pressed to exploit the newly conquered bases 

in France and Norway: 

... three problems ... militated against optimum exploitation of this enhanced 
geographical position: inferior fleet, insufficient submarine force, and enemy 
air superiority combined with ineffective air cover?' 

The '2' Plan was to have made up for the Kriegsmarine's numerical inferiority with a massive 

fleet designed ro assen Germany's world power status from India to Greenland; however, 

such ambitions which were dubious at best in peacetime were, by 1940, "sheer delusion.""' 

Ultimately, the Kriegsmarine's only realistic strategy was "to die with honour." 

However, the navy could not keep Hitler's attention focussed on the necessary first 

step in their programme, the conquest of the British Meditemean position, because he 

favowd expansion in the Atlantic primarily in order to deal with the United Stares. Norman 

Goda argues that Hitler was interested in Gibraitar solely as a route to North West Africa, 

in order to begin developing the mfrastructure of North West Africa for a "defensive 

forefield" against future American attacks? Hitler believed that Britain was already beaten, 

even if the British refused to acknowledge it When Franco had offered Spanish participation 

in the war soon after the fall of France, Hider was distinctly uninterested: 

3' Ibid, pp. 69-105. 
aid. p. 98. 

"' Bid, pp. 100-101. 
Ir_ Even the honour of the Kiiegsmarine is questionable: Bid, pp. 102-3. 
" Goda, ''The Riddle of the Rock.." Bid, pp. 297-3 14. passinr. 



In June 1940 a high-priced alliance with a destiture country for the conquest 
of a distant naval base in a war that seemed all but won snuck the Germans 
as 

In the wake of the British attack on the French fleet at Mers el-Kebir in July, Hitler 

demanded bases in Casablanca Goda argues that Germany could neither use nor needed such 

bases in the war against Britain; the only possible opponent was the US. This display of 

German territorial ambition in Africa had a negative effect on relations with Spain, Vichy 

and ~taly? Later, the "Destroyen-for-Bases Dealtt in early September provoked Hitler into 

ordering plans for seizing bases in the kores, Cape Verdes, Dakar and Casablanca. In mid- 

November, Hitler expressed an interest in the Azores as an airbase for long range smtegic 

bombing against the United states? 

Raeder tried to turn his attention to the Mediterranean, to no avd." Hider 

stubbornly clung to his dreams of attacking a country he was not at war with, using planes 

that did not yet exist. He expected the British to attack the Azores as soon as German forces 

crossed the Francu-Spanish border: he ordered an investigation of the feasibility of pre- 

emptively occupying the islands, despite Raeder's doubts." Raeder informed the Fiihrer thx 

the &ores might be taken with p a t  risk, but probably could not be held Supplying the 

garrison would have been adubious endeavour requiring al l  of the Kriegmrine's resources; 

such a diversion from the blockade would have been strategically self-defeating. In order to 

put an end to such thinking, Raeder ultimateiy pressed for, and received, a strategic 

g4 I b i d ,  p. 300. 
" Goda, "Hitlefs Demand for Casablanca.." Bid. pp. XH,SO6. 

Gocia, "Riddle of the Rock" Ibid, p. 302. 
Bid, p. 303. 

" F i r  Conferences, Ibid, p. 152. 



commitment to maintain offensive action against British supply lines.s79 

Severtheless, the APS's fears about German intentions for the use of Spanish ports 

was well-founded. In December, Hitler was entenaining ideas of using Spanish ports as bases 

for commerce-raiding battleships and s ~ b m a r i n e s . ~ ~  He wanted to occupy Spanish islands 

and coastal ports, and had some capability to do so, however Limited: thus the APS could not 

reasonably discount their use as bases for offensive action, regardless of the original intent. 

Operationally, Hitler's defensive giacis against the United States would have served just as 

well as a base for attacks on British seacommunications. Fortunately for the British. Hitler 

proved unwilling to make the sacrifices necessary to take Gibraltar: his own programme, 

determined in mid-1940, h t e d  his snare@ k d o r n  in the West. 

In fact, Gexman simply lacked the ability to implement any of these intentions. and 

its weakness at sea was fundamental to Spain's willingness to cooperare. Furthermore. 

Hitler's long range plans for a "defensive glacis" to defend North West Africa were 

incomoatible with S~ain 's  colonial interests. As a prerequisite to an alliance against Britaia 

Spain demanded a long term strategic commitment to expand and defend their offshore 

territories. Franco and many in the ruling p w  were afiicanisrar. to whom S p d h  claims 

on Gibraltar, Morocco and Oran were deeply important, personally and nationally."' In a 

meeting with Suner in late November, Hitler reveaied his intention to deploy two divisions 

to Afr-ica, and his demands to own - rather than simply lease - bases in Spanish territory were 

unacceptable and insulting. Alarmed by the prospect that a German military presence in 

" Bid, 14 Nov. 1440, p. 153; 22 May, 41, pp. 198-99. 
'" Ibid, p. 152. 
"' Halder, Ibid, p. 623: afn'canisrc~s: Smyth, Sunrival, Bid. p. 45. 
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North West Africa would thwart their imperial ambitions, the Spanish adopted an 

uncooperative and hostile attitude towards German agents and defence arrangements in their 

coIonial 

Germany's inability to guarantee the security of Iberian colonial possessions also 

f i p d  prominently in Franco's rejection of an alliance in December. The Caudillo asserted 

that limited provisions would seal the fate of the Canaries and the Portuguese The 

Germans had no viable response against British naval superiority. W e  not all of the 

Atlantic islands were necessary for German military operations, their security was politically 

necessary for Spanish cooperation. Ultimately, all the Germans could do was to advise the 

Portuguese to reinforce their own defences and deny the Royal Navy port privileges.'" 

Ignorant of these considerations, however, the British continued to betieve that 

German operations against the Iberian peninsula were imminent. When British forces finally 

decided to evacuate the Greek mainland on Apr. 21, the rZPS1s prophesy of the imminent 

danger to Spain demanded British action -4t the beginning of the month, the IIC had 

experienced an embarrassing difference of opinion. but by Apr. 22 they were united in fear. 

The DMZ asserted that the Germans would not attack Russia, but would enter Spain M o r e  

June 1. whereas Cavendish-Bentinck believed the opposite. To prevent M e r  quarrels in 

front of their superiors, the JIC agreed to confer immediately before their regular Tuesday 

meetings with the Chiefs of On Apr. 22, Davidson reported to the Chiefs that "an 

God& "Riddle of the Rock" Ibid, p. 307. 
'= "OKW War Diary ..." 8 Dec. 40. GMS, Bid. 9:40. 
'84 17 Dec, 40, Bid, 954. 
'= Smyth, Survival, Bid. p. 222 h 25. 



early German advance south-westwards seemed h o s t  a certainty" with the attack on 

Gibraltar developing "within the next month or so." In contrast to the previous meeting, 

Cavendish-Bentinck concurred with the DMI's timing, though he noted that there were no 

signs of extensive mop movements towards the Spanish border.jM Nevertheless, the next 

day, the APS repeated its warning in even more categorical terms than at the beginning of 

the month: 

... effective opposition by Spain and Portugal to German pressure is 
improbable, and Spain is likely to join the Tripartite Agreement shortly. This 
is admittedly the gloomiest possible view. Nevertheless ... this possibility 
must be frankly faced.jg7 

The APS report assumed that German influence in the Iberian peninsula would rise because 

of the imminent defeat of British forces in Greece. Though most of the population and the 

military favoured neutrality, the Spanish government was unlikely to remain so unless British 

formnes improved or Spain was promised "effective military assistance ... in case of need." 

This worst case scenario was completely wrong: the APS had underestimated Spanish 

political resistance and overestimated German will. Nevertheless. they exercised a 

measurable influence over British strategy. APS predictions fed Churchill's long-standing 

desire for the Atlantic possessions of Spain and Porngal. In the summer of 1940. Churchill 

speculated thar the early occupation of the Azores might forestalI German invasion of Spain. 

His rather tenuous mionale was that with British possession of an alternare refuelling base 

for convoys. Gibraltar would be a less desirable mrget.jM Fortunately nothing came of the 

3M CoS(41)143,22 Apr. CAB 79/11. 
'* .APS(41)8,23 Apr. C m  8 11136. 
'= Churchill to HaMax, 24 July 40, Churchill War Paoers vol. 2. Ibid, p. 566-7. 
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Rime Minister3 misplaced enthusiasm for preventative measures.'" According to 

McLachlan, an aggressive desire to secure the Canaries existed at the highest levels, and 

cooler heads prevailed with help from local observers. The Naval Attache in Madrid played 

a key role in convincing Powd that "...it would be criminal folly to strike such a blow at 

national pride and unite opinion behind the influences hostile to us."3w 

Churchill remained keen to preempt any opportunistic ventures by the Germans, 

though studies predicted British naval supremacy would thwart any attempt to hold the 

islands. The decline of British military fortunes in 1941 intensified this inclination. At the 

end of 1940, the CoS had told Churchill that they could not spare the forces to take the 

islands. Five months later, British commitments were even greater with a new front in 

Greece, while British military resources were not. The British could ill-afford to expend 

effort in false alarms. 

Yet in the spring of 1941 they believed that the danger was real. On Apr. 23, 1941, 

Churchill placed an expedition rarpted at Portuguese possessions on 48 hour notice. 

Disnrrbingiy, the CoS discovered that the organisation of troops and transports was lacking, 

and gave immediate priority to their planned deployrnen~ The IPS recommended that the 

prepamion of an additional operaxion against the Spanish Grand Canary Island, which was 

approved the next day under the code name PU'MA.~" 

However. Cbwhill's limited military options did not prevent other strategic activity. 

In rhe summer of 1940, the British considered hinting to tfie Spanish government that it 

j" British Intelligence Bid. 1256. 
j" Mckhlan ,  Ibid, p. 196. 
39' Smytb Swivd, Ibid. pp. 2234. 



might cede Gibraltar. Churchill believed that such a promise to discuss ownership afkr the 

war might ultimately do more harm than good: "[the] Spaniards know that, if we win, 

discussion would not be fhitful; and if we lose, they would not be nece~sary."~~ Whether 

such an offer was actually made is unclear, though historians concur that Spanish decisions 

were unlikely to have been much influenced by such empty promises.3g3 

In fact, the judicious application of economic pressure on Spain was Britain's primary 

insurance against Spanish hostility. The United States was an important ally in this policy. 

Before the crisis in the spring of 1941. Churchill twice discussed the Spanish situation with 

neutral powers, with mixed success. On Nov. 23. 1940. in a personal and secret telegram to 

Rooseveft he stated that the German occupation of Spain would lead to hostile air and naval 

units operating fkom Casablanca and Dakar - uncomtortably close to the American definition 

of the Western Hemisphere, as Churchill well knew. .As the Peninsula was close to 

starvation, the Prime Minister suggested that an American offer of monthly food shipments 

might decisively influence Spain to remain neuud? The result was the Anglo-American- 

Spanish wheat a-pernent, which both FOES and Hider believed measurably influenced 

Franco to keep out of the war at the end of 1940.'~~ 

-As Smyth notes, a domestic policy dispute delayed the actual delivery of American 
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food shipments until after the crisis had passed? Nevertheless, Churchill would continue 

to seek help in dealing with Spain. The Rime Minister also used diplomacy to pursue 

milirary cooperation with neutral powers, in rimes of opportunity and times of danger. 

Churchill made an ambitious and specuiative attempt to exploit British victories over Italy 

in Africa at the end of 1940. On the last day of the year, Churchill suggested to Petain that 

this would be an opportune moment for Vichy to join Britain in a new alliance to defend 

French North ~ f r i c a ~ "  He believed that even if the Straits of Gibraltar were lost, with access 

to French ports and air bases in Afiica "the whole situation in the Mediterranean would be 

completely [sic] be revolutionized" in Britain's favour. Unsurprisingly, this Churchillian 

suggestion met stony silence from the French."' 

He was more circumspect in approaching another prospective ally. Economic bribery 

was one thing for the American government to consider, military operations were another. 

During the eariy months of 1941, American involvement in the war was a delicate flower, 

and Churchill was wary of demanding too much too quickly. His telegrams kept the 

Resident abreast of the difficult struggle with German surface raiders and submarines. while 

carefully avoiding any direct request for assistance. However, what is interesting about the 

personal and most secret telegram of Mar. 23 is what was not sent The original draft 

contained a paragraph outlining Churchill's fears that the Cape de Verde Islands had been 

infitrated by the Germans. who were covertly sta-@ng U-boats there. The threat to the 

Aftican trade route was gear enough to provoke a British occupation "at any time": though 

346 Smyth, Survival, Ibid, pp. 123-132. 
jW Churchill. vol. 2, Bid. p. 623-4. 
398 Churchill to CoS, minute, 7 Jan, 41. CAB 121/144. 



such action would undoubtedly cause a negative reaction in both Spain and Portugal, he felt 

Spanish hostility was possible regardless of British actions.3w The message transmined 

omitted al l  mention of the Cape de Verdes; clearly, Churchill wished to raise the issue but 

felt it too soon to demand American support for operations directed against neutral states. 

At that moment, Churchill's instincts were correct. Roosevelt scrupulously ignored 

the Prime Minister's emphasis on the strain on British shipping. However, dramatic changes 

in American posture were at hand. Since late January, British and American staff officers had 

been engaged in secret negotiations over joint strategy should the United States enter the war. 

The resulting ABC-1 agreement outlined a combined "Germany-first" strategy for wir  

against both Germany and Japan. After extensive consultation with his advisors. Roosevelt 

extended the Western Hemisphere security zone to West longitude 25 degees on Apr. 10. 

Within this expanded patrol area, American air and naval forces were committed to 

coordinating reconnaissance operations with British convoys - in effect, to escort British 

shipping in all but name. although without official sanction to fire at "agressor" f o ~ e s . ~  

This change in American naval policy gave Churchill leeway to act on a long 

thwarted intention. Though the President was committed to cumnt operations and hture 

strategy, he was not prepared to be completely open about these arrangements, so as not to 

force an early confrontation with isoiationist elements in American politics. Nevertheless. 

the new security zone represented a major leap towards active American participation in the 

war. Churchill tried to exploit the diplomatic opportunity to involve the Americans in 

399 JGnbail, Warren F. ed Churchill and Roosevelt: The Com~iete Correspondence: 
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securing the islands. As in December, he wished to take the initiative, rather than wait for 

German moves. His advisors had ruled out the possibility of giving Spain "effective military 

assistance" from British resowces; however, he hoped to stretch the new American 

willingness to assist into a public, if still neutral, display of force. On Apr. 24, Churchill sent 

President RooseveIt a confidential telegram outlining the precarious situation in the Iberian 

Peninsula Spain and Portugal might "at any time" collapse to German pressure or attack. 

Repeating the scenario described by the APS, he told the President that Gibraltar could then 

be quickly neutralised and the straits closed by German =unners manning the Spanish ,pns 

already in place."' Militarily, little could be done to prevent this eventuality, but Churchill 

womed that British inability and/or German interference might disrupt whar contingency 

plans were available: 

... these operations will take will take eight days from the signal being given. 
and...the Germans may ... have forestalling plans ... With our other naval 
burdens we have not the forces to maintain a continuous watch? 

He therefore asked Roosevelt to send a naval squadron "for a friendly cruise in these 

regions," a commitment which might deter the Germans and inspire confidence in neutral 

capitals, while also performing useful reconnaissance for the British. On Apr. 29 he 

emphasized that the Spanish situation was "most critical" As he had done in November, 

Churchill linked the threat to Spain to American national interests. With Gibraltar. German 

influence would expand throughout Noah West Afdca Churchdl predicted that once the 

L@&e established bases in Morocco, "it will not long before Dakar becomes a German 

'I APS(41)8, Apr. 23- CAB 81/136. 
uxi Churchill and Roosevelt, Ibid, 1 : 173. 
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U-boat base. "40~ 

The APS thus influenced British svategy at the diplomatic Level. Their urgent 

warning motivated Churchill to make a request of the Americans; the new diplomatic climate 

provided the opportunity. Roosevelt proved to be amenable to such operations, rhough he 

was wary of impinging on Iberian sovereignty and neutrality. On May 1 he reported that the 

suggestion of a ttfkiendly visit" had evinced "strong protests" from Portugal, while 

discussions with Spain were equally unpromising. The newly redefined American patrol area 

would remain limited to the west of the Azores and the Cape Verdes; aircraft would take care 

not to overfly the islands themselves, despite the British desire for information on possible 

German infiltration. As Churchill had known, Roosevelt was sensitive to any encroachment 

on the American sphere of influence, even by a potential ally. The President warned 

Churchill against invading the Azores unless it could be justified as purely defensive. Despite 

Churchill's fears about German intentions and British capabilities, Roosevelt asserted that 

"most of the Azores are in [the] Western Hemisphere under my longitudinal map reading-"w 

This warning provoked Churchill's anger, who insisted that the British would suike 

if they felt it was necessary, regardless of American scruples? However, afier this brief 

spat, the Allies-to-be coordinated their planning even more ciosely. Churchill's appeal 

motivated Roosevelt to consider more substantial means of supporting the British- In mid- 

May, Secrerarcy of Stare Cordell Hull had to persuade the Resident limit expansion of the 



Monroe doctrine to a scale that would not provoke the Axis or American isolationists." On 

May 22, Roosevelt ordered planning for an American occupation of the Azores in a month's 

time; he prepared the American public for such a move. In a radio address on 27 May, the 

President spoke of pre-emptive measures against a "probable enemy," and mentioned Azores 

& Cape Verdes by name.M 

Nthough this speech incited Portuguese protests, Roosevelt was undeterred. Two 

days later, he suggested to the British that Anglo-American plans to secure the Atlantic 

islands be coordinated. The British had interpreted certain developments in Spanish politics 

at the beginning of May to mean that Franco would continue to maintain Spanish neutrality, 

and in mid-May Churchill had actually decided against pre-emptive a ~ t i o n . ~  !Yevenheless, 

this did not reduce the potential threat fkom the Germans. Churchill thus greeted the 

President's offer with enthusiasm, ~ p e a ~ g  the thesis that Hitler might obtain air bases 

obtain in Spain or Afkica co neutralise Gibraltar "at any time now." He welcomed Roosevelt's 

offer of the participation of American troops in operations against the Atlantic islands. 

Control of the islands could be turned over to the Americans "as a matter of mutual war 

 convenience."^ He also suggested that the US State Department would be of assistance in 

diplomatic efforts to ensure con& over the Azores in case of German British 

a This would have encompassed all of West eta north of equator, including the 
Atiantic islands. Smyth speculates that currents of expansionism in American domestic 
politics also probably contributed to this scheme. Bid, p. 25, fh 42. 

Bid, p. 225. 
aid, pp- 226-7. 
Churchill and RooseveIt aid, 1:200- 1. 

'I0 This smegic partnership would eventually pay off in October of 1943, when the 
Portuguese government allowed AUied air and navai forces to use bases there, signScantly 

(continued--) 
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fears were thus assuaged in the spring of 194 1, albeit temporarily. 

The APS had produced a timely and influential strategic appreciation; unfortunately, 

it was wrong. Despite their improved ability to study German operational capabilities, British 

assessment continued to have difficulty forecasting German intentions. Though records of 

the German High Command's discussions of suategy justified the APS's fears, they seriously 

overestimated Hitler's willingness to violate Spanish neutrality. 

The effect of this mistake might have been costly but for the limits to British 

resources and American cooperation. APS assessments did influence the Prime Minister's 

decision to consider military options - he put PUMA on 48 hour standby - but he also chose 

to act diplomatically. Despite his desire for preemptive military measures, Churchill knew 

that the burgeoning snategic relationship with the United States was far more valuable. The 

-4PS warned of a immediate operational threat which Churchill presented as a threat to 

common Anglo-American interests: this was the foundation of alliance strategy. 

(.--continued) 
improving the protection of Atlantic convoys. Winston Churchill, Closino the Rinq vol. 5, 
The Second Worid War, (London: Houghton M1Min, 195 I), p. 165. 



TabIe 2: Intelligence Failure and APS 

German 
Intentions 

Capabilities 

British 
intelligence 

assessment 

action 

Libya, A ~ r i l  

Rommef wants 
reinforcements; 
High Command 
will not divert 
from BARBAROSSA 

limited; reinforcements 
cannot arrive In time to 
affect locai situation 

flawed estimate of 
German tank strength 
and logistical difficulties 

miss siguficance of Tobruk; 
APS forecasts early German 
offensive 

Hitler wants Gibraitar, 
Atlantic isles; Franco 
refuses: Hitler unwilling 
to use force 

M t e d  economic to win over 
Franco; capable of taking 
Spain and Gibraltar, but not 
Atlantic isles 

good estimate of 
German military capability, 
British naval suength 

. U S  predicts German invasion 
of Spain 

PM decides to send TIGER 
convoy before assessment 
circulated 

PM puts PLMA on alert; 
approaches USA re: military 
cooperation in Atlantic 

result - British take the offensive in closer Anglo-American 
Western Desert for rest of 1941 relations 



Cha~ter Five: Conclusion 

On May 15. one acronym "fell into disuse," replaced by another acronym: the JIS was 

simply the APS by another name. It served British decision-makers until the end of the war 

without any funher changes. Its later experience suggests the significance of the organisation 

of British assessment. In March, 1942, the JIC considered increasing the manpower of the 

JIS in light of its increasing workload; however. rhe real stumbling block was that the senior 

members of the JIS team felt responsible for the work of the junior team. Their review of the 

latter's work was slowing the circulation of finished drafts. They recorded the wish that 

minor papers pass direct from junior team to the Directors and let it rest: the senior team 

would come to trust the junior over time.'" 

Time to earn mst from consumers was the most important element in the success of 

the JIS - even more important than its structure. According to theories of intelligence 

organisation, the weakness of collegial assessment systems is that they can become agencies 

in their own right if they become too large. and thus subject to bureaucratic and political 

forces which distract h r n  the search for truth. The ideal assessment system should attempt 

to embody the saengths of both systems, which Herman believes that the JIS system did, 

working as an 

... cennal, elite group, drawing on the basic andysis of the community but free 
to make highquality assessment, free of departmental allegiances or the need 
to build community supportN2 

'" JIC(42) 1 1 th Mtg, 3 1 Mar. CAB8 1/90. 
"' Herman, Bid, p. 24. 



A more complete survey of JIS1s wartime experience shows that the JIS was far from 

meeting such an ideal. Intelligence was subject to bureaucratic and political pressures. The 

JIS found the oversight by the JIC hstrating, because this reduced their own role. In theory, 

they were supposed to be present, but in practice the Directors were too busy to entertain 

detailed arguments. Furthermore, 

... hey resented having their views shot down by the flS officers ... They 
therefore preferred to meet alone, amend the carefully worded draft ... and get 
away quickly. This ofien caused dismay amongst the IIS who saw their clear 
and £irm deduction sometimes watered down until it became a woolly 
compromise paper.. . 413 

Lt. Cmdr, Fletcher Cooke, transferred to the junior JIS in eariy 1943, complained that open 

access to W minutes and papers encouraged the Secretary of the War Cabinet and officers 

in the Ministries of Defence to meddle in their deliberarions. This transparency rendered it 

"impossible at one time to hold private meetings without our views being thwarted either on 

paper or minutes. or by the Secretary to a higher authority."*1' In Noel Annan's experience. 

he  was to represent the War Office at IIS meetings. not search for mth. If his colleagues 

would not accept War OEce views. he would try to influence the rnajoriry to accept as many 

of his points as possible, so that the DMI would sign off on the final draft; sometimes he 

might change his superiors' minds."5 The JIS system was designed not to encourage 

individual creativity, bur to ensure that JIS members faithfidly championed minktry views. 

The Dm a central figure in the creation of this system. tried in vain to introduce 

some key m&cations, Godfrey was a strong advocate of cenmlised intelligence systems: 

'13 According to Drake, his superior. the DM, never did this. Drake, Bid ADM 223465. 
"' Cooke to Godfjrey, letter, 15 Jan. 46, ADM 223/465. 
'" A n n a  Ibid, p. 129. 
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during his mission to the United States in mid- 194 I, he suggested that American intelligence 

be organised as a central agency? FOES, as a free, elite central group with no allegiances 

except to the CoS, was a potential competitor to the IIC. Thus he could not support the 

continued existence of FOES, despite his support for its methods. However, unlike his War 

Office and RAF colleagues, he tried to preserve FOES'S methodologies in the new body. 

What Troubridge and the assessing staff needed was time to think, which was impossible if 

the JIS was preoccupied with requests fiom the IPS. 

The naval representatives on the .TIC thus fought a losing battle to keep assessment 

separate kom operational planning. Nor were they entirely isolated - some of their superiors 

held similar views. On July 17. the CoS considered undoing all the changes since March. 

They were more generous than post-war historians when they opined that FOES'S forecasts. 

though flawed, were "On the whole ... borne out by events.'"" with the APS now incorporated 

into the nC, the CoS felt the absence of these forecasts. The CoS went so far as to suggest 

that either FOES be restored or the APS aboIished - seemin& an uncompromising vote of 

non-confidence in the new system, 

Leading the attack, Pound felt that the APS devoted too much time to mundane 

miners, at the expense of studying enemy intentions. Cavendish-Bentinck explained that the 

Chiefs were indeed receiving strategic forecasts imbedded in IIC and IPS  report^."^ The 

DM1 later circulated a letter outlining Cavendish-Ben~ck's point in detail, summarising the 

'I6 Bradley F. Smith, "Admiral Godfiey's Mission to America, lune/Juiy 194 1. " Intellieence 
and Nauonai Security, 1, 3, (September 19861, p. 443. Smith argues that Godfkfs 
recommendations did not greatly influence the evohtion of the CIA. 

'I7 Hollis to Shoosmith, memo, 17 July 41, CAB 121NO. 
"* CoS(4I)B 1th mtg, 18 July, CAB 121/230. 



forming FOES as a separate body, he now enthusiastically endorsed the new organisation 

over the old: 

The present system ensured that appreciations of enemy intentions were 
based on all the available evidence and not, as previously, on a combination 
of intelligent guesswork and a knowledge of our own weakness and the 
German ability to exploit it?*' 

Ultimately, the CoS leb weU enough alone, satisfied with the nC's reassurances that the Joint 

Intelligence Staff (JIS) would not be distracted fiom its fust priority, enemy strategy and 

intentions. 

Direct evidence of Godfrey's views on this issue are suspiciously absent from his 

papers in the ADM files and his biography. When the DM1 raised the idea of putting the JIS 

and IPS in adjoining moms in mid- 1942, Godf.ieyts deputy objected that closer relations with 

the JPS might compromise the JIS's ability to "appreciate for the enemy.'"" it is difficult to 

imagine that the DDNI and the First Sea Lord acted contrary to Go&yfs wishes, but it does 

seem the DM subsequently changed his mind about collaboration between assessment and 

planning. Denis Capel-Dm? the JIC's Secretary, counted the DM as his "strongest 

supporter1' in the effort to bring the sta& together in adjacent rooms in the Cabinet War 

The integration of assessment and planning was inevitable. The assessors needed data 

'I9 Davidson to CIGS, 19 July 41. CAB 81/103. 
'20 CoS(4l)Z 1th mtg, 18 M y .  CAB 121/230. 
"I nC(42)35th Mtg. 28 July 42. CAB 81/90. 

Denis Capel-hr~.n to Charles Morgan, letter, 4 Mar. 44. ADM 223/465; on moving the 
IIS: JIC(42)35th mtg, 28 Id. CAB 8 1/90: JIC(42)4 Isr(O)mtg, 27 Aug. CAB 8 1/90. 
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from the planners to construct a dynamic model of Britain and Germany's strategies reacting 

to each other. The artificial barrier between FOES and British plans limited i& ability to 

make timely and detailed forecasts of German reactions to British strategy. Furthermore, as 

Davies points out, fulfilling the PSIS needs was the raison detre of the JIC system in the 

k t  place: "The lever which ailowed the CTD to create the JIC was the need to coordinate 

and pool required for joint Service  operation^.""^ 

G a m y  had a good motive in preserving that barrier, however. The DNI believed 

that Hitler and his racial-ideological goals were the keys to German strategy, but his 

colleagues rejected a l l  his methods of aaaining a psychological understanding of the Fiihrrr. 

The objectives of his concept of assessment differed &om that which won out in the 

bureaucratic struggles of 1941. The DM wanted Troubridge to have more time for "sitting 

and thinking" - that is, about enemy intentions or Hider's mind? 

Based on his experience with operational intelligence, Ralph Bemen critiques this 

"academic" approach to intelligence as pomayed in accounts of naval intelligence. In Room 

39, Donald McLachlan praises the role of civilians in intelligence analysis and assessment: 

he claims that the skills and qualities of academic and profissional work were of great value 

to the painstaking research requirements of intelligence, what he called "the common 

standards of exact s~holarship."~~ Bemen adds some heavy qualifications to this view. 

While academia and managerial work allows for lengthy equivocation on unclear evidence. 

Davies, Ibid, p. 123. 
'The Development of IS(O)," ADM 173/465. 
McLachtan, Bid, p. 344. 
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in military intelligence lives depend on minutes and hours? While strategy involves longer 

periods, the need to determine the enemy threat quickly is no less important. Hence, the DMI 

was less inched to give the assessing sta f f  the time Godfiey wanted for "sitting and 

rhinking." The APS was to draft estimates of Germany's capabilities quickly and eaciently, 

at the expense of lengthy deliberations about Germany's intentions. 

When capability determined Germany's strategy, the APS did this very well - i.e. in 

disposing of the threat to Murzouk. The transition from the FOES to the APS s i ~ c a n d y  

improved the effectiveness of certain aspects of British intelligence in the spring of 1941. 

Though s t i l l  imperfect, the APS drafted and circulated its considerations much more quickly 

than FOES could. Its appreciations could thus influence the snategic decisionmaking 

process in a timely manner. 

According to Richard K. Betts, a former CIA consultant, the need for accuracy and 

influence in intelligence are often at variance." In his experience, the presentarion of 

intelligence can be balanced and fair. including all caveats and uncertainties. or decisive and 

influential, containing only the essential conclusions without distraction. The presentation 

of FOES'S appreciations suffered fkom an excess of detail and second-guesses which often 

obscured important points, like the importance of Rumanian oil to Germany. 

Unfortunately, procedural and organisationai changes did not markedly improve 

Britain's assessment of Hider's strategic intentions. Though the FOES and the APS 

understood Gennan military thinking very well, they underestimated the impomce of Hitler 

Bemen "Tnteiligence and S t m ~  Some Observations," kern idem. Intelligence 
Investimtions, Bid, p. 100. 

Beas. "Policy-Makers and Intelligence ..." Ibid 



and his intentions to Germany's strategy. Noel Aman stated rhetoiically, "Surely the duty of 

an intelligence staffis to assume that the enemy will act with the utmost strategic wisdom."" 

Yet Hitler's strategic wisdom was far removed from British strategic wisdom - or even 

German strategic wisdom. When asked about Hitler's intentions, Halder said: "There was 

hardly any person who was able to penetrate the mind of this enigmatic man."J29 What 

restrained Hitier from invading Spain was not incapacity, but subjective political, economical 

and ideological factors which could not be separated fiom his military strategy. These racial 

and ideological ideals permeated even the manner in which Germany fought? The British 

had difficulty accepting the influence of non-military factors. Fletcher Cooke. a junior 

member of JIS. said that Hitler "...would have done better if he had followed our advice....""' 

The only evidence of any attempt to formally study Hitler's psychology, goals, 

ideoloa or progaxnrne is Godfrey's abortive astrology project. However, post-war historical 

controversy over Hitier's actual intentions casts doubts on the usefulness of Gocby's 

suggestions. Even with full access to Germany's war records. historians have had difficulty 

determining whether Hitleis strategy was "programmic" or opportunistic. Hitier was flexible 

in his tactical approach and timing of his policies, within the context of his unshakable long 

ZSall, &id, p. 73. 
'- Franz Halder, interview. "Decisions Affecting the Campaign in Russia 19414942." 

GMS, Ibid, 15:8. 
"O Jugen Forster, "New Wine in Old Wineskins? The Wehrmacht and the War of 

WeVmchauungerz." from The German Militarv in the Age of Total War. ed. Wllhelm Deist. 
Dover: Berg, 1985). pp. 304-322. 

43')L Fletcher Cooke to John Godfky, undated letter, ADM 2231465. 
" Schreiir, The Mediterranean in Hider's Smegy," Ibid, p. 248. 
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This flexibility frustrated British attempts to predict German strategy. When the APS 

could not find the objective operational factors limiting Hitler's capabilities, they forecast 

German strategy no better than FOES did. Though the APS's prediction of an attack on Spain 

proved influential, it was wrong; forhmately, Churchill found the false alarm a useful catalyst 

for strategic diplomacy. The membership and the quality of the information remained 

consistent between the FOES and the APS, while their understanding of Hitler was equally 

poor. Only their organisation differed - thus, in 1941 the organisation of British assessment 

had W e  to do with the quality of their appreciations of enemy strategic intentions, and of 

their usefulness to British decision-makers. 

The secondary literature has underestimared the accuracy of FOES and overestimated 

the APS's influence, thus leading to an erroneous historical assessment of contribution of 

intelligence assessment to British strategy. FOES was largely irrelevant to the process which 

led to the twin disasters in Greece and Libya Despite the improvements in organisation and 

reporting procedures. the APS was only marginally more relevant to British m e w  in areas 

of active operations. Churchill made up his mind to dispatch the TIGER convoy based on his 

own assessment of the threat and British strategic priorities, without the help of the MS. The 

M S  contributed the catalyst for the alarm over Spain in late April, but British leaders' - 

specifically Churchill's - preconceptions were equally important In 1941. British perception 

of their own weaknesses had more influence over strategy than forecasts of enemy intentions. 

The reforms of 1941 were part of a necessary learning process, but in accordance to 

with the "no fault" school of though& circumstances dictated the limits of the accuracy and 

infIuence of British forecasts no matter how assessment was organised While greater 
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experience and more efficient reporting methods measurably improved the delivery and 

presentation of forecasts, no new structural form or analytical method could improve the 

accuracy of the contents so long as Hitler's will was the most important determining factor 

in German strategy. The cases presented suggest that, under such conditions. the utility of 

strategic forecasting as a force multiplier on the strategic defensive was a difficult 

proposition at best. 

However, war would expand to a truly global conflict in which individual intentions 

would be less relevant to the outcome of events. The successes of FOES and APS in defining 

the limits of German militaq capability in Greece and North Afkica foreshadowed a time 

when a different context would maximize the IIC system's strengths and minimize their 

weakaesses. Although harshly critical of the early performance of the JIC system, Anthony 

Codevilla allows that the IIC functioned better by mid-1943, because of 

... the luxuries peculiar to nations on the offensive: fewer vital subjects, more high 
quality information about them, and the supreme luxury of not needing to worry too 
much about what the enemy would 

Though the fast item might be more properly termed "complacency," as the Ardemes 

offensive of 1944 proved, Codevilla is correct After the invasion of the Soviet Union, the 

requirements of Hitler's strategy would increase beyond Gexmany's Limited military and 

economic resources. Hitler's idiosyncratic intentions would become less important than the 

limits of his capabilities in determining Germany's actions. While relatively ineftectuai in the 

years of Britain's maximum peril, the IIC system would serve the Allies well on the 

offensive. 
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